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Summary
Knowledge of the weight, volume, and center of mass of segments of the

human body is of significance to research in such diverse fields as physical educa-
tion, prosthetics, and space technology. While the specific information needed
may vary from one specialty to another, common to all is the objective of under-
standing more fully the biomechanics of man either as an entity or as a com-
ponent of some complex system.

The engineer or physicist may test a structure or material until it fails to
determine designs and conditions appropriate to the physical characteristics of
materials. The introduction of man as an integral part of a system, either in a
passive or active role, restricts the freedom to test it because of possible injury
to the human component. To overcome this restriction, it is common to replace
the man with a physical model or, more recently, to use computer simulation.
The degree to which a physical or mathematical model can be formulated as an
isomorph of the human body thus becomes a crucial factor.

This study was designed to supplement existing knowledge of the weight,
volume, and location of the center of mass of segments of the human body and
to permit their more accurate estimation on the living from anthropometric
dimensions,

Thirteen male cadavers were each dissected into 14 segments. The weight,
volume, and center of mass of each segment were determined, and sufficient
anthropometry of the cadavers was taken to describe the length, circumference,
and breadth or depth of each segment. The relationships between the size of the
segmuents anl its weight, volume, and the location of its center of mass fori the
basis for estimating thse parameters of living populations.

IV

.. ...-~-~-------
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Historical Background
METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS OF PREVIOUS

INVESTIGATORS

Active interest in the weight, volume, and center of mass of the human body and its s, r,-
ments has been demonstrated by numerous investigators over the patt 200 years. These invez- .-
gators have developed and used a wide variety of techniques in their studies with varying d4.. .S
of success. The following resume of earlier research is certainly neither all-inclusive nor c- Iplete;
it does, however, provide a background for the present investigation.

The earliest recorded work appears to have been undertaken in the 17th cew-.ary. Borelli
(1679) determined the center of mass of nude men by having them stretch out on a rigid platform
supported on a knife edge. By moving the platform until it balanced, an approximation of the sub-
ject's center of mass could be obtained.

The Weber brothers (1836) improved this technique. Their platform was supported at its
center of mass and the body alone moved until the platform began to tilt. The body was then re-
versed on the platform and the procedure repeated to obtain a second approximation of the cen-
ter of mass. The mean position between these points gave a more exact location for the (onter of
mass. This technique would appear more accurate than that used by Borelli, as it was independent
of the supporting plirform and not dependent upon an exact point of balance.

Harless (1880) repeated the Weberi' experiments and extended them to studies of the ecu-
terns of mass of bxody segments. In his initial studies, the bodies of two executed criminals were
used, llarless's plait was to locate in the long axis thie contes of mass for the largest px.a, 4hlv num-
ber of movable segments. To achie this, he segmente( tle cadavers into 1$ major segments with
the planes of separation passing through the pivotal axis of each of the primanr joints. The tisste
%vas severed in a plane that bisected the primary ceteus" of joint rotation and the joints then dis-
artictaiated. The sgmiont surfac", were sutureI together over the suu) p to re•dt• tissu and fluid
losss. Senstive s'weks and a halauce plate were used to detemiue the weight gid cvntor of inats
of each seguicut. oim vol1me of each segment was calculated flom its uiass. using a postulated
total body s*pcikc gravity of 1.066. Ilarless's r-sults (as well as the ,:'rults oblainte by later
jA-wkmr) are showna in tables 1 and t

To -Veify anld extenvd his ose'rvations, Harlsn weightd 44 esftretity swimetls taclo froln
seven coqrjusc, The segmonts wero disa.ticulattd using the same Ichiiques employedl for tho two
whole cadavers. 11v segnwnt volunes were determined after tlwe principles of A.rchtnwdes. by
weighing them first in air and then in water. The re ults of this study are given in table 3. From
these datia, Hartlos tonrclded that age and sex werd %igniflcaut Arts in esplaining ti'e diorim.twou of valklo of the qw&• gravity of segifents of thte human NAY,.

Vron Mey-er, |lwginrning in 1863. timutilntiml this work avid d~ewtnitied 'I1w cv-ater of irnav.• loca-
tion Along the. otlwr 1--vo axm of the body as w-eff. -to tthogonal oxis oste,111 is of Couvelmteex
it) locating a pallet In a 1thrt, dtimensonal stimer. For the hum~an body the com~lwoo~tl ig to rt•¢,l

to the Z axis as fovivd at the intersection of the sagittal aM coronal planes; the V axis at the in-
trisection of the Coronal and transvee plan; an1d tlw. X axis at the inrt•Wee ion at 111 giltal And
transvetse lanes, fly redunng the total body to a stries of mnthematically desmriptive forus
"(dllipsids aMn sphere), Von Meyer was abie to estimate the wright and center of mass for eacl
of te laujor w gt-•ats of the body. Using th"se eAmnhates, the 4hit in dw total body's center of

4.1
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TABLE 3
MASS, VOLUME AND SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF BODY SEGMENTS

(After Harless 1860) Specific
Segment Sex Age Weight (gin) Volume (cc) Gravity

Head M 30 3747.0 3453.3 1.0851
Head F 38 4980.0 4407.0 1.1300
Right Upper Arm F 20 1525.6 1436.2 1.0622
Right Upper Arm M 40 2560.1 2362.2 1.0838
Right Upper Arm M 68 1420.7 1302.9 1.0904
Left Upper A-m M 30 1484.5 1365.4 1.0b72
Left Upper Ann M 30 1411.3 1296.6 1.0884
Left Upper Arm M 68 1239.1 1133.0 1.0936
Right Forearm F 20 725.6 671.6 1.0804
Right Forearm M 40 1389.7 1260.0 1.1030
Rghi ForearmN M 30 821.0 402.2 1.1034
Right Forearm M 68 767.2 689.9 1.1119
Left Forearm M 68 765.3 688.3 1.1117
Left Forearm M 30 770.1 692.1 1.1127
Right Hand M 68 447.7 403.5 1.1093
Right Hand M 40 525.1 471.6 1.1134
Right Hand F 20 316.8 283.7 1.1163
Right Hand M 30 393.2 354.3 1.1191
Left Hand M 68 443.9 402.3 1.1034
Left Hand M 30 374.0 334.5 1.1178
Right Thigh F 26 4890.0 4643.0 1.0532
Right Thigh M 30 5947.0 5637.5 1.0549
Right Thigh M 40 7567.0 7099.1 1.0659
Right Thigh M 68 4670.0 4295.8 1.0871
Left Thigh F 206 4723.0 4492.1 1.0514
Left Thigh M 30 5827.0 5515,9 1.0564
Left Thigh M 40 7367.0 6951.4 1,0598
Ltift Thigh M 68 4460.4 4102.8 1.0872
Right Calf F 26 1917.9 1808.1 1.0173
Right Calf M 40 2760.2 2541,8 1.0859
Right Calf M 30 2242.6 2064.8 1,0361
Right Calf NM 68 1874.0 16W3.5 1.12W5
Ieft Calf F 20 1863.1 1727.5 1.0785
LXft Calf M 30a' 2252.5 2073.8 1101
IAeft Calf M 40 2806.9 2583,& 1.0861
I I-ft Calf M W8 1811.0 1303.3 1.1295
Right F"ot M 40 1048.8 W11.7 1.0802
Blight Foot M 30 982.2 899.1 1,0'2.1
Right Fot M 608 952.5 8Ei,8 1.0950
Right Foot F 26 755.0 &%6.3 1.1017
IAeft Flo)t M 40 1072.3 99K5.9 1.0767

ALeft FOOt M 30 988.2 905.2 1.0916
LAft FO(It F 26 713.4 648.8 1,0990
Left Foot M a 95.5 877.1 1.0m98

.14



TABLE 4

LOCATION OF CENTERS OF MASS AS A RATIO OF
THE DISTANCE FROM THE PROXIMAL END OR

JOINT AXIS AND THE TOTAL SEGMENT LENGTH

Harless Braune and Fischer Fischer
• - Dempstert

Graf Kefer No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 1906

Entire Body 41.4 ...... ...... .....- .....

Head* 36.3 36.1 ------ 43.3

Torso ...... ..... ...... ............

Entire Arm, Right ...... . ...... 42.7

Entire Arm , L ft ------. ...... ..... .......... 46.4 ......

ý 'pper Arm, Right 48.4 42.7 ...... 43.8 50.9 44.6 43.6

Upper Arm, Left ...... 43.2 45.4 47.8 45A4 -----

Forermi + Hand, Right -. ...... 47.5 47.2 44.4 67.7§

Forearm + Hand, Lt ........ 46.3 47.7 47.9 ...

Fo. earm, Right 43.9 41.8 41.4 42.2 43.0

Forearm, l.fi .... 40.2 40.6 44.1 ...

Hand, Right 47.4 36.1 49.4

hand, Left &. 35.7 ....

Entire Log, Bight .. 41,5 43,3

Entire Log, Loft ... 40.9

11'igh, Right 46.8 43b0 43.2 46.9 45.5 43.8 43.3

Thi&hi, Loft .... 57.0 44.6 47.6 38.8 43.4

Calf + Foot. Right .. .. 50.0 5. 52.1 56.4 43.4

Calf + Foot. Left .I.1.7 51.4 53.1 sl. .

Calf, Right 38.0 44.4 42.0 43.5 41-0 j-2O 43.3

Calf, LWft 49.4 41.6 41.3 422 ,t3,9

FRoot, Right 1 46.0 43.6 40 4 43,0 45.3 42.9

Foot, Left 1 43,2).4,I 413.9 4r,3

"Metnmd fci m crown.
aISuwt ml fniu hrl.

WDtasmw furm elbow to Uu"a fttow C-qula 100%.

iS



mass could be determined from the position and orientation of the trunk and extremities (Von
Meyer, 1873).

Braune and Fischer in 1889 published a comprehensive study of weight, volume, and center
of mass of the body and its segments. They based their analyses upon the results obtained from
a study of three adult male cadavers, all of whom were suicides. The cadavers were of middle-
aged individuals of muscular builds and each was about 169 cm in length. To avoid certain prob-
lems of earlier workers, Braune and Fischer kept the cadavers frozen solid throughout their in-
vestigation. This reduced fluid losses to a minimum, but prohibited dissecting out the joints as
Harless had done. Instead, Braune and Fischer sawed directly across the joints through the approxi-
mate centers of rotation of each joint.

To obtain a more accurate estimate of the center of mass than was possible with the then cur-
rent balance plate technique, Braune and Fischer drove strong, thin rods into the frozen tissue and
hung each segment from three axes. The intersection of the three planes was marked on the seg-
ment and gave an accurate location for the center of mass of each segment. Tables 1 and 2 give
the weight of each l-ody segment as determined by Braune and Fischer. Similarly, table 4 gives
the center of mass determinations of the body segments.

The data developed by Braune and Fischer have been widely quoted and extensively used,
and until very recently, have comprised the most detailed data available.

Mech (1894) pointed out the desirability of supplementing such data with similar informa-
tion on the volume of segments of the living. To obtain the volume of body segments, Meeh care-
fully established for each body joint a plane of rotation that could be most easily associated with
anatomical reference points. The segments of the individuals were then immersed in water to
that plane, with the overflow water being caught and measured. Meeh found this method to be
inexact, as considerable variability occurred in repeated trials with the same segment. Therefore,
he averaged the results of repeated measurements to reduce his measuring error to a minimum.
Because of the difficulties in using this technique on living infants and small children. Meeh dupli-
cated Harless's experiment using four infant cadavers. The relationships between segment weights
and volumnes obtained from Harless's and his own investigation were then used by Meeh to com-
pute segment weight from the segment volume of his live subjects. From these data, and the data
he had experimentally determined on infants and children, Mech was able to establish a series of
graphs to illustrate the growth of the bxxly and its segments with age. Meeh's findings are not re-
produced here as they were reported only as percent increments of growth; however, this study
was the first serious attempt to understand the changes in the weight of segments during growth
and development.

Fischer (1900) reported on a study of the moments of inertia of the human body and its seg-
ments. In this study, he included data of the weight and center of mass of body segments from a
"single cadaver. The procedures used appear to be identical to those he and Braune (1889) had
used earlier in their study of segmental parameters. The weight and center of mass data obtained
by Fischer are given in tables 1, 2 and 4.

From the turn of the century until the inid-1920's, the interest in segmental parameters seems
to have lagged. Indeed, the research that had been carried out in the late 1800's appears to have
been received as the defir.itive work and was widely quoted by those who were working in the area
of human mechanics (Fischer, 1906; Amar, 1920).

In 193M, Steinhausen reported on a number of attempts by contemporary researchers to de-
velop segment weight and center of mass data on the living. He particularly cited the work of
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Hebestreit (unpublished) who was working with a modified Borefli balance. This device, first at-
tributed to Borelli (1679) and subsequently modified by du Bois-Reymond (1900) and Basler
(1931) in their studies of total body center of mass, consists of a rigid board supported by a
knife edge at one end and a sensitive dial scale at the other end (figure 1). The subject to be
measured stands or lies on the supporting board. Knowing the weight of the subject and the dis-
tance between supports, the subject's center of mass can be determined by noting the reaction of
the scales to his weight.

• AR wD(AR)

0

Determination of Forearm-Hand Weight
W - Weight of Forearm-Hand
AR - Difference Between Scale Readings
D - Distance Between Supports
d. - Displacement of Center of Mass of Forearm-Hand

N4oew 1. Eimlilhn of a Seument'a Weliht by the Mothod 0
Iteoa•'ncmnoe.

This technique is quite adequate for center of mass determinations of the total body, but
cannot be used for accurate segmental center of mass determinations because the weights of the
segments are not known. If one unknown, either the center of mass or the weight of a segment,
can be accurately approximated, then the second can be determined using this principle of lever
momlents.

Bernstein and his co-workers used this approach to determine experimentally on the living,
the weight and center of mass of segments of the body. This work, carried out in the late 1920's
and reported by Bernstein et al. (1931), is apparently not available in this country and the discus-
sion that follows 6s based upon the sumunary statement published later by Bermstein (1967) and
others.,

l.Vhtle a number of authors have cited this early work by Bemstein and his assoclate3, none wontavted had
mad the ttudy andi all knew of it only through seondary sources Attempts to obtain oopie of Bernstein's works
oy mthe libraies were unsuccsful s were Personl lettenr to the stientri& attachk of the Russian Eubausy in
%VashbqgoW a D.C. and the Preslden of the USSR Academy of Waci .

7
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The major problem to be overcome .vas developing a method to accurately approximate
either the weight or the center of mass of the body segments. Using frozen cadaver segments,
Bernstein concluded that the center of mass of a segment could be considered coincident, for most
practical purposes, with its center of volume. Since the volume and center of volume of a seg-
ment can be experimentally determined on the living, the weight of the segment could be deter-
mined by the method of reaction change.

The modified Borelli apparatus used by Bernstein is pictured as figure 12 in his 1967 publi-
cation, and our line drawing (figure 1) is a simplified version. The subject lies on the platform and
two readings of the scale are made, with the segment to be measured held in two different posi-
tions. Knowing the reaction of the scale to the changes in segment orientation, as well as the dis-
tance the center of mass of the segment has shifted and the distance between the knife edges sup-
porting the platform, the segment weight can be calculated from the following:

W D(AR)

where

W = weight of segment
D - distance between knife edge and scale support edge

d,. = displacement of W (center of mass)
AR = difference between scale readings

Bernstein's study was undertaken on a sample of 152 subjects of both sexes, ranging in age
from 10 to 75 years. His analysis did not include the center of mass of hands and feet, but did
include the weight of all limb segments and all centers of mass with the exception of the above.

Only certain of the summary statistics are available front this study. Those for the male sam-
ple are given below. These data are the segment weight as a percent of body weight, and center
of mass from the proximal end of the segment as a percent of segment length.

Segment Weight as Segment Center of Mass
Percent of Body as Percent of Segment

Weight Length

Mean SD Mean SD

Thigh 12.213% 1.620 38.57% 3.11
Calf 4.655 .507 41.30 1.88
Foot 1.458 .126
Upper Arm 2.655 .312 46.57 2.63
Forearm 1.818 .184 41.24 2.74
Hand .703 .084

Bernstein concluded that the individual variation was so great that, "Either we may resign
ourselves to measuring with the complex techniques we have developed every new subject with
whom we deal - or we may attempt to find such anthropometric and structural correspondence
(correlations) as will enable us to determine with sufficient accuracy the. probable radii of our
subjects on the basis of their general habits and anthropometric data" (1967, p. 13). If a search
for "anthropometric and structural correspondence" was undertaken, it has not been reported by
Bemstein or other authors who have described his work.

" ~I
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The accuracy of the estimates of segment weights based on the reaction change technique is
largely dependent upon the accuracy of the center of mass estimates. It is unfortunate, therefore,
that Bernstein's original work on the basis of which he concluded that the center of mass is, for
most practical purpose, coincident with segmental mid-volume, is not available for examination.
Our study afforded the opportunity to test this concept, which has been accepted and used by later
workers. The results of our investigation are given in Appendix B.

Since the 1930's a number of other researchers have attempted to estimate the weight of
body segments of the living. Zook (1932k in a study of human growth, measured in a rather gross
way the segment volumes of a large number of boys, ages 5 through 19 years. These data appear
to reflect a large experimental error and are believed to be of limited usefulness. In 1943, Cure-
ton reported the specific gravity of the body segments of fifteen male college students. The tech-
niques used by Cureton were not reported, but his results appear to be even more variable than
those reported by previous investigators.

Cleveland (1955) determined the weight and center of mass of body segments of 11 male
college students. In his study, the volume and mid-volume for the total body and its segments
were experimentally determined by hydrostatic weighing. The subject was suspended on a ham-
mock attached to a spring scale above a water-filled tank.

The volume of a segment was determined by weighing a subject in air and then reweighing
him with the segment immersed in water (im wt). The loss in weight was considered equivalent to
the segment's volume. The mid-volume of a segment was determined by computing the value:

air wt - ini wt
CGt = 2 + im wt

This value, CGt, was the calculated reading of the supporting scale with the segment only
immersed to its mid-volume. The segment was then withdrawn from the water until the scale
value indicated the CC,,t and the center of volume was marked on the segment at the level of the
water. The weight of the segments was determined by multiplying the segment volume by the
subject's total body density.

Harless's data (table 3) indicate that this procedure for computing weight of segments would
lead to significant errors due to the discrepancies between the density of the total body and the
density of the various segments. The results of this Investigation are therefore believed to be of
limited use.

Dempster (1955) reported an intensive study of human biomechanics which included data
on the weight, volume, center of mass and moments of inertia of the segments of eight cadav-
ers. The limb segments were separated at each of the primary joints and the trunk divided into a
shoulder, neck, thorax. and 101 abdominopelvis unit. The planes of segmentation were fairly simi-
lar to those established by B, une and Fischer, except that before the dismemberment, joints were
flexed to mid-range, which ',empster believed would provide a more equitable distribution of tis-
sue mass in each segment. The joints after flexion were frozen before being bisecetd. Following
dismemberment, each segment was put through a series of five steps: (1) the segmnent was
weighed, (2) the center of mass of the straightened part was determined on a balance plate, (3) the
period of oscillation (for moment of inertia) was determined, (4) the volume was measured by the
Archimedes method and (5) the parts were then refrozen and prepared for further segmentation.
The segmental centers of mass were located using a balance plate designed specifically for the
study. The results of his analyses are shown In tables 1, 2, and 4.
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His study was the most comprehensive study of weight, volume, and center of mass of
body segments available. Dempster's sample of eight subjects doubled the number of subjects
that had been previously studied and, in addition, provided a wealth of new information on
biomechanics not fully reported by earlier investigators. Nevertheless, this investigation was car-
ried out on a sample restricted in terms of age, weight, and physical condition that could signifi-
cantly hinder the applicability of the data. The cadavers used "represented individuals of the older
segment of the population. The specimens were smaller than ... the average white male popu-
lation... and the weights were below those of average young individuals. Physically, however,
the subjects were representative of their age level" (Dempster, p. 47) The composition of the hu-
man body changes significantly with age (Behnke, 1961), and the data obtained on an older
sample is in all probability not fully representative of a younger population. Despite the possible
limitations in application that Dempster cited, these data remain the best available and are widely
used by researchers today.

Barter (1957) compiled the data obtained by Braune and Fischer (1889), Fischer (1906), and
Dempster (1955) and prepared a series of regression equations for predicting segment weights
from body weight. He was fully aware that the differences in technique among the investigators
did not make their results fully comparable but felt that these differences were probably not sig-
nificant when considered in the light of the magnitude of errors introduced by other factors. The
errors are those introduced by sampling bias, pre- and post-mortem wasting of the body, fluid and
tissue losses during segmentation, etc. Barter believed that the equations would provide a better
estimate of segment mass than mean ratio values, and would, through the use of the standard
error of estimate, give the range in values that might be expected for a given segment mass. The
equations formulated by Barter are:

Head, Neck and Trunk (lb) -. 47 x Body Wt. + 12.0 ± 6.4*

Upper Extremities =.13 x Body Wt. - 3.0 ± 2.1

Both Upper Arms -. 08 x Body Wt. - 2.9 ± 1.0

Forearms and Hands =.06 x Body Wt. - 1.4 ± 1.2

Forearms ' .04 x Body Wt. - 0.5 ± 1.0

Hands =.01 x Body Wt. + 0.7 ± 0.4

Lower Extremities -. 31 x Body Wt. + 2.7 ± 4.9

Thighs =.18 x Body Wt. + 3.2 * 3.6

Calves and Feet -. 13 x Body Wt. - 0.5 ± 2.0

Calves -. 11 x Body Wt. - 1.9 ±1.6

Feet =.02 x Body Wt. + 1.5 ± 0.6

*Stanmard error of estimate

These equations have been used extensively by designers and engineers despite the limitations
Barter clearly specified, because they provide a rapid estimation of segment weights.

Coto and Shikko (1956) reviewed the techniques used by previous investigators who had at-
tempted to measure the weight and center of mass of segments on the living and then designed
specific equipment for a similar study. They used two methods in their investigation. The first
method was that of reaction change using the coefficients Fischer developed for locating the cen-
ter of mass of limb segments. The second approach was that of determining the moments of in-
ertia of the body with the segments held in different orientations. The results they obtained us-
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ing the two techniques were found to be unsatisfactory. They concluded that the problem was
insoluble unless either a satisfactory approximation were developed for one unknown (segment
weight or center of mass) or until a new approach were evolved that would be independent of one
of the unknowns. More recently at Kyushu University, Mori and Yamamoto (1959) investigated the
weight of the body segments of three male and three female Japanese cadavers. The techniques
of this study have not been reported, and one can only assume that they followed those of
Braune and Fischer. The results of this study are shown in tables 5 and 6. An additional six ca-
davers were later studied by Fujikawa (1903) under the direction of Professor Mori. The results
of that investigation are also listed in tables 5 and 6.

TABLE 5
WEIGHT OF BODY SEGMENTS OF JAPANESE (kg)

Mori and Yamamoto Fujikawa*
(Cadaver) I II III IV V VI

(Sex) M M M F F F
Entire Body 31.7 35.0 28.0 49.4 36.5 26.8 50.30
Head 3.9 4.1 3.9 4.0 4.2 3.7 4.10
Torso 18.6 18.3 14.0 27.2 20.1 13.4 26.95
Entire Arm, Right 1.2 1.7 1.3 2.4 1.6 1.5 2.401
Entire Arm, Left 1.2 1.6 1.3 2.0 2.0 1.4 2.30f
Upper Arm, Right 0.6 1.0 1.0 1.4 0,8 0.8 1.30
Upper Arm, Left 0,6 1,0 1.0 1.2 1.0 0.7 1.25
Forearm + Hand, Right 0.6 0.7 0.3 i.3 0.8 0.7 1.101
Forearm + Hand, Left 0.6 0.6 0.3 0.8 1.0 0.7 1.05L
Forearm, Right 0.4 0.5 0.2 0.7 0.5 0.5 0.70
Forearm, Left 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.65
Hand, Right 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.40
Hand, Left 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.40
Entire Leg, Right 3.4 4.7 3.7 7.0 4.3 3.4 7.25f
Entire Leg, Left 3,4 4.4 3.8 6.8 4.3 3,8 7.301
Thigh, Right 1.9 2.9 2.3 4.3 2.4 2.0 4.75
Thigh, Left 1.9 2.6 2.4 4.1 2.4 2.0 4.80
Calf + Foot, Right 1.5 1.8 1.4 2.7 1.9 1.4 2.50f
Calf + Foot, Left 1.5 1.8 1,4 2.7 1.9 1.4 2.501
Calf, Right 1.0 1.3 0.9 2.0 1.3 0.9 1.65
Calf, Left 1.0 1.3 0.9 2.0 1.3 0.9 1.65
Foot, Right 05 0.5 0.5 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.85
Foot, Left 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.85

Averae of six specimens, male and female.

Waltm ated value from sum of parts.

It is unfortunate that neither of the Japanese studies has reported in detail the techniques
and procedures used. In any event, the data are of limited use for other than Japanese because
of the significant differences In body proportions of the Japanese when compared with a United
States population..

T or a brief discusion of the differences kn body proprtions btweeu Japanese and United States pilots sw
Alexander, McConville, Kramer and Fritz, (1904)
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TABLE 6
WEIGHT OF BODY SEGMENTS OF JAPANESE

EXPRESSED AS A PERCENT OF TOTAL BODY WEIGHT

Mori and Yamamoto Fujikawa*

(Cadaver) I II III IV V VI

(Sex) M M M F F F

Head 12.3 11.7 13.9 8.1 11.5 13.8 8.2
Torso 58.7 52.3 50.0 55.1 55.1 50.0 53.6
Entire Arm, Right 3.8 4.9 4.6 4.9 4.4 5.5 4.8f
Entire Arm, Left 3.8 4.6 4.6 4.1 5.5 5.2 4.6f
Upper Arm, Right 1.9 2.9 3.6 2.8 2.2 3.0 2.6
Upper Arm, Left 1.9 2.9 3.6 2.4 2.7 2.6 2.5
Forearm + Hand,Right 1.9 2.0 1.1 2.0 2.2 2.7 2.2f
Forearm + Hand, Left 1.9 1.7 1.1 1.6 2.7 2.7 2.1f
Forearm, Right 1.3 1.4 0.7 1.4 1.4 1.9 1.4
Forearm, Left 1.3 1.1 0.7 1.2 1.6 1.9 1.3
Hand, Right 0.6 0.6 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.8 0.8
Hand, Left 0.6 0.6 0.4 0.4 1.1 0.8 0.8
Entire Leg, Right 10.7 13.4 13.2 14.2 11.8 12,7 14.4f
Entire Leg, Left 10.7 12.6 13.6 13.8 11.8 13.6 14.5f
Thigh, Right 6.0 8.3 8.2 8.7 6.6 7.5 9.4
Thight, Left 6.0 7.4 8.6 8.3 6.6 7.5 9.5
Calf + Foot, Right 4.8 5.1 5.0 5.5 5,2 5.3 5.01
Calf + Foot, Left 4.8 5.1 5.0 5.5 5.2 5.3 5,01
Calf, Right 3.2 3.7 3.2 4.1 3.6 3.4 3.3
Calf, Left 3.2 3.7 3.2 3.1 3.6 3.4 3.3
Foot, Right 1.6 1.4 1.8 1.4 1.6 1.9 1.7
Foot, Left 1.8 1.4 1.8 1.4 1.6 1,9 1.7

*Ay'erag•0 of six spc''imenN, 1ui110nd fRImO.,4'
ICadodltod vahke from sum of parts.

In 1906, Drillis and Contlli published a detailtl study of characteristic midy segments. This
investigation, carried out over a nunmber of years, aplpared to h6 extremely thorough'. Ther initial
interest Aas in the design of finprovei prosthetic devices, but this necssitated gotd estimates, of
the weight, center of mass, and moenents of inertia of limb segments. Their dissatisfaction with
available segment parameters led them to attempt to develop teechniques to provide improved
data. The most recent and complete work undertaken tby this gro•p indudled a study of volume,
weight, and center of muass of the segments of the living. A .usple of 20 young male subites was
studidl, and complete data were obtained from 12 (1)rlllis and CoNtlini, 1906).

llody svgi.ent volumes were determined issing immersion ard segment zoie metlihods. These
methois arte generally similar; however, the latter is acco•nplished in snrall etluidistant steps in
order that the distribution of volueii throughout the length of the segmiut can be dete.rmined.
As the center of mass was assumed to be coinciddmt with the inid-vohime (following Dernstein).
the segment ,1one method provided an estimate of the xmnter of mmis of the se•gmnot. T'hes ap-

SOe COAtini t ual, 1959; (ORAiW 0al., lt.. Wi 1t Drllis ql t. lU64 m ilUtar, 11•2•.
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proximations were then combined with the previously published center of mass data (table 4) to
give an overall average value.

The weight of segments was determined by the method of reaction change, using a highly
sensitive apparatus based upon the general principles illustrated in figure 1. The weights of the
whole arm and whole leg were first determined, after which the weights of the forearm-hand and
calf-foot were determined. The weight of the proximal segment of each extremity was then com-
puted by subtracting the appropriate value. The hand and foot weights were not experimentally
determined but were estimated, using proportional values from earlier cadaver studies (table 2).
The weights of the forearm and calf were then determined by subtracting the estimated hand and
foot values. A summary of their analysis is given in table 7.

TABLE 7
BODY SEGMENT VALUES, NYU SAMPLE (n=12)

Volume (1) Weight (kg) Density CG

Mean SD % of TB Mean % of TB (g per ml) Ratio*

Total Body (TB) ........ 100.0 73.420 100.0 ........ ........

Head, Neck & Trunk ........ ........ 42.606 58.04 ........

Total Arm 3.971 .376 5.73 4.384 5.97 43.1

Upper Arm 2.412 .334 3.495 2.619 3.57 1.086 44.9

Forearm & Hand 1,765 2.40 38.2

Forearm 1.175 .084 1.702 1,324 1.80 1.121 42.3

Hand .384 .035 .566 .441 0.60 1.148 39.2

Total Leg 10.091 1.758 14.620 11.023 15.01 39.7

11Tigh 6,378 1.484 9.241 0,946 9.46 1.089 41.0

Calf & Foot ... .... 407 5,55 45.0

Calf 2.818 .399 4.083 3096 4.20 1.095 39.3

Foot .N95 .175 1.297 .991 1.35 1.107 44.53

.Lomutf"1 of Man Co)nmmn flow ttmitWI jout as a pftmit af Wan"t lt1h.
M teamsmrd ow •ed.

'1tis sludy was well thought mat andi eareflly exctwd. 'The authors, fully aware of the many
dilikuhdties in detertwining Ndy seg•nent delsities, suggs•lted that the results should be "con.
siderdil as gowo first approxiniations." They do provide, in addition to the results (f their study of
segment parameters, a detailed lPWdura fer applying their r0Suls to orthosiM and to the design
of prosthesis for specific individuals.

A nuinmer of themretical studies of body segment parameters have heen made, beginning with
the early model developed by von Meyer' (18%3), and continuing through the sophisticated coln-
puter simulations of today (Mclienry and Nuab, 1066). An element common to each of these
studies is tlw attempt to represent the irregular shalps of thi different body segawnts with geo-
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metric forms which are capable of simple mathematical descriptions.' Before developing such a
model it is necessary to assume, as did Whitsett (1962, p. 6), essentially that:

a. The human body consists of a limited series of linked masses.

b. The masses are linked at pivotal points (joints) which have a limited number of degrees of
freedom.

c. The masses are internally stable, rigid and homogeneous.

d. The masses can be closely approximated by simple geometric forms.

The segments and their most commonly associated geometric forms are:

a. Head - elipsoid or elipsoidal cylinder

b. Trunk - elipsoidal cylinder

c. Arm, Forearm, Thigh and Calf - frustum of a right circular cone.

d. Hand - sphere or elipsoidal cylinder

e. Feet - parallelepipeds

The models are usually based upon data from Braune and Fischer (1889), Fischer (1906), or
Dempster (1955). Skerlj (1954) developed a series of formulas for computing the volume and sur-
face area of the body from anthropometric dimensions. His formulas are based upon treating the
body segments as a series of simple geometric forms. The general formula for segment volumes
suggested by Skerlj is:

Segment volume - rArh

where

r is the average radius of the segment and h is the length of the stgmuent.

As tho radius of the segment at specific levels cannot be ineasi•od dirtv-ly, Skerli uodilies the
formula for use with body cirtnmifernc4x as:

Segmuent value- c0hk

where

k is a coustant 0.17 which approxhiates %r and e is the average circumfereswe of the wg-
mint. For example, c fet tnnk is equal to % of chest plus waLit plus hip circumference

The coenipsit fomnnula for total body volume developed by Skerij was tested by Bashkirov
(19M58) who (mot.d it offered a good approximation to vnpirivcal fimdings. )ashkirov deteriinrd the
total body volume for a large sample Us 66-69t 05 liter with a detslty of 1.0413 where, as.with
the computed volumes based upon anthroponietre dimensions, he obtained values of 66-00 and
1.0514, respectively. This correspondence between the theoretical and empirical total body volume
speaks well for the use of inodch in this type of study. It is unfortunate that the fnamulas (or in-
dividual segment volumes have tnt been compared in a similar aniner.

The widespread availability of high sqxed coomputers in recent years his Intensified the intor-
tat in the developinent of mathematical models of the human body. Whitsett (1062) developed a
matheinatical model to appmoxinmate the mas distrilmtion, celter of mss, mUumnts of inestia

tSme tot Wk Ulvii mAW Ohml. 1W4 a"d Whiwt, 162
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and mobility of the human body. His primary purpose was to use the model to predict the bio-
dynamic response of the body to specific conditions associated with weightlessness. The basic-
parameters of the model were obtained from the data of Dempster (1955) and the regression equa-
tions of Barter (1957). Whitsett attempted to validate his model by recording on film a free-float-
ing subject in an airplane flying a Keplerian trajectory. The maximum impact-free periods were
found insufficient to demonstrate conclusively the validity of the theoretical formulations.

In 1963, Santschi et al., reported their study of total body moments of inertia and locations
of the center of mass of 66 subjects in each of eight body positions (standing, sitting, etc.ý Fifty
body dimensions were measured on each subject. They found that the moments of inertia of the
body in the various positions correlated well with stature and weight (R-=.77 to .98). The authors
concluded that the location of an individual's center of mass and his moments of inertia can be
effectively estimated from easily obtained anthropometric dimensions.

The high degree of relationship between stature and weight and moments of inertia encour-
aged Gray (1983) to derive from Santschi's anthropometric data three models of differing body
size. Gray, as had Whitsett, used Barteis regresssion equations for assigning weight to the seg-
ments of the model and Dempster's center of mass data. In comparing the calculated moments of
inertia and center of mass values to these experimentally determined parameters of the subjects
who served as bases for Gray's models, he found the calculated results differed disappointingly
from the experimental values mid concluded that the model must be refined to represent the mass
distribution of mnan more precisely.

A more refined mathematiival model to predict the inio'rtial properties and the location of the
cnter of mass of the human body was developed by Hanavan (19M4). Hanavan restricted the mo-
tion of his model to that of the arms and legs. The sizes of the segmvnts of Hanavtn's models arebased on the individual anthroponietry of the 66 subjects used b, Sattsehi. Again the criteria for
se-,gment weights were based on the regression equations of Barter ( 1957), but the cemtex of mass
of the segments was depeondent olely on the geomctry of the segment. Tht formulated model
was then evaluated against the experimental datia devehlopd by Santschi for vact of his 66 sub.
iet-s for seven body positions, itanavan fownd that the predidted cvnter of mass of the nodel was
fairly coinpatAble to the empirikal data aad the predicted nitunvsts of ineWia generally falling
withi% v 10%l. of those exprhimentally dvtetrinlniut.

Mone remcnt work with mathetnaticl ntAhling of thet human body is that of MX1iteryn and
his associates at Coirnell Aernautical lAihtirarits, llith obeclt of tilts r esarch haI brot tle Zp.
prostmatins' of wholt--hody kiIInInativ and the itertial load(ing of restrlmit halts in notointh'e

collision rather than a study of humall hicienichalk t cI radk , si-tties (Meltenry and Naash 1MO.
The fnimullated mndel was evaliated by Wil.irhting the pr-dktnM l respo-nes with the reVults ob-
tahed In c(Xntrlltd InipaCts 4tf an itstrumented atithrutpanorphic dummy. The results of the cnoin
parminm of dhe theiwvti!l anid vmeiMrl4al data were S, fivvlotly impT)t9VWV to warraut furtihm de-
v.eltopllmm• aimue towar._ gmLitrtol lmllrveIlent ill t1h simInxatloim.

Frim the precmling getnral outl•i. of research that has hm amliutshm in detemiltiining
.'-.:tnentharacteristics of bIQdy xegilemts, It is appjarte, tlat ha Otnilier of approadlve arre lvsslh.ý
with each% requiring certain eiplicit or iiimplicit aipticos. It is bvyend tile •-•cp of thits re-
pWrt to d iss in dtiail each of the above studies or to point out all their merits and weanexes•
rather, a discxasion of the clauvs of studies amid a tvilique of the asaiwptioln which uiderlie
them are presmied.

The two nost ohvious tI" of studies are thrms' that diffremtiate betlwen the ehrie of sub-
Ijec nlatrial to Ie studied. The prtefetim for live subjects 4s oppose to cadave•s !A obvioux. The
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use of the live subjects how- , assumes that the weight and center of mass of segments and
linked segments can be estu.ated with the required degree of accuracy. The most critical ap-
proach to this with live subjects appears to be that of Bernstein and his associates in Russia dur-
ing the early 1930's. They were reportedly able to demonstrate that the mid-volume of each seg-
ment was coincident with its center of mass. Establishing the center of mass with accuracy is im-
portant as it becomes the critical variable for estimating segment weight using the reaction change
method. The validity of segment weight determinations is obviously a function of the accuracy
of center of mass estimates; but if we accept them as accurate, what errors remain in the actual
determinations of weight by the reaction change method? Preliminary work with this method in-
dicated many potential sources of error. If the scales are sensitive enough to detect changes in
mass with great accuracy, they respond radically to changes in the body center of mass during
respiration. Indeed, the beat of the heart will register on the scales as a slight oscillation. With
movement of a segment from one position to another, the muscle masses, which act as the prime
movers of the segment, also shift to some extent. For example, in determining the weight of the
forearm-hand, the scale is first read with this segment held in a horizontal position (figure 1). The
forearm-hand L then moved to a vertical position and the scales read once again to obtain the re-
action change. 'Ith flexion of the forearm, the belly of the b1ceps brachii and the underlying
brachialis are displaced proximally as much as two to three centimeters during muscle contrac-
tion. For ( .*,posite segments, such as the arm or lIg, the proximal shift in the mass of the flexors
could introduce a significant bias in determining the segment weights. Moreover, we cannot as-
sum. that the proximal shift in the muscle mass of the flexors is necessarily compensated for by a
dist:,. movement of the extensors.

The use of cadavers, the second major type of study, while overcoming the above difficulties,
,equires a new set of assumptions, the foremost being that the relationships found in a cadaver
pcpulation are equally valid for the living. Changes that take place in the tissues and body fluids
at death are not well understood; nor has a serious attempt been made to document the hanges
that occur or to estimate their significance. The possible sources of error in this type of study are
many, a few of which have been cited by Barter (1957). Some of the sources of error, such as
gross tissue pathology in general, and the effects of wasting diseases specifically, can be marked-
ly reduced with the careful selection of the cadavers. It does not appear illogical to assume that
changes which do occur are nc.nspec:Ac, that is, they occur throughout the body rather than only
in certain portions of segmnents. If this is true, then the relationships in the cadaver would remain
the same as in the living- only the absolute values would change.

The third type of study, that of the mathematical models, has eontributed little to our uti-

derstanding of body segment parameters. Most of the mnodels that have been formulated so far
are rather specific in design and have not been fully validated, In additit.ia with the exception
of the work by McHenry and his associates (1960) at the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratories, none
of the models were appareotly revised on the basis of the information obtained in th, validating
tests, It should be possible through the use of computer simulations and Monte Carlo techliques
to prepare a series of gamirng solutions that cxuld be evaluated against the results obtaineld ill
limited high stress studies with human subjects. Such an approach would requirre the dc\olop.
rnent of new and sophisticated simulation techniques and demand a major effort by a numlwr of
highly skilled specialists.

There is neither a simple nor easy approach to the study of bwly segment characteristits. l Each
type of investigation discussed previously has some definite limitations that rtduce confidence in the
accuracy of the results obtained. Thus there is a major need for wwasearch designexl to answet ct'e-
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tain pertinent questions. Of primary interest is whether or not body segment parameters can be
predicted with any degree of accuracy from anthropometric dimensions. If this can be answered
in the affirmative, then it vot ld be important to know if such predictions provide sufficient accu-
racy for estimating parameters for individuals as well as for the corresponding populations.

We thouglt an investigation based on the extensive knowledge gained from previous
researchers and the rcsults subjected to more elaborate statistical analysis would best answer
these questions.

1i



methods and Techniques
The methods and techniques used in our investigation are similar in many respects to those

established by Braune and Fischer (1889) and Dempster (1955) for their studies of the weight,
volumeand center of mass of segments of the body. In the earlier investigations, unpreserved ca-
davers were used, which restricted the selection of subjects to those cadavers that could be
brought together in a relatively short period of time. This factor effectively reduced the probabil-
ity of obtaining a wide range of physical types and ages for inclusion in the sample. In this study
preserved specimens were used, whic'h permitted the selection of the sample from a relatively
large. population of cadavers.' The use of preserved specimens is not believed to have introduced
a significant bias in the results obtained. In a recent study, Fujikawa (1963, p. 124) reported,
"There was little influence of the injected formalin-alcohol about the ratio of weight of each part
to the body weight and little individual difference of the physique." Dempster (1955) included one
ptreserved specimen in his sample and did not thereafter differentiate between the preserved and
unpreserved specimens in his analysis. This would indicate that he believed, as did Fujikawa, that
the data from the twvo types of specimens were reasonably comparable.2

The cadlavers used in this study had been treated with a solution containing equal propor-
tions of phenol, glycerine and alcohol. Three gallons of solution were injected by gravity flow
through the subclavian and fenmoral arteries. The cadavers were then stored in tanks containing a
2% solution of phenol. This was the normal technique used by the preparator although there was
no attempt ait a strict standardization of the procedure. Todd and Lindala (1928) reported that
three gallons of preservative wvould probably be the amount nectssary to restore the mean living
circtiunferences on a male wvhite cadaver. Their findings are discussed in more detail in Appendix C.

The effect on the weight of body segments of adding a preservative has not been studied in
detail. The density of the preservative used was found to be 1.0615 (25'C)., which closely ap-
proximates the average density of healthy young men (1.063) as found by Behnke (Behnke, 1961)
and others. If an equal volume of preservative were injected as a replacement for the blood of the
biody (density l.056)* the differences would be relatively insignificant. If the preservative, how-
ever, is an addition to the body fluids then the cadavers should, oil the average, gain approximate-
ly' 20 pounds after treatmnent. It is fairly obvious that the preservative is not retained in the body
tissues for ainy appreciable length of time in the quantities in which it was injected, rather the tis-
sue appears only to retain the amiount of preservativ'e to replace, body water, etc., lost through the
skin immediately after doath. It is our opinion then that the cadavers, if properly treated1 during
storage to retard fluid losses, and if selected for general normal appearnuces, will be closely ctmi-
parable in mass distribution and density to living subject1s.

11w study sample wa1s Solected according to the following criteria listed In descending order
of imnportance.,

1. Age tit death

2. O~verall physical appearance, including evidence oif pre- or postinortem wasting

111W~ authors uita-twledg tb'4r den) gralitutte tit Dr. K. K. IFautl~,r awl tho fNwimty of the Wi pAtinent of
Anatoiny, School of hitlditci, of the t vnt of Oklahmnja-, for their wholehWarted eoo~wratiton aud couthimed
italplot of thisi hiwetigtiaton.

oin% 1A tormoal couiank-Atictor. D~r. Witilitter fi,11tl1led tit tJrh%'vll1wn he~ had cwiutill onlih Segluelb hil
Which he lovatetl ith center (if 11=1ss[of WK11Waitt NMth Wore and sifter lthy were liermitted to lose niost of their
Oildcs. lit boondl that the. loss oif Unitew fluids di1d f;Ot significantly Cital-ie the locaiion of the center of niass. Ile
was alst) of the ophinio that Preserved niedinieri which look natural (ltnt vxcessvely ptlify or desiccated) hav~e in
Alt Protialility. a weljght and voltonme sisnillar to that which they had at deathb.
"Hlandbook of Bo&)ic, W Ddata 195, p 51.
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3. Evidence of debilitating diseases or accidents before death, including coroner's statement
as to cause of death

4. Body weight

5. Stature

After each cadaver was selected for inclusion in the study it was treated to the following se-
quence of steps:

1. The cadaver was cleaned and the landmarks to be used in the anthropometry were made.
The body measurements were made and somatotype photographs taken.

2. The total body center of mass and volume were measured.

3. The planes of segmentation of the arms and legs were established and the segments
severed. The weight, volume, and center of mass for each of the segments were then es-
tablished. This procedure was continued for the remainder of the cadaver until the data
were gathered on each of the major segments of the body.

The specimens selected were photographed by the authors and then somatotyped by Dr. C.
W. Dupertuis, Case-Western Reserve School of Medicine. Observations made on each subject are
outlined in Appendix A as are the more detailed step-by-step procedures used in the study.

The technique of measuring the cadaver established by Terry (1940) was not used in the
study because of the need for a special measuring frame and the necessity for severing the ten-
dons of the ankle to allow proper dorsiflexion of the foot. In this study each cadaver was measured
in the supine position with the head oriented in the Frankfort plane (relative) and the trunk and
"limbs aligned. The inelasticity of cadaver tissue was a constant problem, consequently a rigidly
standardized position could not be attained. A headboard, attached perpendicular to the table, pro-
vided the base for the anthropometer with all body height measurements being taken from the
headboard (figures 2 and 3). A test with live subjects positioned in a similar fashion indicated the
correlation coefficient between standing and supine length measurements to be about 0.99. The
best approximation of standing stature was found to be the dimension Top-of-Head to Ball-of-
Heel with the foot relaxed (see Appendix C).

The body dimensions were measured using primarily the lanmhnarks and techniques of Mar-
tin (1928), Stewart (1947), and Hertzberg et al. (1954). Many of the landmarks were difficult to
palpate and locate accurately on the cadavers. Therefore, fluoroscopy and X-ray were used to es-
tablish the exact position of the landmarks nteded for the anthropoinetry. The layout of the
fluoroscopy unit is illustrated in figure 4. Where difficulties were encountered and landmarks
could neither be located by fluoroscopy or X-ray, they were established by dissection (e.g. cer-
vicale).

After the anthropoinetry was completed, the location of the center of mass of the total body and
its segments was detennined using balance tables developed by Mr. John J. Swearingen (1962).
The larger center of mass macdine consisted of a table and a series of platforms mounted one above
the other with each counterbalanced so that the etquipment as a unit remained in perfect balance
with the bottom platform regardless of the shifts in position of the upper table on which the sub-
ject was positioned. The platforms were mounted to a base by ineans of a ball and socket joint
and four electrical contacts, one at each corner. When the table was not in balance, the upper
platforms tilted to the side so that a metal pole touched a contact on the base completing an
electric circuit that indicated the direction the table had to be moved to obtain balance. This equip-
Sment is illustrated in figure 5. After locating the center of mass in one axis, the table was tilted
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Figure 2. Autopsy Table with Headboard In Place.
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vertically, approximately 20 degrees, and the center of mass along a second axis was obtained.
The center of mass equipment did not provide for a ready determination of the center of mass in
the transverse plane, and no further attempt was made to obtain this measurement.' For this
study, the center of gravity is assumed to lie in the mid-sagittal plane of the body.

A table designed to measure the centers of mass of infants was used for the smaller segments.
This equipment was similar in principle to the larger table but not as elaborate, consisting only
of an upper platform separated from its base by a ball and socket joint in the center and four
electrical contacts. This de-ice is illustrated in figure 6. The center of mass was determined by
moving a segment slowly about the surface of the table until both the segment and table re-
mained in balance. A plumb line then indicated the location of the center of mass. Repeated trials
with the same segment indicated that the maximum variations in reading were within t3 mm.

The equipment used in determining the volume of the body and its segments is illustrated in
figures 6, 7, and 8, The volume of the body (Vb) and its segments was computed as the difference
between the weight in air and the weight in water.

VJ=(M.-M.)/D. (16)

where

M. =weight of the body in air

M, =weight of the body in water

D, =density of the water at a specific temperature

With the exception of total body and the trunk and the head-trunk segments, the volume of the
segments was also determined by the water displicement method. This method follows closely that
outlined by Dempster (1955) for measuring the volume of segments of the body. Each segment
was weighed immediately before its volume was determined by either the water displacement or
underwater weighing method. The equipment used in measuring volume by water displacement is
shown in figures 8 and 9. The water displaced was weighed and corrected for temperature to give
the segment volume. Each segment was measured twice by the water displacement method as a
check, and the two values were then averaged. If the difference between two trials for the same
segment exceeded 1%, the trials continued until successive measurements of volume differed by
less than 1% of the total segment volume. In general the differences between two successive mea-
surements of volume were less than 0.5%. Errors caused by changes in the surface tension of the
water were reduced and kept to a minimum by flushing the tanks during successive trials, bydraining and refilling as needed, and by keeping the tank mouths free of oils and debris. The tech-niques of volume measurement are illustrated in figures 10 and 11.

Methods of dismemberment of body segments were similar to those used by Braune and
Fischer (1892), and Dempster (1955). Cin6. and still-roentgenograms were made of each joint to be
studied throughout its range of motion on a series of living subjects. A plane passing through the
primary centers of rotation was then established using bony ltndmarks as reference points. It was
hoped that each cadaver joint could be flexed to midrange before freezing and cutting, however,
the tissue could not be stretched sufficiently to permit this. The alternative, severing of the tissue
to permit flexion to mid-joint range, was not considered as this would have resulted in a significant
loss of body fluids before observation. Before dismemberment of the cadavers, each plane of seg-

'Swearingen (10) reprted tho lateral displacement of the ceoter of gravityof the total Nody from the mid-sagittal line to be small for an limlividual supine with arns and les adducted. The inean etnter of gravity for
G" subleet lay 1n the mi saUfgita lin with all values falling within *% of an inch of this li•.
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Piquro 7. Equipment UwtI to Determine Sogment Volum, by
Underwater Weighing
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Figue 12a. Tmcing of a koentgenqram of the Shoulder Segmentation,
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mentation was marked with a thin lead strip and studied under a fluoroscope to assuie that it would
coincide with the desired reference landmvarks. The segment to be cut was then frozen. Each seg-
ment to be severed was spot frozen along the line of segmentation by packing small pieces of dry
ice completely around the segment. Extcnsive freezing of tissues beyond the plane of segmenta-
tion was avoided as much as possible. Immediately before any segmentation was made, the part
to be cut was weighed, and immediately upon completion of the dissection, the resulting seg-
ments were weighed. All cuts were made with a paper towel under the area being dissected, and
the few grams of tissue that fell on the paper or remained on the saw were weighed and one-half
the weight was added to each segment.

The shoulder segmentation plane is illustrated in figure 12a. This is a tracing from a roentgeno-
graphic plate. As illustrated in the figure, the arm was abducted laterally approximately 15* before
freezing. This abduction rotated the shaft of the humerus laterally enough to assure that the cut
line would pass from the acromial tip to the anatomical neck of the humerus and into the
axillary region without touching the shaft of the humerus or the medial surface of the upper arm.
An actual cross section of this shoulder-arm segmentation is illustrated in figure 12b.

The hip plane of segmentation is illustrated in the tracing in figure 13a. The legs were ab-
ducted about 20' in order to assure that the plane of segmentation would pass high into the groin.
This plane extends from the level of the lilac crest inferiorly along the external shelf of the ilium,
cutttng the rim of the acetabulunm and severing the ischial tuberosity 'posteriorly it the level of
the attachineto f M. Setnimemnlranous a:lteriortyv at the mid-point of t'ie ascending ramus of the
isehium). A vi, section of thLs line of disinvibernmeot is shown in figure i3b.

After thlie apptendages were reitnov•., th.: mnter of mass of tile head-trunk segnilit was estab-
lishetd: .uid after th-,ving. the volutme of the head.trunk •,ewn' 'it was neaseied using the tec-h.
Iii,, of Idexw,. weighing. Thi1 t•otel fd! mna was the, -rmined fer each a.pt"'Idage after
whi'd tw, neassjremtlts of volume were Intidt, using both tile water displhtelemt and tile undt.-
wate r weighing techniqutsu. This pe-edOdrV was repeated W-r each egmenit upon dsilmemberment.
In order to reduC thtid losses to a inimhttum, etach vuit wN. sealed with a wvatr t-roof plastic filt
applied hy all averosol sprady WhilN tho fhltn did not comlp4elt y proVVnt the loss of fluid from the
severed wtface, i ;lid reduce, stvp aVg and evaporation.

The te V. •w,- v•red f-0n thr twwnlil ,olt he li•cn illuwtrated ini Aigure 14a, The head had
tten poitioned Iln the IFrunIort f Platte, 11k. Cut be#gall at tle -hin-neck junllitre, just iltflfnor to the
lhvoid boe,. and was eoxtited through 11V bIdY o" the thidi cervical vrite-ra and the spitwrnn tip
of tile srA"Id tvnial •v•1,r-a, A ross -ctiou of this plaur is shmv i lI figure 14b.

T.he thigh wia sVeverld at the kree alimg th• lplare ilt,- ;ratrd ili figur, VV. Th• kne, was
normally in alt exteldod position attd no flex'ion was alix-ttilld. The "It line begin near the I\ owvi
third of thn patela aaid bisctted the laximnml nro .fsions r.f the medial alid latoi-Ai epkicotndyl,
of tile femulr. 1th cut pas tlxl puti i,; e thel POsttoerio KseP,-lrW edge. of thel nmedial qcond l ad
through tlite lxteioi"r snlmioe r tip of lite latoral rpitodyl, A ermo settion through thlh pl ane is

il.,laa n etgire lIfh.

11T fiet of all the ell ichtnus were nonally- plantar extendM. The plativ of stlaration fot the
cialf and foot It Illst~rated ill figure il~a. 1'lio Plane of cut Vwgain m the anteriar moeiiotr odgge of
the ncN4A of the talus and lawted through the post trior superior sutfacv of the Calmils. A vis
ecdtoan through this plane I, ilowni hi figure lot.

The forearn was nonnally flexed aboit 45' gnd was sevard ill that pxnitioll. The Plane of
sepaatoni (fgure 17a) begat by biseeting the area ia4 o mion of the rtimeps ou the oloetaom pto.
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Ngur 14a. Tracing of a Roentw es.ram of the Neck Segmentation.
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Figurt I o. Tracing of a Iotentgenopmm of tke Knee S.mozttation.
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Figure 16a. Tracing of a Roentgenogram of the Ankle Segmentation.
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Figure 1 7a. Tracing of a RtontIgfliIrar of tho Elbow S~gmrn~tatwio.
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Figure Ito.. Tracing of a Roontgenogam of the Wrist Segmentation.
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cess, crossed the greatest projection of the medial epicondyle of the humerus and ended at the
skin crease of the anterior surface of tLe elbow., A cross section of the plane of segmentation is
shown in figure i7t.

The hands of the cadavers were flexed to approximately 30* with the fingers slightly curled
in the relaxed position. This was not a desired orientation for measuring the center of mass of the
hand; however, the inelasticity of the tissues prevented the straightening of the fingers.' The plane
of cut for the wrist began at the palpable groove between the lunate and capitate bone, bisected
the volar surface of the pisiform and ended at the distal wrist crease. The plane of separation
and a cross section of this cut is illustrated in figure 18.

In all, the body was divided into 14 segments. Fourteen cadavers were used in this study and
data were gathered fully on 13. The first cadaver was used as a test specimen to evaluate the tech-
niques to be used; therefore data on this cadaver are not included in the analyses that follow.

f

I.
I

I eptrfound that the lopstion of t6e coater of gravity of the hand is not .IgnIcautly affcvted by the Ult-
taong r kits cu~pping of the hand (19M5, V. 125).
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Summary Statistics and Predictive Equations
As previously pointed out, no attempt was made to select a fra,•tional or stratified sample. In

choosing the sample of cadavers, a list of all the available adult males was ordered according to
age. Starting with the youngest (age 28), each was examined for condition of preservation, evi-
dence of debilitating or wasting disease, deformities, etc. Every specimen that met the require-
ments previously set was included in the study. Though the cadaver popuulation from which the
sample was drawn was large, there was a paucity of specimens that met the stringent require-
ments for this study. The final sample consisted of 13 specimens on which the data were complete
for all variables studied.

The physical evidence for emaciation, debilitating diseases, etc. was determined by visual in-
speýction. An attempt was made to select only those spec~mens that appeared physically "normal."
This could have biased the sampling process if the subjective criteria used were invalid. There is
no absolute method to determine if a sampling bias existed. However, no consistent bias is be-
lieved to have existed in the method of selection that would invalidate the assumptions neces-
sary for normal statistical analysis.

The summary statistics for the variables of stature, weight, and age of the sample are listed
below. In comparison, the same variables for a USAF personnel sample (Hertzberg et al., 1954)
and a male civilian work force sample (Damon and McFarland, 1955) are also listed.

Cadavers U SAF Personnel Civilian Workers

x SD x SD x SD*

1, Stature (cm) 172.72 5.91 175.54 6,19 173.6 6.5
21 Weight (kg) 66.52 8.70 74.24 9.46 75.75 13.15
3. Age (yr) 49.31 13.69 27.87 4.22 37.0 8.2

*SD estimated from s.e.

The cadaver sample was shorter, lighter and older in terms of mean values than either the
military oi civilian sample. The differences in stature among the three samples is relatively small,
but the differences in weight are larger than were desired. The standard deviations for both height
and weight are reasonably comparable except for the civilian sample. It is unfortunate that a
closer approximation to the -idult male population in respect to body size was not achieved. A
comparison of the anthropo: iet.y of living samples and the cadaver sample is discussed in some
detail in Appenix C. It was frnm thKi, ctmparison that we concluded that the anthropometric
dimensions of t:ae cadavers are reasonable approximations to those obtained on the living and can
he used withii; the framework of this study. Aiso of interest is the effect of the preservatives used
on the densites of cadaver tissues. This is discussed in Appendix C.

The &-scriptive statistics for the anthropometry of the cadaver sample are given in table 8.
These statistics include the range, viean, standard error of the moan, standard deviation, standard
error of t:ie standard deviation, and coefficient of variation. As these statistics are meant to de-
scribe only the sample and not a populatlon, none of the conventional techniques for providing an
unbiased estimate of the population variance has been used. A brief outline of the statistical for-
Mulas used in this study is given in appendix E. The coefficients of variation indicate that these data
reflect the level of relative variability common for anthropometrie data on the living. Exceptions
to this are restricted primarily to the dimensions of the abdomen where greater relative variability
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TABLE 8

ANTHROPOMETRY OF STUDY SAMPLE*
VARIABLE NAME (N=13) RANGE MEAN (SE) S.D. (SE) CV

1. AGE 28.0- 74.0 49.31 3.80) 13.69 (2.68) 27.76
2. ENDOMORPHY 3.0- 5.5 4.04 0.16) 0.57 (0.11) 14.13
3. MESOMORPHY 3.0- 5.0 4.31 0.18) 0.64 (0.12) 14.78
4. ECTOMORPHY 1.0- 5.0 2.38 0.29) 1.04 (0.20) 43.64
5. WEIGHT 54.0- 87.9 66.52 2.41) 8.70 (1.71) 13.07
6. ESTIMATED STATURE 162.5- 184.9 172.72 1.65) 5.94 (1.16) 3.44
7. TRAGION HT 151.2- 172.8 160.45 1.57) 5.67 (1.11) 3.53

.8. MASTOID HT 147.4- 169.4 157.18 1.59) 5.72 (1.12) 3.64
9. NECK/CHIN INTER HT 139.3- 161.1 148.70 1,54) 5.55 (1.09) 3.73

10. CERVICALE HT 140.1 - 160.6 148.98 1.42) 5.11 (1.00) 3.43
11. SUPRASTERNALE HT 131.8- 151.8 141.05 1.38) 4.98 (0.98) 3.53
12. SUBSTERNALE HT 105.9- 134.2 120.72 1.84) 6.62 (1.30) 5.49
13. THELION HT 119.9- 138.1 128,91 1.36) 4.92 (0.96) 3.81
14. TENTH RIB HT 103.6-120.8 110.91 1.31) 4.71 (0.92) 4.24
15. OMPHALION HT 96.7- 114.0 105.50 1.25) 4.49 (0.88) 4.26
16. PENALE HT 78.7- 95.4 85.99 1.23) 4.43 (0.87) 5.15
17. SYMPHYSION HT 81.6- 98.5 89.60 1.10) 3.98 (0.78) 4.44
18. ANT SUP SPINE HT 88.7- 107.1 96.59 1.23) 4.43 (0.87) 4.59
19. ILIAC CREST HT 95.9- 116.9 104.27 1.42) 5.12 (1.00) 4.91
20. TROCHANTERIC HT 83.0- 99.7 90.81 1.13) 4,08 (0.80) 4.49
21. TIBIALE HT 40.9- 50.9 45.68 0.65) 2.34 (0.46) 5.12
22. LAT-L MALLEOLUS HT 6.4- 7.9 7,13 0.11) 0.41 (0.08) 5.73
23. SPHYRION HT 5.8- 8.6 7.05 0.23) 0.83 (0.16) 11.84
24. HEAD BREADTH 15.3- 16.6 15.75 0.11) 0.38 (0.07) 2.41
25. HEAD LENGTH 18.6- 21.2 19.98 0.20) 0.73 (0.14) 3.65
26. NECK BREADTH 11.0- 14.6 12.45 0.27) 0.96 (0.19) 7.75
27. NECK DEPTH 12.3- 15.3 13.53 0.29) 1.03 (0.20) 7.61
28. CHEST BREADTH 29.1- 39.4 33.23 0.70) 2.53 (0.50) 7.62
29. CHEST BREADTH/BONE 26.7- 33.9 29.99 0.51) 1.85 (0.36) 6.17
30. CHEST DEPTH 17.7- 24.6 21.06 0.52) 1.88 (0.37) 8.93
31. WAIST BREADTH/OMPH 25,8 .- 38.8 30.59 0.90) 3.26 (0.64) 10.65
32. WAIST DEPTH/OMPH 15,1- 23.5 18.17 0.71) 2.56 (0.50) 14.10
33. BICRISTAL BREADTH 23.5- 34.0 29.08 0.75) 2.72 (0.53) 9.35
34. BI-SPINOUS BREADTH 20.6- 27.5 24.08 0.58) 2,09 (0.41) 8.68
35. HIP BREADTH 29.6- 40.8 34.62 0.75) 2.69 (0.53) 7.76
36. BI-TROCH BR/BONE 28.5- 36.7 32.51 0.58) 2.10 (0.41) 6.47
37, KNEE BREADTH/BONE 9.1- 11.1 10.01 0.14) 0.52 (0.10) 5.21
38. ELBOW BREADTH/BONE 6.6- 8.0 7.27 (0.12) 0.43 (0.08) 5.94
39. WRIST BREADTH/BONE 5.2- 6.1 5.72 ( 0.08) 0.30 (0.06) 5.22
40. HAND BREADTH 7.4- 9.5 8.50 ( 0.15) 0.54 (0.11) 6.31
41. HEAD CIRC 53.9- 60.0 57.06 ( 0.49) 1.78 (0.35) 3.12
42. NECK CIRC 36,6- 45.0 40,43 ( 0.71) 2.56 (0.50) 6.34
43. CHEST CIRC 84.5 - 103.8 93.39 1.59) 5.74 (1.13) 6.15
44. WAIST CIRC 70.3- 103.4 80.65 2.15) 7.74 (1.52) 9.60
45. BUTTOCK CIRC 80.4 - 102.2 89.87 1.53) 5.51 (1.08) 6.13
46. UPPER THIGH CIRC 41.4 - 53.7 47.36 1.01) 3.64 (0.71) 7.69
47. LOWER THIGH CIRC 30.3- 41.4 35,55 0.1'4) 2,65 (0,52) 7.47
48. CALF CIRC 26,8- 35.1 30,82 0.69) 2.50 (0.49) 8.12
49. ANKLE CIRC 18,6 - 22.4 20,05 0.34) 1.24 (0,24) 6.17
50. ARCH CIRC 23,4- 27.5 25.80 0.35) 1.28 (0.25) 4.95

*UNITS OF MEASURE -
Age in years, somatotype in half units (0-7), weight ia kilograms, body fat in millimeters, all other dimensions in
centimeters.
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TABLE 8 (Cont.)

ANTHROPOMETRY*

VARIABLE NAME (N=13) RANGE MEAN (SE) S.D. (SE) CV

51. ARM CIRC (AXILLA) 26.1- 33.0 29.38 ( 0.58) 2.08 (0.41) 7.07
52. BICEPS CIRC 24.9- 32.2 28.05 ( 0.61) 2.19 (0.43) 7.79
53. ELBOW CIRC 24.1 - 31.3 27.85 ( 0.56) 2.01 (0.39) 7.22
54. FOREARM CIRC 24.3- 29.7 26.27 ( 0.39) 1.41 (0.28) 5.36
55. WRIST CIRC 14.8- 18.6 16.54 ( 0.29) 1.05 (0.21) 6.38
56. HAND CIRC 19.0- 22.6 21.06 ( 0.25) 0.90 (0.18) 4.28
57. HiFAD + TRUNK LENGTH 76.2- 87.1 81.92 ( 0.84) 3.02 (0.59) 3.68
58. HEIGHT OF HEAD 22.4- 26.6 24.02 ( 0.30) 1.06 (0.21) 4.43
59. TRUNK LENGTH 53.2- 62.1 57.89 ( 0.73) 2.65 (0.52) 4.58
60. THIGH LENGTH 42.1- 48.8 45.14 ( 0.51) 1.84 (0.36) 4.08
61. CALF LENGTH 35.1-- 42.9 38.65 ( 0.56) 2.00 (0.39) 5.19
62. FOOT LENGTH 23.0- 26.8 24.78 ( 0.28) 1.00 (0.20) 4.05
63. ARM LENGTH (EST) 72.3- 84.2 77.45 ( 0.90) 3.24 (0.64) 4.18
64. ACROM. RADIALE LGTH 30.2- 37.4 33.35 (0.56) 2.01 (0.39) 6.03
65. BALL HUM-RAD LGTH 27.8- 33.6 30.68 (0.43) 1.56 (0.31) 5.07
66. RAD-STYLION LENGTH 23.5- 28.0 25.90 (0.34) 1.22 (0.24) 4.70
67. STYLION-MET 3 LGTH 7.6- 10.5 9.05 ( 0.20) 0.71 (0.14) 7.79
68. META 3-DACTYLION L 9.7- 11.1 10.43 ( 0.12) 0.44 (0.09) 4.23
69. JUXTA NIPPLE (FAT) 0.5- 25.0 8.85 (2.00) 7.21 (1.41) 81.53
70. MAL XIPHOID (FAT) 0.1- 15.0 5.70 (1.17) 4.23 (0.83) 74.22
71. TRICEPS (FAT) 1.0- 23.0 8.23 (1.45) 5.22 (1.02) 63.43
72. ILIAC CREST (FAT) 1.0- 27.0 10.58 (1.87) 6.72 (1.32) 63.58
73. MEAN FAT THICKNESS 0.9- 22.5 8.33 (1.48) 5.35 (1.05) 64.23

*UNITS OF MEASURE -

Age in years, somatotype in half units (0-7), weight in kilograms, body fat in millimeters, all other dimensions in
centimeters.

occurs than is normal, and we believe this reflects the wide range of age and age-related changes
in the physique of the abdomen associated with the cadaver sample.

The 73 variables listed here are considerably less than the total number collected (99). A
number of dimensions such as Top-of-Head to Heel, Top-of-Head to Ball-of..Foot, etc., were all
estimates of stature and therefore were eliminated in the final analyses (Appendix C). Early dur-
ing the collection of data, it became apparent that the shoulders could not be measured in any
standard way; therefore, Acromial Height and Biacromial Breadth were both deleted from the
analyses. In addition, a number of body dimensions were measured on both the right and left
side of the body. These measurements were then averaged to give a single value to be used in
further analysis. The right and left side measurements of these body dimensions were found gen-
erally to agree within measuring error; therefore, averaging did not result in a significant numerical
change. Several circumferences measured on the right and left sides did show some differepces,
primarily for those measurements of major active muscle masses, such as over the biceps, fore-
arm, and upper thigh. Before the right and left values could be averaged, it was necessary to de-
termine if the relationships between these and all the other variables were essentially the same
for the right and the left side. This was accomplished by computing the correlation coefficients
for the right and left measurements with all other variables used in the study. The right coeffici-
ents were then used as ordinate or X coordinates with the left coefficients being used as abscissa
or Y coordinates for plotting as rectangular coordinates. If a perfect relationship existed between
the right and left measurements, the points on the graph would fall along a line that passed
through the origin of the graph and bisected the first and third quadrant. The variables treated in
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this manner indicated that the relationship of other variables with the measurements made on the
right and left sides was high, with most of the points being rather tightly clustered along the lne
that would indicate a perfect relationship. It is believed on this basis that the measured values of
the right and left sides could be averaged without a significant loss in information.'.

In addition to deleting or combining anthropometric variables, there were a number of ad-
ditional variables calculated from other data. The computed variables are numbered 57 through
61 and are all concerned with segment length. These variables are largely simple subtractions of
measured anthropometry and are described in appendix D. Arm length (variable 63), however,
could not be measured directly on the cadavers owing to the flexion of the elbow, wrist and digits.
A summation of the lengths of the individual segments normally gives an excessive value for arm
length. In the 1967 Air Force anthropometric survey,2 for example, arm length measured as Acro-
mial Height less Dactylion Height is one centimeter less than the sum of Acromion-Radiale
Length plus Radiale-Stylion Length plus Hand Length. In order to estimate arm length more ef-
fectively on the cadaver population, a series of regression equations was prepared, using Air Force
data, to predict arm length from measured values of Acromion-Radiale Length and Radiale-Sty-
lion Length. These two dimensions were measured in the same manner in both the Air Force sur-
vey and in the cadaver series. The multiple correlation coefficient ol. ed was 0.892 and the
regression equation:

Arm Length (estimated)= 1.126 Acromion-Radiale Length + 1.057 Radiale-Stylion
Length + 12.52 (±1.58).*
*(All variables used in the equation are in centimeters)

This equation estimates an average arm length, which was about a centimeter less than the
sum of parts for the arm in the cadaver sample. This variable is used only in the descriptive sta-
tistics and the segmental ratios that follow (tables 9-22) and not in any other analysis of the data
as it is considered an approximation and not a measured variable.

A comment is appropriate at this point about the statistical analysis presented in the remainder
of this study. In previous studies of segmental parameters, the statistics presented in the analysis
were, in general, limited to simple ratios and averages. The reasons for this are understandable, as
either the statistical techniques had not been developed or the samples were extremely small.
Sample size can be considered as an effective limiting factor on the degree and sophistication of
the statistical analysis. The sample size in this study Is significantly larger than In previous studies
of this nature, but is still extremely small for the type of analysis that is desired. The small sample
size does not,. of course, invalidate the statistical analysis, but does demand m\,re caution in the
interpretation of the results. In this study we have two levels of data interpretation. The first level
of interpretation is associated with the descriptive statistics. Random experimental errors asso-
ciated with data collection are magnified, in a sense, because of the small number of observations
made for each variable. They affect the descriptive statistics to a greater extent than an error of a
similar magnitude affects the descriptive statistics for a large sample. Care In collecting and edit-
ing the data helps reduce such errors but does not assure that the data are error free. A brief sum-
mary of the editing procedure used is given in appendix E.

A second level of interpretation is involved when the statistics are used to establish popula-
tion parameters from the sample or when the results are applied to a different population. Here

TCorrespondence in anthropometric measurements made on the right and left sides of the body has been
studied for a number of body dimensions on the living with essentially similar findings to those reported above.
(See, for example, Laubach and McConville, 1967.)

$Unpublished data, Anthropology Branch, Aerospaca Medical Research Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base, Ohio.
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again, the sample size is a limiting factor, as the precision of an estimate is a function of the sam-
ple size. The first factor is of less moment in this study, because an attempt is made only to relate
segmental characteristics to body size characteristics of the sample rather than established popula-
tion parameters. The difficulties in application may not be so lightly dismissed, however, since the
ultimate goal of this investigation is to transfer the findings of the interrelationships of the cadaver
population to the living, as a first approximation for determining segmental parameters from body
size characteristics.

An approach that strengthens the confidence in the interpretation of the statistical data from
a practical, but not a statistical point, is to examine the data for patterns of values rather than for
individual values. In table 8, for example, we find the relative variability, as expressed by the co-
efficients of variation, to be that normally associated with anthropometric data. In a similar
fashion, the interrelaticnship of these variables may be listed. The intensity of association among
body size dimensions is best expressed by the product-moment correlation coefficient (r). This sta-
tistic is a numeric measu'e of the degree to which vwrables chungt together. The correlation co-
efficient measures the degree of linear relationslhip. Since most pairs of body dimensions exhibit an
essentially linear relationship, its use here neems appropriate. The total intercorrelation matrix has
been computed but is not presented here because of its excessive length (6,903 individual values
for the 118 variables used in this study). A partial correlation matrix is given in appendix F, which
illustrates only the relationship of the anthropometry with the segmental parameters.

The interrelationships arnong human body dimensions are relatively well understood but less
well documented. A number of correlation matrices of anthropometry have been prepared from
military anthropometric survey data, but these have not been fully published or widely circulated.
These matrices show a common series of patterns of relationships between body dimensions which
have practical applications in many design problems.' A comparison of the cadavek correlation
coefficients with the 1967 Air Force correlation coefficients indicates that the two samples exhibit
a similar series of relationships and that the individual coefficients are alike in magnitude despite
the great differences in the sizes of the two samples. This suggests that the body dimensions of the
cadaver sample exhibit essentially the same type and degree of interrelation as are found in the
living.

Despite these findings, the analysis presented below is based upon a very small sample and
considerable caution in Interpretation is warranted.

The descriptive statistics for the weight, volume, and center of mass of the body and its
segments are given as variables 74 through 132 in tables 9-22. A single table is devoted to each
of the body segments as well as to the total body. Each table is divided into throe parts with the up-
per section containing descriptive statistics, the center section predictive equations, and the- lower
section simple ratios.

Each of the body segments is describld by a weight, a volume, and a center of mass location.
For the smaller segments, the center of mass is located in the X as well as the Z plane with the an-
teroposterior depth of the segments at the center of mass (AAP at CM) also being given. The loca-
tion of the center of mass In the Y plane was not measured on the body segments and is assumed to
lie in the mid-line of the segment in each Instance,

The results obtained in measuring both the right and left sides for segmental variables have
been averaged in a manner similar to that carried out for the anthropometric data. The rationale

'In goneml, bloy lengths cortewnd mnost highly with stature and boly girths with wel ht, with onll a
meiorate relatlonship bing found between statute and weight, For a pVrtAccal applimumtio of Js eatish1il
we Emanue et aL., 1959, or McConvillo and Almadee, 1963.
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for this is the same as was used in averaging the anthropometric data and involved an identical type
of evaluation. The average weight of segments from the right side was found in each instance to
be greater than the averages for the left, with the difference being 1% or less of the total segment
weight for the leg and leg segments. The difference in right and left average arm segment weight
was found to be proportionally greater with the largest difference, 4.8% (81 g), being associated
with the weight of the upper arm. This difference is assumed to be due to muscle development
related to ase and handedness. The combining of the data from the right and left sides is not be-
lieved to have resulted in a significant decrease in information and greatly simplifies the presenta-
tion of the analysis that follows.

The total body weight given in table 9 (variable 74) differs from that given in table 8 (variable
5). This difference reflects the body fluids lost during the course of the work. The body weight
given in table 9 is the one used in the following analysis and is the value that reflects more closely
the actual sum of the weight of segments. Despite numerous precautions to retard fluid losses and
prevent evaporation of body fluids through the epidermis, the segments lost weight during the
various stern of the study. For example, the sum of the weight and volume for the foot plus calf plus
thigh was always less than the measured weight and volume of the total leg. To prevent carrying
this type of discrepancy into the analysis, an adjustment was made to the values for the segments
so that the sum of parts and the total segment values would be equal. Thus, if the sum of the parts
was 50 grams less, for example, than the total segment's original weight, then the weight of each
part was adjusted upward by that amount of the difference so that each part was as a ratio of its
mass to that of the total segment. The volume was then adjusted upward to maintain the density
of the segment at its original level.

The descriptive statistics are followed by a series of equations that permit the prediction of a
segment variable fr.nt a.rhropometric dimensions. The multi-step regression equations were ob-
tained by using a step-wise regression computer prf.gram. This pmgraum selected body dimensions
(variables 1-73) having the maximum power to predic a given segment variable. Th11e initial an-
thropometric variable was selected on the basis of the largest correlation coefficient, and then partial
correlation coefficients were computed from whiec the next variable having tht- greatest predictive
power was selected. The process was then repeated to obtain tho third prediction variable,

Thle predictive equations were restricted to three or less steps because of the mnall sample si-ze.
There is, also, a decreasing efficitencj (in tenis of predictive power) in the addition tf •tops in the
regression equation after a certain level is reachet. Hmre again, the small sample si.v i', a limit-
ing factor, as one degree of freedom is lost for each added step in the regression equation.

Body sivo variables used in each equation were restricted tz,, those nmeastr(, f'iirv, o ly ••n the
segment ivoAlved and body weight. If, for example, the weight of the anm we•i to *,A! proleieted
the only variables that could be solected are measurements of ann sive or total )5.v .- ,,eght, 1The
tatter was included as it often provided a bhtter prediction of segment weightt, *han Rity other sin-
gle variable, In addition, when two autimroponoetric variable" had e•sentially the salme level of
predictive power, the one that we believed would be the eallist to niousure with the greatsst ac.
curacy was selected. This selection was made possible by weighting certain variablw" so they would
appear first in the equation. ThI cut-off point in terms of the. nmnlber of steps iv any -;quation
was based upon the rate of decrease in the standard error of estinmate (S,). For mI o va.riablei,
a three step t.equatlon is given, althmugh the ina, yam. not show a market decrease in the third
step. Ini a few instant.",, the seond and third steps are not given, indice.ting that the Se shown
is the lowest that could be obtained by using the available pre dictive variable.
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TABLE 9

TOTAL BODY

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

RANGE MEAN (SE) S.D. (SE) CV

74 WEIGHT* 53.240 - 86s819 65*606 (2.40) 8.640 (1.69) 13.17
75 VOLUME 51#740 - 83.721 62*989 (2.34) 8.451 (1.66) 13.42
76 CM-TOP OF HEAD 65.2 - 74.4 71.11 tO066) 2.39 (0.47) 3.36

PREL:ICTIVE EQUATIONS

CONSTANT R SE EST
WEIGHT CHEST CIRC WAIST BREADTH

74 43 31
75 VOLUME 0.970 - 0.650 .992 1413

0.s02 + 0.288 - 16.525 .996 0.79
0.703 + 09299 + O*J05 - 20.388 .999 0.49

WEIGHT EST STATURE CHEST CIRC
74 6 43

76 CM-TOP OF 0.199 + 58.052 .720 1073
HEAD 0.139 + 0.147 + 36.598 6777 1.63

0.357 + 0.239 - 0.441 + 474591 .914 1.11

L()CATION OF CEN'WEt OV MASS AS A ItA'1O OF SE(GMNWT SIZ

RAkG8 MEAN ISE) SO. (SE) CV

133 CM-TOP OF HEAD/STATURE 39.4 - 43.1 41.19 (0.32) 1.1o4 4022) 2.74

W~Ms~ valp~u. ams in wasr. bwsoI* mwwfmo ou WwM 4womsima in mwif
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TABLE 10

HEAD AND TRUNK

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

RANGE MEAN (SE) S.D. (SE) CV

77 WEIGHT 30,237 - 500542 38.061 (1.44) 5,18C (1*02) 13.61
78 VOLUME 30.080 - 49.085 37.123 (1.42) 5.115 (1.00) 13.78
79 C!'-TOP OF HEAD 43.0 - 53.7 48.52 (0*72) 2.60 10*51) 5037

PREDICTIVE EQUATIONS

CONSTANT R SE EST
WEIGHT TRUNK LENGTH CHEST DEPTH

74 59 30
77 WEIGHT 0*580 + 0.009 .968 1.36

00521 + 0*362 - 17.077 ,980 1.,1
0.491 + 0.504 + 0.370 - 31.122 .987 0.93

WEIGHT CHEST CIRC TRUNK LENGTH
74 43 59

78 VOLUME 0.563 + 0.*17 .951 1.65
0.358 + 0.35S - 19.331 .970 1.35
0.228 * 0.450 * 0#448 - 450197 *988 0.90

BICRISTAL BR HEAD-TRK LTH EST STATURE
33 57 6

79 CM-TY0 OF 0*859 * 23.539 .897 1.20
HEAD 0.491 + 0.402 + 1.313 .935 1.01

0.421 * 0.582 - 0.181 * 14.050 .96* 0.75

tLCAA110N OF C•lT OF MASS AS A tRATO OF SEQMUENT Sl

RANGE MEAN (SE) SO, ISE) CV

134 CM-TOP OF HEAD/H+TRUNK LTH 56.4 - 62.6 59.21 (0.441 1.60 (0031) 2.70

HATIO OPF'IE WK(.lIT OF A -GMKNT AS A

PERCET OF TOTAL IOD)Y EI(4irT

RANGE MEAN ISE) SO. ISE) CV

157 HEAD+TRUAK WT/8)Y WT 54.4 - 61.3 58.01 (0.56) 2.00 40.39) 3.45

Wi*gM Ia hu1aou tw-~a Ie tm. bwiy lma ih ftwgm-ý ma~ w) oakvt aw*& io M~w



TABLE 11

TOTAL LEG

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

RANGE MEAN} (SE) S.D. (SE) CV

80 WEIGHT 8.672 - 13.935 10.563 (0.42) 1.516 (0.30) 14035
81 VOLUME 8.254 - 13.362 9,955 (0.41) 1.468 (0.29) 14.74
82 CM-TROCHANTERION 31.6 - 39.3 34.68 (0.53) 1.90 (0.37) 5.48
83 AP AT CM 10.2 - 13.9 12.04 (0.30) 1.09 (0.21) 9.09
84 CM-ANT ASPECT 5.9 - 9.1 7.59 (0.23) 0.83 (0.16) 10.99

PREDICTIVE EQUATIONS

CONSTANT R SE EST
WEIGHT CALF CIRC UPPER THIGH C

74 48 46
80 WEIGHT 0.161 - 0.000 .919 0.62

01115 + 0.221 - 3.792 .954 0.50
0.094 + 0.146 + 0.113 - 5.455 .964 0.46

WEIGHT UPPER THIGH C
74 46

81 VOLUME * 0.157 - 0.345 ,924 0.58
0.105 + 0o157 - 4&370 .955 0*47

TIBIALE HT CALF CIRC UPPER THIGH C
21 48 46

82 CM-TROCH 0.518 + 11.016 ,638 1.52
0.534 + 0.099 + 7.235 .650 1.57
0.562 + 0,4CA - 0*264 + 9.061 o721 1.50

AP AT CM WEIGHT LIAC CR FAT
83 74 72

84 CM-ANT ASPECT 0.530 + 1.212 ,695 0.62
0,795 - 0.053 + 1.499 .817 0.52
0.935 - 0*054 - 0.050 + 0.408 .894 0.43

LOCATION OF CENTER OF MASS AS A RAT!O OF SEGMENTrSIZE

RANGE MEAN (SE) 54D0 (SE) CV

135 CN-,ROCH/TROCHANTERIC KT 3465 - 40.6 38.21 (0.46) 1.67 (0,33) 4.38
136 CM-ANT ASPECT/AP AT CM 55.7 - 74.0 63.13 (1.411 5.07 (0099) 8.03

RATIO OF THE WVEIGCr OF A SEG(MENT AS A
PERCENI OF TOTAL BODY WEI(I"

RANGE MEAN (SE) S.D. (SE) CV

158 LEG WEIGHT/BODY WEIGHT 14.3 - 17.5 16.10 10.26) 0.94 (0.18) 5.84

Wei t in kilogmns, volhmu in 111i41,0 body ftd Iii g lhot.r , a ll O1 vf dinw4kM" ilk 4'Uti9%rrr.
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TABLE 12

TOTAL ARM

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

RANGE MEAN (SE) S.D. (SE) CV

85 WEIGHT 2.647 - 4o177 3.216 (0.13) 0*464 (0.09) 14*44

86 VOLUME 20383 - 3.956 2.978 (0.12) 0.445 (0.09) 14.96

87 CM-ACROMION 29.2 - 37.' 31.98 (0.61) 2.20 (0.43) 6.87

PREDICTIVE EQUATIONS

CONSTANT R SE EST

WEIGHT WRIST CIRC BICEPS CIRC
74 55 52

85 WEIGHT 0.047 + 0.132 #883 0.23

0.031 + 0.186 - 1.894 9929 0.19

0.014 + 0.182 + 09083 - 3*041 .952 0.16

WEIGHT WRIST CIRC BICEPS CIRC
74 55 52

86 VOLUME 0.047 - 0.106 .907 0.20

0.032 + 0.165 - 1.850 .945 0.16
0.015 + 0.161 + 0.080 - 2*913 .968 0.13

B HUM-RAD LTH FOREARM CIRC ARM CIRC(AXI

65 54 51

87 CM-ACROMION 0.966 + 2.336 .684 1.67

0.947 + 0.391 - 7.353 .729 1.64

0.963 + 0.918 - 0.571 - 4.909 .8#42 1.35

LOCATION OF CENTER OF MASS AS A RA0,t1 OF SEGMENT SIZE

RANGE MEAN ISE) S.D. ISE) CV

157 C14-ACROMION/ARM LENGTH 39.3 - 4468 41.26 (0.44) 1.59 (0.31. 3.86

IA11() OF 1TI0, WEIGHT OF A SEGMIENT' AS A

PEIRCEN'I" OF ltOTAl. BODY W0I(:)ri

RANGE MEAN ISE) SOO (SEI CV

159 ARM WEIGHT/5ODY WEIGHT 4.4 - 5.4 4.90 10.09) 0.34 (0*07) 6.85
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TABLE 13

HEAD

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

RANGE MEAN (SE) S.D. (SE) CV

88 WEIGHT 40333 - 5.307 4.729 (0.09) 0,324 (0.06) 6.86
89 VOLUME 3.929 - 4.925 4*418 (0.10) 0*350 (0.07) 7.92
90 CM-TOP OF HEAD 10.0 - 12.6 11.15 (0.21) 0.74 (0.15) 6.65
91 CM-BACK OF HEAD 7.0 - 9.0 7.98 (0.17) 0.60 (0.12) 7.54

PREDICTIVE EQUATIONS

CONSTANT R SE EST
HEAD CIRC WEIGHT

41 74
88 WEIGHT * 0D148 - 3.716 *814 0.20

0.104 + 0.015 - 2.189 .875 0.17

HEAD CIRC WEIGHT
41 74

89 VOLUME * 0.173 - 59453 .883 0.17
0.139 + 0.012 - 4.301 .912 0.16

HEAD CIRC HT OF HEAD
41 58

90 CM-TOP OF 0.293 - 5.57S .704 0*55
HEAD * 0.246 + 0.159 - 64711 .731 0.55

HEAD CIRC HEAD BRFADTH
41 24

91 CM-BACK OF 0.158 - 1.039 ,468 0.55
HEAD * 0.238 - *.570 + 3.376 .541 0*55

W)CATION OF CENTER OF MA$S AS A RATIO OF SEGMENTSIZE

RAMNE MEAN (SE) S.0. (SE) CV

138 C1-TOP Of HEAD/HT OF HEAD 42.2 - 50.4 46*42 (0*73) 2.63 (0.52) 5.66

139 CM-BACK OF HEAD/HEAD LGTH 3S50 - 44.7 39.96 (0.82) 2.97 (0.58) 7.44

RATIO OF TIlE WEIGHT OF A SEGMENT AS A

PERICNT OF TOTAL. BODY WEIGIIT

RANGE MEAN (SE) S.0D (SE) tV

160 HEAD VEI4T/BO16Y WEIGHT -9 8.2 7,28 (0.16) 0.59 (0.12) 8.16
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TABLE 14

TRUNK

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

RANGE MEAN (SE) S$D. (SE) CV

92 WEIGHT 25.809 - 45.337 33.312 (1.37) 4.931 (0.97) 14.80
93 VOLUME 26.127 - 44,380 32.691 (1.36) 4.860 (0.95) 14.87
94 CM-SUPRASTERNALE 19.8 - 24.2 22.02 (0.40) 1.43 (0.28) 6.48

PREDICTIVE EQUATIONS

CONSTANT R SE EST

WEIGHT TRUNK LENGTH CHEST CIRC
74 59 43

92 WEIGHT 0.551 - 2.837 .966 1.33
0.494 + 0.347 - 19.186 .979 1.1l
0.349 + 0.423 + 0.229 - 35.460 .986 0.92

WEIGHT WAIST BREADTH CHEST CIRC
74 31 43

93 VOLUME 0.S$4 - 2.343 ,949 1.59
0.389 + 0.476 - 7.392 .968 1.33
0.179 + 0.502 + 0.347 - 26.817 .988 0.86

BI-SPINOUS BR ILIAC CR FAT TRUNK LENGTH
S4 72 59

94 CM-SUPRASTERN 0.578 + S.102 .846 0.79
0.622 - 0*066 + 7.741 .900 0*68
0.471 - 0.058 + 0.164 + 1.683 .926 0.61

LOCATION OF CENTER OF MASS AS A RATIO OF SEGMENT SIZE

RANGE MEAN (SE) 5.0. (SE) cV

140 CM-SUPRASTERN/TRUNK LGTH 35.6 - 41.1 38.03 (0,43) 1.3S (0.30) 4.00

RATIO OF TIE WEIGHT OF A SEGMENT AS A

PERCENT OF TOTAL BODY WEIGHT

RANGE MEAN ISE) $.*D 6SE1 CV

161 TRUNK WEIGHT/BODY WEIGHT 46.7 - $3.1 30.70 (0.67) 2.06 (0.40) 4.07

wo 4 bilomma. wkuw~ ia hgmi body~ ki in awwwom WW mau Ww ~ d~vwumm i IasumeI
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TABLE 15

THIGH

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

RANGE MEAN (SE) SD. (SE) CV

95 WEIGHT 5.414 - 9.457 6*749 (0*32) 1.158 (0.23) 17,16
96 VOLUME 5.331 - 9.119 6.462 (0.31) 1.129 (0.22) 17.47
97 CM-TROCHANTERION 14.9 - 19.0 16.80 (0.34) 1.21 (0.24) 7.21
98 AP AT CM 13.0 - 17.8 15*78 (0.48) 1272 (0.34) 10.90
99 CM-ANT ASPECT 6.4 - 10.9 8643 (0.34) 1.22 (0.24) 14.49

PREDICTIVE EQUATIONS

CONSTANT R SE EST
WEIGHT UPPER THIGH C ILIAC CR FAT

74 46 72
95 WEIGHT 0.120 - 1.123 .893 0.a4

0.074 + 0.138 - 4.641 ,933 0#45
0.074 + 0.123 + 04027 - 4.216 .944 0*43

WEIGHT UPPER THIGH C ILIAC CR FAT
74 46 72

96 VOLUME 0.116 - 1.149 .888 0.54
0.073 + 0.128 - 4.390 .924 0,47
0*073 + 0.106 + 0.039 - 3.760 *950 0*40

TROCH HT KNEE BR/BONE ILIAC CR FAT
20 37 72

97 CM-TROCH 0.250 - 5.902 o841 0,6C
0.214 + 0.902 - 11.660 ,: ' 0.52
0.227 + 0.989 - 06033 - 13.362 .934 0.49

AP AT CM
9,

99 CM-ANT ASPECT * 0*595 - 0.956 .838 0,69

LOCATION OF CENTER OF MASS AS A RATIO OF SEGNENT SIZE

RANGE MEAN (SE) SD, (SE) CV

141 CM-TROCHANTERION/THIGH LGTH 34o4 - 39.6 37.19 10.47) 1.69 (0.33) 4,55
142 CM-ANT ASPECT/AP AT CH 4862 - 62.3 53.35 (1.15) 4.16 (0.821 7.79

IlA11O OF THE WVEICGHT OF A SEGNMENT AS A
P'RCENT OF 1TOAL BODY WEIV11r

RANGE MEAN (SE) SD. (SE) CV

162 THIGH WEIGHT/IODY WEIGHT 6.9 " 11.4 10.27 (0.23) 0.32 10.16) 8.60

w~ls kikvm.c vaa Iinm IRO boy 164 in rimoqtn em) AU) Wd dwswukmp w. mbWezes,.
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TABLE 16

CALF AND FOOT

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

RANGE MEAN (SE) S.D. (SE) CV

100 WEIGHT 2.91S - 4.518 3.805 (0.12) 0.442 10.09) 11.61

101 VOLUME 2.691 - 4.166 3*505 (0.11) 0.406 10.08) 11.59

102 CM-TIBIALE 19.7 - 24.4 21.67 (0.30) 1.07 10.21) 4*93

103 AP AT CM 1*1 - 9.9 8.48 (0.25) 0.90 (0.18) 10.60

104 CM-ANT ASPECT 1.7 - 3.9 2.84 (0.17) 0.62 (0.12) 21s83

PREDICTIVE EQUATIONS

CONSTANT R SE EST

CALF CIRC TIBIALE HT ANKLE CIRC

48 21 49
100 WEIGHT 0*165 - 1.279 ,934 0.16

0.172 + 0.051 - 3.824 .971 0.11

0.130 + 0.058 + 0.103 - 4.915 .982 0.09

CALF CIRC TIBIALE HT ANKLE CIRC

48 21 49

101 VOLUME 0.146 
- 1.056 .911 0.17

0.155 + 0.050 - 3.555 .955 0.13

0.105 + 00059 + 0.127 - 4.910 .975 0.10

TIBIALF HT CALF CIRC
21 48

102 CM-TISIALE * 0.360 
+ 5.226 .789 0.68

0.335 - 0.159 + 11.267 .871 0.57

AP AT CM CALF LENGTH
103 61

104 CM-ANY ASPECT * 0,539 
- 1.731 .782 0.40

0.446 * 0.114 - 7*044 .850 0.35

LOCATION OF CENTER OF MASS AS A RATIO OF SEGMENT SIZE

RANGE MEAN (SE1 3.0o (SE) CV

140 CM-TISIALE/T8ITALE HT 44.7 - 50.7 47.47 10.431 1.54 (0.301 1,25

144 CM-ANT ASPECT/1P AT CM Z5.1 - 40.6 33.25 (1.46) 5.26 (103) 15.81

RATIO OF TIHE WEICIIT OF A SEGMENT AS A

VERCE\T OF TOTAL IODY WEIGHT

RANGE MEAN (SE) SD. (SE) CV

16$ CALW4FOOT WE103/TSOOY WT 5.2 - 6.? 50.2 (0.12) 0.44 10.09) 7.05

istdsmh,p wo~ IiNbbms 6,y (a i w~"w uw sau .11h" dkwmx~ to wuIwflm
do* 0mv ~ w ww' l. ~mas di pwmd"~~b
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TABLE 17

CALF
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

RANGE MEAN (SE) S.D. (SE) CV

105 WEIGHT 2.125 - 3.419 2.842 (0.10) 0.363 (0*07) 12.77
106 VOLUME 1.950 - 3.194 2.620 (0.09) 0.340 (0.07) 12.99
107 CM-TTBIALE 12.9 - 16.5 14.32 (0.22) 0.81 (0.16) 5.63
108 AP AT CM 8.5 - 11.7 10.06 (0.28) 1.00 (0.20) 9.93
109 CM-ANT ASPECT 2.9 - 5.7 4.28 (0.19) 0.68 (0.13) 15.97

PREDICTIVE EQUATIONS

CONSTANT R SE EST
CALF CIRC TIBIALE HT ANKLE CIRC

48 21 49
105 WEIGHT 0.135 - 1.318 .933 0*14

0.141 + 0.042 - 3.421 .971 0.09
0.111 + 0.047 + 0.074 - 4.208 .979 0.08

CALF CIRC TIBIALE HT ANKLE CIRC
48 21 49

106 VOLUME 0.12S - 1.170 .908 0.15
0.130 + 0*044 - 3.396 .956 0.11
0*090 + 0.051 + 0.097 - 4*427 *973 0*09

TIBTALE HT KNEE BR/BONE
21 37

107 CM-TISIALE * 0.276 + 1.709 .800 0.50
0.309 - 0.558 + 5.786 .872 0.43

AP AT CM CALF LENGTH
108 61

109 CM-ANT ASPECT * 0.455 - 00301 .665 0.53
0.503 + 0.101 - 4.688 .725 0.51

LOCATION OF CENTER OF MASS AS A RATIO OF SEGMENT SIZE

RANGE MEAN (SE) S.D. (SE) CV

145 CM-TIBIALE/CALF LENGTH 34.7 - 38.6 37.05 (0.36) 1.30 (0.26) 3.52
146 CM-ANT ASPECT/AP AT CM 34.1 - 49.6 42.47 t1.42) 5.12 (1.00) 12.05

RATIO OF THE WEIGHT OF A SEGMENT AS A
PERCENT OF TOTAL BODY WVEIGHT

RANGE MEAN (SE) S.D. (SE) CV

164 CALF WIGHTItSOOY WEIGHT 3.9 - Sl 4.35 (0.10) 0.36 (0.07) 8.38

mtimp a4 do. www 16 $10%amf kiloa.
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TABLE 18

FOOT

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

RANGE MEAN (SE) S.D. (SE) CV

110 WEIGHT 0,760 - 1.159 0.959 10.03) 0.091 (0*02) 9.49
111 VOLUME 0.699 - 1.048 0.885 10.02) 0*083 (0.02) 9.38
112 CM-HEEL 10.3 - 11.6 11.11 40.11) 0.39 (0.08) 3.47
113 CM-SOLE 2.5 - 5.0 3.75 (0.17) 0.62 (0.12) 16.44

PREDICTIVE EQUATIONS

CONSTANT R SE EST
WEIGHT ANKLE CIRC FOOT LENGTH

74 4v 62
110 WEIGHT 0.009 + 0.369 .810 0.06

0.005 + 0.033 - 0.030 .882 0.05
0&003 + 0,048 + 0.027 - 0.869 *907 0*04

WEIGHT ANKLE CIRC FOOT LENGTH
74 49 62

111 VOLURE 0.008 + 0*360 t810 0.05
0.005 + 0.#29 - 0*025 .875 0*04
0.003 + 0*643 + 0.025 - 0.794 .901 0.04

FOOT LENGTH ANKLE CIRC LAT MALL HT
62 49 22

112 CM-HEEL 0*21T - + 5.729 .566 0.33
0.233 + 0.135 + 2.627 .712 0.29
0.153 + 0.137 + 0.444 + 1.403 .827 0*25

ARCH CIRC
so

113 CM-SOLE * 0.325 - 4.639 ,672 0.47

LOCATION OF CENTER OF MASS AS A RATIO OF SEGMENT SIZE

RANE MEAN (SE) 5.0. (SE) cV

147 CM-HEEL/FOOT LENGTH 43.1 - 47.7 44.65 £0.44) 1.59 (0.31) 3.55
148 C14-SOLEISPHYRION HEIGHT 33.3 - 73.5 53.78 (2.80) 10.09 (1.98) 18.76

RATIO OF THE WEIGHT OF A SEGMENT AS A
PERCENT OF TOTAL BODY WEIGHT

RANSE MEAN (SE) Sa. (SE) CV

165 FOOT WEIKHT/9OOY WEIGHT 1.2 - 1.6 1.47 (0.03) 0.10 (0.02) 6.92

Wei kiogrum. %oumo in It~u. boy (at in adlimeters, .nd aU oab. dbcAumg in oe.*j& ý
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TABLE 19

UPPER ARM

DESCRIPTIVM STATISTICS

RANGE MEAN (SE) S.D. (SE) CV

114 WEIGHT 1,365 - 2.305 1.730 (0.08) 0,290 (0.06) 16.78

115 VOLUME 1.243 - 2*250 1.638 (0.08) 0.293 (0.06) 17.91

116 CM-ACROMION 14.2 - 20*3 17.13 (0*44) 1.60 (0.31) 9.33

117 AP AT CM 8.9 - 11e8 10.16 (0.25) 0.90 (0.18) 8.90

118 C1--ANT ASPECT 4.5 - 5.9 5.18 (0.13) 0.46 (0.09) 8.87

PREDICTIVE EQUATIONS

CONSTANT R SE EST
WEIGHT ARM CIRC(AX) ACROM-RAD LTH

74 51 64

114 WEIGHT 0.030 - 0.238 .879 0.14
0.019 + 0,060 - 1.280 .931 0.12

0.007 + 0.092 + 0.050 - 3.101 .961 0.09

WEIGHT ARM CIRC(AX) ACROM-RAD LTH

74 51 64

115 VOLUME 0.030 - 0.330 .886 0.14
6.016 + 0.070 - 1.600 .953 0.10

0.008 + 0.098 + 0.044 - 3o234 .976 0.07

8 HUM-RAD LTH ARM CIRC(AX) ELBOW BR/BONE

65 51 38

116 Cm-ACROMION 0*707 - 46563 .689 1.21

0.710 - 09045 - 3.333 .691 1.26

0*329 - 0.250 + 2.827 - 6*168 .918 0.72

AP AT CM

117
118 CM-ANT ASPECT * 0.444 + 0.665 .874 0.23

LOCATION OF CENTER OF MASS AS A RATIO OF SEGMENT SIZE

RANGE MEAN iSE) S$Do (SE) CV

149 CM-ACROM/ACROM-RAD LGTH 46*2 - 55.6 51.30 (0.75) 2.72 (0.53) 5.30

150 CM-ANT ASPECT/AP AT CA 46*4 - 56.3 51.00 (0*64) 2*29 (0.45) 4.50

RATIO OF THE WEIGHT OF A SEGMENT AS A
PERCENT OF TOTAL BODY WEIGHT

RANGE MEAN (SE) 5.0. (SE) CV

166 UPPER ARM WEIGHT/BODY WT 2*2 * 3.1 2.63 (0.06) 0.22 (0.04) 8.0$

weW*jakaLamm. voluum in tit~w body (at ia mhIImetem & and &ii odawANO dmoIn ~a mtUmet
*Aloalop, do WA WWMpo~ Ohe GROCAVOOMu Of pffk~tM
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TABLE 20

FOREARM AND HAND

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

RANGE MEAN (SE) SD. (SE) CV

119 WEIGHT 1.263 - 1.926 1.483 (0.06) 0.203 (0.04) 13.69

120 VOLUME 1*136 - 1.716 1.349 (0#05) 0.181 (0*04) 13.09

121 C•-RADIALE 14.6 - 18.5 16.21 (0.30) 1.08 (0.21) 6.66

122 AP AT CM 5.7 - 8.0 6.49 (0.17) 0.61 t0.12) 9.45

123 CM-ANT ASPECT 2.6 - 4.5 3.42 (0.17) 0.60 (0.12) 17.46

PREDICTIVE EQUATIONS

CONSTANT R SE EST

WRIST CIRC FOREARM CIRC RAD-STYL LTH

55 54 66

119 WEIGHT 0.168 - 1.295 .874 0.10

0.132 + 0.049 - 1.987 .919 0.09

0.103 + 0.046 + 0.043 - 2.543 .940 0.08

WRIST CIRC FOREARM CIRC RAD-STYL LTH

55 54 66

120 VOLUME 0.153 - 1.181 .890 0.09

0.117 + 0.048 - 1.847 .943 0.07

0.093 + 0.045 + 0.035 - 2.278 .960 0.06

WRIST BR/BONE RAD-STYL LTH FOREARM CIRC
59 66 54

121 CM-RADIALE 2.765 + 0.405 .764 0.72

1.962 + 0.379 - 4.822 .847 0.62

1.617 + 0.585 - 0.331 + 0.510 .929 0.46

AP AT CM ELBOW BR/BONE STYL-META 3

122 38 67

123 CM-ANT ASPECT 0.890 - 2.355 .913 0.25

0.900 - 0.260 - 0.385 .936 0.23

0.90 - 0.313 - 0.229 - 2.153 .974 0.16

LOCATION OF CENTER OF MASS AS A RATrIO OF SEGMENT SIZE

RANGE MEAN (SE) S.D. (SE) CV

151 CM-RADIALE/RAD-STYL LGTH 58.5 - 67.7 62.58 (0.81) 2.91 (0.57) 4*64

152 CM-ANT ASPECT/AP AT CM 45.6 - 60.6 52.40 (1.40) 5.04 40.99) 9.62

RATIO OF TIIE WEIGHT OF A SEGMENT AS A

PERCENT OF TOTAL BODY WEIGHT

* RANI. NEAN ISE) SDo. (SE) cV

167 FOREARM44AND WOTBODY WT 1.9 - 2.6 2.27 (0.06) 0420 (0.041 8.98
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TABLE 21

FOREARM

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

RANGE MEAN (SE) S*D* (SE) CV

124 WEIGHT 0*850 - 1.380 1.055 (0#04) 0.152 (0*03) 14.41
125 VOLUME 0.781 - 1.250 0.961 (0.04) 0.138 (0.03) 14440
126 CM-RADIALE 8.1 - 11.6 10.10 (0.23) 0.83 (0.16) 8422
127 AP AT CM 6.6 - 9.3 7.61 (0.18) 0.66 (0.13) 8.68
128 CM-ANT ASPECT 2.4 - 5.1 3*72 (0.17) 0.62 (0.12) 16*65

PREDICTIVE EQUATIONS

CONSTANT R SE EST
WRIST CIRC FOREARM CIRC

55 54
124 WEIGHT * 0.119 - 0*913 .827 0*09

0.081 + 0.052 - 1.650 .920 0.06

WRIST CIRC FOREARM CIRC
55 34

125 VOLUME * 0.111 - 0.875 .842 0.08
0.072 + 0.053 - 1.622 ,954 0.05

RAO-STYL LGTH WRIST BR/BONE
66 39

126 CM-RAOIALE * 0.537 - 3.808 ,788 0.53
0.440 + 0.761 - 5,645 .821 0.51

AP AT CM
127

128 CM-ANT ASPECT * 0.790 - 2.295 .843 0*35

LOCATION OF CENTER OF MASS AS A RATIO OF SEGMENT SIZE

RANGE MEAN (SE) S.D. (SE) CV

153 CM-RAD!ALEIRAO-STYL LGTH 34.5 - 42.0 3d,96 10.59) 2.11 (0.41) 5,42
154 CM-AKT ASPECTIAP AT CM 33*8 - 54.8 46.63 11.441 5.18 (1.02) 10.66

RATIO OF 111E \VEIGIIT OF A SEGMENT AS A

PERCET OF TOTAL BODY \'EIGHT

RANGE MEAN (SE) S.D. (SE$ cV

168 FOREARM WEIGHT/BODY WT 1.4 - 1.9 1.61 (0.04) 0.15 (0.03) 9.60
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TABLE 22

HAND

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

RANGE MEAN (SE) S.D. ISE) CV

129 WEIGHT 0,334 - 0.540 0.426 (0*02) 0.063 (0.01) 14.72
130 VOLUME 0.302 - 0.480 0.384 (0*02) 0*057 (0.01) 14.73
131 CM-META 3 1.1 - 2.3 1.63 (0.11) 0.39 (0.08) 24.10
132 CM-MED ASPECT 3.7 - 5.5 4.77 (0.13) 0.47 (0.09) 9.95

PREDICTIVE EQUATIONS

CONSTANT R SE EST

WRIST CIRC WRIST BR/BONE HAND BROTH
55 39 40

129 WEIGHT 0.051 - 0.418 .863 0.03
0.038 + 0*080 - 0.660 .917 0.03
0.029 + 0.075 + 0.031 - 0.746 .942 0.02

WRIST CIRC WRIST BR/BONE HAND eRDTH
!5 39 40

130 VOLUME 0.048 - 0.410 .885 0.03
0.036 + 0.071 - 0.617 .935 0.02
0.028 + 0.066 + 0.027 - 0.686 .958 0.02

WRIST BR/BONE HAND CIRC
39 ý6

131 CM-META 3 * 0.358 - 0.415 .272 0.39
0.69? 0.202 + 2.130 .486 0.37

WRIST BR/BONE HAND BROTH
39 40

132 C*M-ED ASPECT * 10224 - 2.226 .769 0.32
1.058 * 0.248 - 3.271 .810 0.30

LOCATION OF CENTER OF MASS AS A RATIO OF SEGMENT SIZE

RANGE MEAN (SE) S*D. ISE) CV,

1SS CM-#ETA 3/StYL-META S LGTi ý3.0 - 2407 18002 (1.161 4.17 10.82) 23.13
136 CM-MED ASPECt/HAND BROTH 4007 - 67.1 36.13 (1.33) 4.80 (0.94) 8.55

RATIO OF TIiE WJIlIT OF A SFGMET AU A
PERCENT OF TOTAL BODY WEIHCTl'

RAKGE MEAN (SEI SOD. ISE) CV

169 HAND WfIGIT?*ODY Wt 3.5 0.6 0.65 (0.021 0.08 40.01) 11.44

%=im haorawo V06 i, uuv% hiy l imhWAWqful &Wd &D oe~w 4w~kw s onus w
twomam bow" w te .S..aemm. Itpm



The regression equations presented in these tables are relatively simple to use. For example,
in table 16, the weight of 4he Calf and Foot (var~able 100) is given with relation to one, two, and
three anthropometric variables. The dimension of Calf Circ (variable 48) gave the highest cor-
relation coefficient with Calf and Foot -A.ight (r=.932). The regression equation is: Weight of
Calf and Foot (kg) =0.165 Calf Circ (cm)-1.279 (±0.16 kg).

If the average values for the cadaver sample (,able 8) are used for the independent variable,
the three step equation becomes: Weight of Calf plus Foot = 0.130 x 30.82 (Calf Circ.) + 0.058 x
45.68 (Tibiale Ht.) +0.103 x 20.05 (Ankle Circ.)-4.915 =3.306 kg-0.090 kg.

The predicted value of the Calf plus Foot weight for the sample is 3.806 kg with the true value
for such a sample falling between 3.716 kg and 3.896 kg (3.806±.090) in two out of thiee such
samples.

Simple ratios for predicting weight and location of the center of mass as a function of body
-weight, segment length, and the anteroposterior depth of the segment at its center of mass are
given at the bottom of each table. The ratio of segment weight to total body weight and ("enter
of mass from proximal end as a ratio of segment length have been the most widely used methods
of reporting segment data and are given here to facilitate comparison with previous studies
(tables 2 and 4). Such comparisons are necessarily gross because of the variation in methods of
dismemberment used by different authors. In this study, the length of a segment is defined as the
distance between specific bony landmarks that approximate, but are not necessarily coincident with.
the ends of the segment. Trochanterion, radiale, and tihiale are traditional anthropometric ap,)orxi-
mations for the "hinge points" at the hip, elbow, and knee but are all somewhat distal to the actu•l
plane of segmentation used in this study. The ratios for the center of mass often, therefore, are
not precisely comparable to the ratios obtained by other investigators who may have used t...ly ap-
proximately tile same plane of segmentation for that partic'ular segment.

There are a number of patterns that btcome apparent when the predictive equations art'
viewod together. Total body weight appears as one of the best anthropomietric variables for prt-
dieting the weight and vhluinlo of segments, occurring more often than any other single variable
The body circunfwr.,nces are also often selected to predict seginvnt weightl whereas sognlellt
hgth8s m1unst oftel oe•.. in the prediction of the lotation of ctlter of mass of segmtlents,

A tusnber of methois for estimating weight and venter of tass have been given in the pre-
ceding discussion. It is a natural de-dre, when alteorntive mehilols of Iliaking an approxi.lation
ame given, to know which method is the most accurate, or appropriate for a given problem. The
rVgresion equattiols wIere used to trdict the weight and tfle iowation of the cet, ntr.r of nass for evach
sklgunrtt of eavhi eadwver. Tihe variotu ratios wern also computed and the' resulting values compared
to the' actal weight gld lKriAtin of center of mas, of each segeniot. Thes,,e cmarions show that
the thur, ste) regrosslon euatiolns, without exception. piovide the soallest average ororh for p.-
dietingtiile unknownt variables on the cadaverm. In fact, the threte- step equatiomi generally r~lmve tlhe
average •.ror (actual.jpw iotmd) to eone half, or less, of thu afvrage error obtailted by using tile
ratios or singl etep equatians. Withoult esception, tile sin1pie ratios pmoviaed thie |Woorest average
estitnate, with ituprvemenIlt folnld with tile additimn of each stip oif the iqmation.1 This is tnit to
SAy that the mluiti-step eqtutions always provided a befter vstilnat, for a riugle egitental value
than did tie Aimple ratio; in a few. intances, tile s;imple ratio yrovided tfive -t estimate for a
single segmetnt fron( a single cadaver. In tems of all the segmeawnt fton) all of th cadaver, the
multi-sinp equations -wtre crarly milore effest-ivc in providiug an ustioate closer to the 4uea-

1%'V1WU d& 344e ole Ovptatkit to pteMI WA"V-PT "-t,3V t% bodi. **11h& ks AXw dWitniait~' h
tomlls art kkzivakk to tIk.ae "iw.ctain~g the ýP;PP . &
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sured value. The multiple step equations, however, necessitate the maximum amount of informa-
tion concerning the anthropometry of the sample. On the other hand, the simple ratios can be
used when the minimum anthropometric data are available, and provide the first but least accurate
prediction. For these reasons, the alternate methods of computing unknowns have been provided
in order that the techniques of computation can be tailored to the availability of body-size in-
formation.

It is also pertinent to determine the appropriateness of these equations for the living. The abil-
ity to transfer the equations formulated on a cadaver population to a live population is not without
danger because of the numerous uncertainties that have previously been cited. A validation of the
predictive equations developed in this study is clearly desirable.

In working with many biological populations, the general validating procedure would be to
select a representative sample from the population, make the necessary measurements, and then
compute the values for the unknown variables. Animals could then be sacrificed and the unknown
values measured. If the values computed should provide a sufficiently accurate estimate of the
true values, the equations would be considered to have been validated for the represented popu-
lation. In working with human populations, the validation procedure is indirect and may not be
fully satisfactory as rigorous proof.

If the volume of body segments could be measured accurate:, on the living, then it would
be possible to validate the predictive equation for the segment volume ar-d indirectly validate the
approach that was used. In obtaining the volume of the cadaver segments, we found that repeated
measurements of a segment could be held within a range of ±00.5% or less of the segmenit's aver-
age volume. The experimental error has been found to be much larger than ±0.5%, however,
when segmental volumes of the living were determined using thie same equipment and land-
marks as had been used for tile cadavers. Fur major wgmients such as the ann or leg, the range
of repeated observations became as high as 3 to 5% of the total average v•ilume. Tile higher error
was related to the difficulties encountered ilnmaintaining a subject's hod>' segment relatively mo-
tionless at a qpeifie depth in the tank for the pe-riod of time necessary to allow runoff of the dis.
placWd water. Coutini indicated that his group has beeN able to obtain the volume of the more
distal segmnots on the living with a s'mall error. vising •s•eially developed equipment.' This equip-
wtet does not, however, appear to Ibe tsable for thie larger segmnents of tile holy. Until new tech-
niqoses of atneasring segnmntial volumes ac-urately on the living can be develope;d, this approach
to the- validation of the predic-tive equations does not appear to be satisfactory.

As it is nit possible to validate satisfactorily the predictive teqation on tile living, an attempt
was mald to detrminet, the reaSouXaleisess and Csit1"ency of prtdicted Wegenwt vaviabivs for the
living. 11Tre ludtAduals we01 sek•lete that repremseted a wide range of adult wale bodly types.
lite subjec T-ts were me.asrdi for the body dineinsions netded. and the wreight for etch segelnt
was Computed, using the three step equations give: in tables 9.21' 11he results o taired for the
segywnt weights are given in table 23.

11W column to the left for each suject gives the predicted values for tIhe weight of each
tene.n, andw the column nM the right (values in parenthewes) gives the snam of the toinp1tbeilt
segments. In general, the internal con•s•nstc". that IK, tihe puin of the sMall cormponent segotenlts
equaling the value of a total segmient is renmarkably good. This, of course, should be tri whe'll tile
sawe antiropommnric dintwnio.s art used to predici the wg:nental parameter for both tie total
sgwment and thle segnwnt's puans. Where this Is not true, the values of the total andt sAun of parts

'Pnsa cOcAMakntkAa .iLt COD CotaL FW tia pi d v1 tve tUe t tnUdq ,p., S,-. t.i;. and CIo.
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appear to be very comparable. The greatest discrepancy in values is in the difference between
Head-Trunk weight and the sum Head weight and Trunk weight for subjects A and B. This dif-
ference is larger than expected, and the reason for it is not understood.

TAPLE 23

PREDICTED WEIGHT OF BODY SEGMENTS
OF THE LIVING (kg)

Subject A B C

Stature (cm) 161.5 178.3 175.5
Weight 58.523(57.937) 71.200(73.210) 84.350(84.333)
Weight of:
Head-Trunk 32.368 (30.737) 41.575(40.030) 48.931(48.905)
Leg 10.320(10.430) 12.574(12.716) 13.580(13.572)
Arm 3.103(2.900) 3.440(3.874) 4.142(4.124)
Head 4.357 4.976 6.140
Trunk 26.380 35.054 42.765
Thigh 6.298 8.394 8.663
Calf and Foot 4.173(4.133) 4.322( 4.322) 4.909(4.909)
Calf 3.144 3.279 3.669
Foot .989 1.043 1.240
Upper Arm 1.425 2.114 2.218
Forearm and Hand 1.455(1.425) 1.741(1.760) 1.915(1.906)
Forearm 1.045 1.314 1.358
Hand .380 .446 .548

A second area of discrepancy is in the sum af parts not equaling the total body weight. For
subject A, the sum of parts is less than the total body weight; for subject B, the sum of parts ex-
ceeds the total; and for subject C the sim and the total body weight are essentially equal. Initially
we believed that the sum of the predicted weights of segments wvould always give an overestimate
of the actual total body weight on the living. The logic involved was that the cadavers had certainly
lost body fluid after death that would effectively reduce the body circumferences on which the
predictive equations were based. The use of the body cricumforences of the living would, therefore,
tend to overestimate the weight of each segment so that the sum of the weight of segments would
exceed the actual live weight. If it can be assumed that the fluid losses are equal throughout the
body, then when the sum of parts needs to be equated to the body %%eight, the adjustment should
be proportional for all segments. For example, for subject B, live body weight is equal to 97.25% of
the estimated sum of component weights. In order to adjust the sum of parts to the observed bdly
weight, each of the smaller segments must be multiplied by the constant 97.25% to arrive. at the
adjusted weight for each of the component parts. This process will preserve the relationships of
the weights of the various segments, while making the sum of parts equal to the observed total
body weight.

The methods of predicting the weight and the location of the center of mass of boly segments
presented are believed to represent a marked Improvement over the methods used in the past, hut
must still be considered as approximations for the unknown quantities. They do, however, permit
the estimates of the weight and the location of the center of mass of the segments to be based upon
the individual variability in body size, which until this time, had not be1ti adequately considered.
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Summary and Conclusions
It is desirable to determine how the results obtained in this study compare with the results ob-

tained by earlier workers. As previously pointea out, differences in the techniques of dismember-
ment, etc., are such that any comparisons are necessarily gross and only indicative of similarities
and/or differences between results or both.

The comparisons of primary interest are those of (1) the segmental weight as a ratio of total
body weight and (2) the location of the center of mass from the proximal end of the segment as a
ratio of segment length. These two comparisons are shown in tables 24 and 25.

TABLE 24

SEGMENTAL WEIGHT/BODY WEIGHT RATIOS FROM
SEVERAL CADAVER STUDIES*

Braune
Harless and Fischer Fischer Dempster Dempsterf This

Source (1860) (1889) (1906) (1955) (1955) Study

Sample Size 2 3 1 8 8 13

Head 7.6% 7.0% 8,8% 7.9% ( 8.1)% 7.3
Trunk 44.2 46.1 45.2 48.6 (49.7) 50.7
Total Arm 5.7 6.2 5.4 4.9 (5.0) 4,9
Upper Arm 3.2 3.3 2.8 2.7 (2.8) 2.6

Foreram & Hand 2.6 2.9 2.6 2.2 (2.2) 2.3
Forearm 1.7 2.1 .... 1.6 (1.6) 1.6
Hand 0.9 0.8 0.6 (0.8) 0,7
Total Log 18.4 17.2 17.6 15.7 (16.1) 10.1
Thigh 11.9 10.7 II. 9.7 (9.9) 10.3
Calf & Foot 6,6 6.5 6.6 6.0 ( 6.1) 5.8
Calf 4.6 4.8 4.5 4,5 (t.o) 4.3
Foot 20 1.7 2.1 1.4 (1.4) 1,5

Sum 100.0 100.O 100.0 07.7 100.0 100.0

'(Studifes of jualls. Populations by Mori aud tYamat"Otu (109) lui IFulikawa (M903) ar, nWt Ivudmd Il this
wOlltpartf'l.t)

tI Adjtod vtlues. Explmiatton in test.
1Th1w sw is eahOlatod as 1ieat + Trmnlk + 2 (Total Ann + *'Ital l,6ji,)

Table 24 indicates that the resuits of this tludy are tnost similar, in terms of the simple seg-
mental ratio, to the results obtained by [Dmnpster. This finding is not completely omexpected as
the techiques of this investigation were based on those Dempster had used in his w•ork. Note that
Ixmpsttr's sum of the ratio of parts is 97.7% rather than 100%. It is assu.entd that this discrepancy

reflects fluid and tissue losses during segmentation although this is not explaint. in Ilis text. If the
loss is added proportionately to each segment, the values given in parenthesm (column, Denmpster
1955, adjusted values) will be obtaintd. Tie data from Donnpstor's and this study thus appear
to be very comparable.
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If the center of mass determinations from the various investigators are compared in a similar
manner, the results are as given in table 25.

TABLE 25

CENTER OF MASS/SEGMENT LENGTH RATIOS FROM
SEVERAL CADAVER STUDIES

Braune
and

Harless Fischer Fischer Dempster This

Source (1860) (1889) (1906) (1955) Study

Total Body 41.4% ----.-- ----- 41.2%
Head 36,2 ... 43.3% 46.6
Trunk 44.8 .................. 38.0*
Total Arm .......... 44.6% 41.3
Upper Arm 47.0% 45.0 43.6 51.3
Forearm & Hand ---- 47.2 46.2 67.7* 62.6*
Forearm 42.0 42.1 43.0 3.90
Hand 39.7 ... ... 49.4 18.0"
Total Leg 41.2 43.3 38.2*
Thigh 48.9 44.0 43.6 43.3 37.2*
Calf & Foot 52.4 53.7 43.7 47.5
Calf 43.3 42.0 43.3 43.3 37.1
Foot 44.4 44.4 42.9 44.9

OThese values trte not directly comparable due to varatiotis in the definition of segment length used by the
different investigators.

This comparison is less helpful than the previous one for segment weights as so many of the
values can not be eqquated. In our study, as we have pointed out above, segment lengths were de-
termined from readily identifiable irony landmarks and not from the actual overall length of the
segment. A major criticism of the earlier work has been with the inability to doetneine accurately
the length of bod.y segmients of the living basmd tlupon the planes of segmentation ustexd by different
workers. The use of bony landmarks to approximate segment lengths eliminates this difficulty,
but at thit same time almost -ntirely prtwcludes meaningful toimparkons, The data in table T5 do,
however, illustrate the wide range of ratios that have beet- ohtained for the ttnter of mass of oldy
sgm9ents. From the above comparisons. particularly thle first, we may conclude that the results ob-
tained in this investigation are not grossly different fronm thie results of earlier investigations and
that thi ratios are approximately the same mnagnitude.

Thie s1ecific goals of this study were to investigate two basic questions cont•crning the estima-
tion of body segment parameters:

1. Cati bodly segment parameters be prdlicted from onte or more anthropometric ditiensiotis
with the nteed deree of accuracy?

2. Can predictive eluations for estimating the weight and thle location of the cwnter of lmass
of body %,ggments provide accurate estintates for individuals as well as for populations?

To answer the questions satisfactorily, it was ntecessary to undertake a batic study of the re-
lationships of amatlrolipoitry to tilt weight aud center of mass of body stgmnents. The approach
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to this study was neither new nor unique but followed closely the guidelines of the classic studies
undertaken by Braune and Fischer (1889) and Dempster (1955). A major difference between this
investigation and those previously undertaken was in the choice of study specimens. In this study
preserved specimens were used so that the selection of subjects would more closely approxi-
mate the wide range of physical body sizes found in normal populations.

Data developed in this investigation indicate that the anthropometry of the body can be used
effectively to predict weight and location of the center of mass of body segments. In earlier investiga-
tions, the simple ratio of segment weight as a percent of body weight and the distance of the cen-
ter of mass from the proximal end as a percent of segment length were the primary methods for
prediction of these variables on the living. This study indicates that these predictive variables were
well chosen in that they occurred more often in the predictive equations developed in this study
than any other single variable.' The fact remains, however, that in using the ratios, the assumption
is made that all individuals have essentially the same body proportions, with the variance from the
group "average" being disregarded. This should lead to major errors in estimates made for those
individuals and groups that differ in any significant way in body size from the average of the group
from which the ratios were calculated. This was indeed found to be so with the ratios having a
greater average error in estimating segment unknowns than the one, two, or three step predictive
equations based upon body size variability. One may draw from this the possibly self-evident
conclusion that the greater the amount of information available concerning the individual's body
size, the more accurate becomes the prediction of the segment weight and its center of mass lo-
cation,

It would appear, therefore, that the two questions can be answered in the affirmative, A key
wvord, accuracy, in each question has not been adequately dealt with in this study owing to the in-
ability of validating the findings of this study on the living, As with any statistical prediction, ac-
curacy must he thought of in terms of probability, with the standard error of the estimate provid-
ing a measure of the accuracy of a predictive equation. As the standard error of the estimate is re-
duced through the use of the multi-step equations, one may assume that the relative accuracy of
the predictions is also improved.

The predictive equations developed in this study are belivetd to provide a better estimate of
weight and location of the center of mass of segments of the btldy for lndividuals and popula-
tions than were previously available. T"hey should not, however, be considertel as other than good
fihst approximations until they can be adequately validated on live populations.

'Them, is an delmnit of bWs lire i th21 varlaI)6 thai could 6'. WI-ed inl flts studly wer lt(zl•d to those
aanthroptetsir thlinitunin of tlw spegnut Insvohwd At~ od 6YWeight. Evftl witla 1w tau, tho Malt"Cuwt is W~RAeY
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Appendix A
OUTLINE OF PROCEDURES AND DATA FORM

The general step-by-step procedures followed in this study are outlined below. Detailed descrip-
tions of the procedures are in the text.

1st Day
Step. 1. The cadaver was cleaned, examined, and its condition noted. It was weighed, and land-
marks required for the anthropometry and the planes of segmentation for the arms and legs were
established.

Step 2. The cadaver was weighed in air and weighed under water.

2nd Day
Step 3. The cadaver was measured.

Step 4. The total body center of mass was located, and its distance from selected landmarks was
measured.

Step 5. Somatotype photographs of the cadaver were taken.

Step 6. The areas of segmentation of the arms and legs were packed in dry ice.

3rd Day
Step 7. The cadaver was weighed, and the arm and leg segments were removed.

Step 8. The arm, leg, and head-trunk segments were weighed.
Step 9. Photographs of the planes of segmentation were taken, and the cut ends of the segments
were sealed.

Step 10. The center of mass of the leg and head-trunk segments were located, and their dis-
tances from selected landmarks were measured.

Stop 11. After complete thawing, the arm and leg segments were weighed and their volumes
measured by the water displacement method.
Step 12. The ann, lg, and head-trunk segments were weighed in air and weighed under water.

Step 13. The planes of segimentation of the head, forearm-lhand, and calf-foot segments were do-
tennined
Step 14. The areas of segmentation of dte luad, foreann-land, and culf-foot segments were
pcked in dry Ice

41h Day
Step I5& The hwad-trunk segment was weighed, and the had was sejarated from the trunk.
Step 10. The hiead and trunk egiments were weighed.
Step 17. Tei plane of segmentation was pliotographed, and the Imt surfacex were sealed.
Step 18. The leg segniots were weighed, and the thigh segments were separated rin thie calf-
foot segments.
Stop 19. The thigh and calf-foot segenwts were weighed.
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Step 20. The planes of segmentation were photographed, and the cuts ends were sealed.
Step 21. The arm segments were weighed, and the upper arm segments were separated from
the forearm-hand segments.

Step 22. The upper arm and forearm-hand segments were weighed.

Step 23. The planes of segmentation were photographed, and the cut surfaces were sealed.
Step 24. The center of mass of the head, trunk, thigh, calf-foot, upper arm, and forearm-hand
segments were located, and their distances from selected landmarks were measured.
Step 25. After complete thawing, the head, thigh, calf-foot, upper arm, and forearm-hand seg-
ments were weighed and their volumes measured by the water displacement method.
Step 25a. OPTIONAL The volumes of selected segments proximal to their centers of mass were
determined.
Step 28. The head, trunk, thigh, calf-foot, upper arm, and forearm-hand segments were weighed
in air and weighed under water.
Step 27. The planes of segmentation of the hands and feet were determined.

Step 28. The areas of segmentation of the hands and feet were packed in dry ice.

5th Day
Step 29. The calf-foot segments were weighed.
Step 30. The feet were separated from the calves.
Step 31. The calf and foot segments were weighed.
Step 32. The planes of segmentation were photographed, and the cut surfaces of the segments
were sealed.
Step 33. The forearm-hand segments were weighed.

Step 34. The hands were separated from the forearms.

Stop 35. The hand and forearm segments were weighed.

Step 36. The planes of segmentation were photographted, and the cut surfaces of tie segmnt ts
were sealed,

Stop 37. lthe center of nss of the segmtnts were located, and their distances from selocted lWad-
marks were measwed.
Step 38. After complete thawing, the feet, calf, foroann, and hand seguewts w-ere weighed and
their volunes were miasured by the water displacement method.
Step 3Wa. OPTIONAL The volumes of selected segments proximal to their center of mass were
determined.

Stop 39. 1The foot, calf, forearn. and hand segments were weighed in air and weighed under
water.

Step .40. Small areas of the upper arm, chett, and hap were dissect andJ the thicknesse of the
"A-in aed pan,twcdults adiposus %wee nw~asured.
Step 4. OP1IONAL Samples of skin, fat, muscle, ind bome tisse %we disse-ted for density
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DATE_________

BODY SIO1AMIS-WeaSIT VOLUMI C. it. DAlA &MUY $1WAHTONS - VWf. VOLUIA C. A DATA ~HU lCoW4d Pom.

SUBJECT NO. ________AGE_____ RACE SUBJECT NO.____

CONDITION OF SPECIMEN ý BREADTtHS AND DEPTHS (CointP d)

CAUSE OF DEATH_________ DATE OF DEATH Waite (0) Depth________ Wrist r. - I._____

DEGREE OF WASTING, MALNU'TRITION Dicriseol Breadeth_______ Hand. r. 1._____

DEGREE OF DESICCATION Blispiesol Breadth_________ LENGTHS:

EVIDENCE OF PREVIOUS DEBILITATION Hip Breadth__________ Acranonsle-Radial r.____ . __

SO)'ATOTYPE______ _____ PRESERVATION DATA BittrohatercBreadth tloeI_____ G. T. I-Radlol .____I

Ke... Breadth MBons)_________ Radilel-Stylloete l

ANTHROPOMETRY ~~Elbow Breadtht (Bone)_________ Styllont-Mels IliI.____1.____

Wrist Breadth (Boo..)________ Met. IlI-Dacty~lio r~. __. _

Weight________________ Troobseterloner ____I ___

Appro., Sul-oe r.1___ I.1 Tibil.l _______ Hand Breadth___________ FAT THICRNESS'

TOP OF HEAD TO! Mod. 14.11-o.io r._ 1. CRUFRNE:Drc ... n

It.~~t Hed 'l si Total

ItretCheer________________ 
MAL. J

NeokChi loerset_______________Bol .9 F.ot r. I ____

C -e B1 fH1r 1.Wsi.t (0) Triceps ____

Acronslon r. _____1. ____ BREADTHS AND DEPTHS: utcHs la

SurseraeHedBeat _U. Thigh r.____I _____DENSITY OF BODY TISSUE

Sub.l-naeo-r______ Head Loogtb L. Thigh F._____ ._______ rt______________

Theliot______ Neck Breadth______________
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Appendix B
MID-VOLUME OF SEGMENTS AS AN APPROXIMATION OF A SEGMENT'S

CENTER OF MASS

A few investigators, notably Bernstein, et al., (1931), Cleveland (1955), and Drillis and Con-
tini (1966), have assumed that for the required accuracy the center of mass of a body segment can
be considered coincident with its center of volume. Salzgeber (1947), using this assumption,
treated the body segments as a series of geometric forms from which he developed mathematical
formulas to predict the weight and the location of the center of mass of body segments of the living.

This study offered an excellent opportunity to ascertain the correspondence between the plane
of mid-volume and the plane of the center of mass of segments by using a number of segments
from a series of cadavers all being treated under the same experimental conditions. Twenty-four
body segments were selected on a random basis for use in this test. The center of mass was first
established for each segment on the medial and lateral surfaces by an observer, using the small
electric balance plate described previously. A second observer then independently redetermined
the center of mass after reversing the position of the segment on the balance plate. A line drawn
around the circumference of the segment perpendicular to its long axis then joined the center of
mass points estabiished by the two observers. The total volume of each segment was measured
using the water displacement technique. This was done twice with the average total volume being
recorded. The difference between successive trials was small and generally ran to 0.5% or less of
the total volume of the segment, The volume of the proximal end of the segment (measured to the
circumferential line at the center of mass) was then measured in a similar manner. The data from
this investigation are given in Table 26. The last column represents the perctent of the segment vol-
umtn that is proximal to its center of mass,

TABLE 26

VOLUME OF SEGMENT PR(OXINAL TO I1S CENTER
OF MASS AS A PEItCENT OF TOTAL

SEIGMENT VOLUIME

Total Volume 011 rximal % of Volmnt,
st-gilut sqgenit Volume to C•ntver of Mass to Center of Mass

Right Leg 949 t ml 5525 til ,s.2'e-
Is. LA eg 0788 M5544 %.6
Rir'ht Thigh 04.1 33714 5137
641 Thigh M262 34119 5-4,0

ight 1Thigh 42X4 23W4 54 0
Left Thigh $029 4152 51.7
Right Calf and Foot US() 1655 53,7
Left Calf and Foot 342,3 1827 53.4
ltight Calf =2.50 122,1 54.4
Left Calf 2&,3 13W5 -55.6
Calf 1814 1012 55.8
Calf 1W64 1084 55.2
Call 2094 116D 55.4
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TABLE 26 - (Cont.)

Calf 1819 967 53.2
Calf 2037 1120 55.0

Right Upper Arm 1642 882 53.7
Left Upper Arm 1784 943 52.9
Left Upper Arm 1613 913 56.6
Right Forearm and Hand 1360 751 55.2
Left Forearm and Hand 1370 744 54.3

Right Forearm 869 48&9 56.1
Right Forearm 977 562 57.5
Left Forearm 937 518 55.3
Left Forearm 865 485 56A1

These data are summarized in table 27 with the minimum, maximum, and average ratio for
each group of segments being given as well as the mean ratio for all segments. From this summary,
it is apparent that segment mid-volume is not coincident with segment center of mass; in each in-
stance, the volume of the segment proximal to its center of mass exceeds one-half the total seg-
ment volume.

TABLE 27

SUMMARY OF MID-VOLUME AS PREDICTOR OF
CENTER OF MASS

S*gnnt N Percent of Volume Proximal to Center of Mass

Minimum Maximum Mean
Lg2 58,6%, 58.,29t 57,19

"1l'ligh) 4 51.7 50. 513,

Catlf Atd Foot 2 53.4 53.7 tr .Colf 7 53,32 1%,8 54.91
Upper Ann 1 53.7 56,6 54.4

F urunia tml tanis 2e 54.3 55,2 54.8Forcann 4 55,.3 57,4 56.3

tMean of All Segonmts 54t t

e If the land-vohme werf to be u me to approximaWnt oh e that the dilotile. o ia" of theg-"wnmetr, tilt estitnatt'd wamter of ivass wodd th proxilnal to its truo hot-atiou, Th1e actual orraw in-
.volvvt in 1sing this QW11411.tion is diffliclh to detersuin fnr tlhv iregular-xhalwl wgmzn~ttt of the
Slamina I~xty, It is believed, I6wever, that the InhlkVitinw of 11A, ugnvnt will I*,, at "lost. .Witne

two 10 threev cvnttluoters prtoxial to lthe aOtual 5#gt1, !W kvtltt,r Of 11121U NO rattIMPI w4S 1adV to
establish the phate of the. Aclual taid-volkime of wegiamts; in order finlu the dw~ance beo, rot tip-
.i-itler of mass As 11a.4atrex and as approxhnated by its mid-vohme could be determined. In irtg-

ipect, it is 11iaorhnn ate ti this not done. 11w eror involved in using nid.hi-une to locate the
center of nmss of body segme11s may not IVs great a, it Invalidate this appnrach for ,. prob-
knts, but it is isnponaut to uikrs-aand that an -or o tusant direction is imparted with its use.
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Appendix C
STANDIN4G AND SUPINE ANTHOROPOMETRY
AND POSTMORTEM CHANGES IN BODY SIZE

Considerable attention has been given to the standardization and replicability of anthro-
pometry on the living with the subject in the standing and seated positions (Randall et al, 1946;
Stewart, 1947). The anthropometry of a supine subject has received little attention, with the ex-
ception of workspace anthropometry to determine supine clearance dimensions (Alexander and
Clauser, 1965) oad a comparative study by Terry (1940) of supine and erect anthropometry.

In the present study, it is necessary to understand the relationships of anthropometry as tra-
ditionally taken on the living to the anthropometry of the cadaver measured in the supine posi-
tion. Terry (1940) made a detailed study of measuring and photographing cadavers and, in addi-
tion, compared thle standing and supine anthropornetry of live subjects, His analysis was primari-
ly concerned with the changes in body length, with the exception of a single dimension of body
breadth. A summary of his results is presented in table 28A. In an extension of his study, using a
specially designed measuring panel that vertically supported the body, Terry measured ten ca-
davers in a supine and an erect position. He found that by careful positioning of the cadaver on
the panel, characteristic features of the standing posture could be reproduced. A summary of the
results obtained in this test is given in table 28B. From his analysis of tile two studies, Terry
(1940, p 438) concluded that,. . measurements made on the supine body should not generally
tbe accepted as equivalent to those taken with the body tretut.' His fiodings on the living series
showed that the differences were relatively constant in diimtion; that is, in all but a few instances,
the .supine value exceveded the .storndiig value for the sanw neasuromunt. This finding was not as
well substantiatd in the ineas-urntent of the cadavers, which indicato that a geater measuring
error is ussoclated with this srties.

"Todd anti Undala (1928), using a ele.ted stiv-s of cadavers, made an intolisve study of
the. pstmrtem changes in the thickness o4 twdy ti.ale and their onstx ueuent effoct on the anthro-
1ximetry of dth cadaver. 1hey observ-e that the wight of cadavers was almost always less titan
might be expm-ttd. This weightt lwos did not f0lly re•n.m.st fmrp, emielation a•swciatd• ith a linger-
ing ilhlnss, but persisted after death. with a cadavtvr ling a pound and a half for thc first and
sconld days after deo ath wid thoroafter grersivly smallr a•mouts. Thoy attributed the wvight
lst wri-matily to tis•it, dehlydrtiom of fluids through tihe epidexils. We observed a similar weight
kws whin dealing with pMTrvxl td.3vet.A, ltowvver, a efllective reduction to the weight lossts
-an be ache•vtd by kwpAng dth i-anl tetn1pefatait low and by LOVering thi cadaver w.ith moist

sdhes whw-.Vr possiblw.

"Todd and Litkala dlpgntd an exp•intent in which a sries of cadavets wer awa"ared be-
fore atd after the injr-ction of a known qiantlty of dnmalnang fluid. Sullicinet fluid was injecdtAl
in each Instanc to restoro the tisute to a noIm "ar appe.aranc., l geminl, aproxinutWly two or
thr". gallons o fluid we,- rMtuited for a satifactory regaoratioa of the appearance of the t1is1e.
"T1iis alougnt of flhid was found to rlcea.se the radius of the head, ch1*t and apipdagps of adult
white unt4e eadaver by an a0erage of 0.2 num, ranging from 16.O mm at the level of dtigh drenm-
forenew to 2.3 tmw at wrift circomference. rhis differmew., while not large,, will icr•,ea, the. mr-
e-Uinfeatmw at thigh aMd wist respetively by 10.0 avd 1.4 tt. Todd concluded frmi this eximi-
mnut that the results obtained on diffre•t cadavers %**re highly variable and quite utmtisfacitory
fur predidting accurately the living body size fnmn uaw mm uts of the cadavvr. As Todd Ipinted
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out, the fault lies not so much with the technique he used as with the problem under consideration.

TABLE 28

COMPARISON OF ANTHPOPOMETRY:
STANDING AND SUIY'NE*
(All Values in Millimeters)

A. LIVING
Acro Sternal Xiphoid Umbil. Pubic Biacromial

Subject Stature Height Height Height Height Height Breadth

1 7 91 -7 24 20 5 2
2 2 51 6 18 10 14 -7
3 13 41 11 12 15 12 -1
4 5 27 12 5 25 17 2
5 24 39 21 24 22 5 0
6 23 61 27 36 ... 19 -2
7 8 41 11 29 28 3 -6
8 7 26 8 4 8 11 1
9 11 19 15 14 6 3 15

10 28 61 30 39 16 22 -1

Mian 118 45.7 13.4 20.5 17.6 11.1 .03
SD 8.55 20122 10.17 11.46 7.43 6.56 5.69

' B,. CADAVERS

Subhect
734 1 46 -5 -19 30 10 -34
702 7 20 14 -7 2 12 7
7 9 6 2.4 3 - 28 3 -3
837 -14 20 -10 -20 I -3 3
W03 5 41 0 11 41 31 9
89" 1 23 7 --7 2 -2
904 1 23 1 1 30 40 1
945 1 50 10 13 10 10

1101 -14 29 -2 -. 4 -212
102 12 63 -15 -15 5 -27

Medn 0.6 33&0 0.3 -5.6 23.0 12.0 --5.8
SV &04 14-31 9.53 10.71 14.18 12.98 15.12

*St1#1Wni8Xz1 hI-' TeitVOW~0. 'ttW V~if ,Show Ii)i tL Aratir i.en to dNO' tutalawip 01&4aia04wo
iuaatuvp w,"wmetu ~wn v Utbust hoam W'Pinc *'""w 'ftUii an tbe =" whi

hW tatle 29 are suunmarizd Todd's tmaullotl incrernts in r&dii I-e"ary to apprx-
Smate living diten ozý 'm the male, 1"t variability ,A the data from whieh th rese mmtmdla-
t e. 2 deved 'A. uinr clkio of variam) ameargM albut W0%.
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TABLE 29

AVERAGE INCREASE IN RADIUS OF CADAVER DIMENSIONS TO
APPROXIMATE LIVING DIMENSIONS (in mm)*

Circumferences Male Caucasian Male Negro

Head 3.5 3.9
Chest 7.7 7.8
Upper Arm 5.2 5.6
Forearm 3.4 3.9
Wrist 2.3 2.8
Thigh 16.0 17.0
Calf 9.9 14.5
Ankle 7.6 6.0

*After Todd and Lindala (1928) table 14, page 194.

From their analysisit appears that any attempt to obtain living dimensions of the body from
cadaver measurements, even when the tissues are returned by injection of a fluid to a normal
appearance, must be acknowledged as approximate. A significant finding by Todd and Lindala
(1928, p. 177) stated that"... sudden death brings in its train no marked changes of radii from
those characteristic of the living body and therefore calls for no correction of (body) dimensions.
In the lingering deaths accompanied by emaciation, however, the subcutaneous tissues are de-
hydrated and one is fairly safe in correcting the several dimensions."

On the basis of Todd and Lindalas research, we decided to select for our study only those ca-
davers having a medical history that indicated "sudden death" and those having postmortem ap-
pearances that showed signs of minimal desiccation. Because of the limited number of cadavers
in our study, it was possible to be highly selective, using only very well preserved specimens.
This does not imply that the cadavers can be assumed to be fully representative in all their body
dimcnsions to those of thle liing. ..w.ver, because it -as possible to be highly critical in ,ele,.-
ing the sample, the anthropometry taken on the cadavers is believed to be a "reasonable approxi-
mation" to that of the living.

Terry's study (1940) indicated that the measurement of stature in the supine position is sig-
nificantly different from the in normal standing position. In order to understand these differ-
ences more fully, a brief study of certain measurements with subjects in a supine and a standing
position was carried out.' The supine position was one similar to that observed in the cadavers, the
body being fully relaxed with the feet in plantar flexion and rolled slightly laterally. Table 30
gives the statistics for the variables considered in the 30 subjects studied. The correlation coeffi-
cients between paired variables are quite high for the dimensions of length and somewhat lower
for the dimensions of girth. Estimates of stature were computed for the cadavers based upon the
simple and multiple regression equations using variables 2, 3, and 4. The estimates of stature nrf-
dicted from these variables appeared excessively large. The possibility that the factors involved
in diurnal variation in stature may affect estimates of stature in the cadaver cannot be over-
looked.

IThe authors wish to express their appreciation to Capt. W. Bennett, Mr. D. Walk and Capt. 1. Henniper,
then of the Anthropology Branch Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory, Wright-Patterson AF9, Ohio, for their
work in obtaining the data used In this section.
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Estimates of diurnal variation are given as averaging 0.5 inches in children (Kelly et al, 1943)
and 0.95 inches in adult males (Backman, 1924). This type of variation could be expected in a
cadaver population in which the muscles and ligaments are without tension, giving a body stat-
ure in excess of that for the same individual during life. A more refined estimate of stature was
therefore believed necessary.

If samples of live subjects could be matched to the cadaver sample on the basis of certain
critical body dimensions, then the live samples should serve as a basis of validating estimates of
body dimensions in the cadaver series. Body stature and weight, for example, are relatively sensi-
tive indicators of many other body dimensions (McConville and Alexander, 1963). Three sam-
ples from live populations were therefore matched to the cadaver sample on the basis of weight
and various estimates of cadaver stature.1 The most reasonable estimate of stature proved to be the
dimension, Top-of-Head to Ball-of-Heel. The results of this comparison are given in table 31. The
comparisons are surprisingly close considering the inability to match the samples on the basis of
age. Differences in technique and in the interpretation of landmarks are apparent in those instances
where the comparisons show gross differences. The factor of age, which could not be controlled in
matching the samples, is undoubtedly also responsible for some of the variations seen in the com-
parison.

It was on this basis then that the dimension, Estimated Stature, was determined. In order to
make the anthropometric data of the cadaver sample more readily usable by others, the vertical
distances on the body (that is, the heights) were determined by subtracting the Top-of-Head to,
etc., distance from the estimates of body stature. This means that errors associated with estimated
stature are also reflected in these height dimensions This propagation of possible error in stature
determination is unfortunate but is unavoidable if the data are to be presented in the simplest and
most usable form.

Referring to table 30, note that the correlation refficients for paired dimensions of girth,
standing ver', .-ipine, are somewhat lower than those for the linear dimensions but are still quite
high. Of impI wence here, are the means and standard deviations of the measurements. In the
first two cases, the means between the standing and supine measurements are nearly identical and
the SD's are reasonably close. The third dimension, Buttock Circumference, is significantly differ-
ent between the two measurements, with a marked tissue compression occurring in the supine po-
sition. The difference is about 1.5% of the standing value. The weight of the cadavers rested on
the heels, occipital area of the head, the scapula, and the buttocks. Of these, the buttocks are ob-
viously deformed by flattening; but the others, because of the bony structures just beneath the sub-
cutaneous tissue, exhibited only minor distortion and flattening. The buttocks may therefore have
the maximum compression of tissue, which is approximately 1.5% of the standing dimension.

In summary, while no attempt is made to suggest the anthropometry of the cadavers is iden-
tical to that of the living, the assumption is made that their anthropometric data are a reasonable
approximation of those obtained on the living and can be used within the framework of this study.

Ilt is unfortunate that extensive anthropometric data are available for rather few populations. The matched
samrles used here were selected from- the TJSAF flying population survey of 1950; Hertzberg et al., 1954; the
USAF military population survey in 1957 using a photometric technique to supplement the traditional form of
measurements, unpublished MS, Anthropology Branch, Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory, Wright-Patterson
AFB, Ohio; and an older civilian population survey made up of Spanish-American veterans residing in the Boston
area, Damon and Stoudt, 1963. The military samples are composed largely of men younger, and the civilian sam-
ple men older than those in the cadaver series,
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Appendix D
DESCRIPTIONS OF ANTHROPOMETRIC DIMENSIONS

1. Age: As recorded on the coroner's report.

2.* Endomorphy: The relative predominance of soft-roundness throughout the various regions
of the body. An expression of the relative amount of body fat.

3V* Mesomorphy: The relative predominance of muscle, bone, and connective tissue.

4.* Ectomorphy: The relative predominance of linearity and fragility. This is, in part, expressed

by Ht/ YýZ

5. Weight: Body weighed with scales read to the nearest gram.

6. Approximate Stature: Cadaver supine with its head oriented in the Frankfort plane (rela-
tive) and firmly touching the headboard of the measuring table. Using an anthropometer, mea-
sure the horizontal distance from the headboard to the most distal portion of the heel. The
distance to both the right and left heels is measured and the two values averaged. Note: All
anthropometry which follows was measured to the nearest millimeter.

7. Top-of-Head to Tragion Length: Cadaver supine with its head oriented in the Frankfort
plane (relative) and firmly touching the headboard of the measuring table. Using an an-
thropometer, measure the horizontal distance from the headboard to the right tragion.

8. Top-of-Head to Mastoid Length: Cadaver supine, with its head oriented in the Frankfort
plane (relative) and firmly touching the headboard of the measuring table. Using an an-
thropometer, measure the horizontal distance from the headboard to the apex of the right
mastoid (or to the mastoid landmark).

9. Top-of-Head to Chin/Neck Intersect Length: Cadaver supine with its head oriented in the
Frankfort plane (relative) and firmly touching the headboard of the measuring table. Using
an anthropometer, measure the horizontal distance from the headboard to the anterior inter-
section of the chin and neck (or to the chin/neck landmarks).

10. Top-of-Head to Cervlcale Length: The horizontal distance between the headboard and
cervicale. This dimension is computed from the difference between top of head to thelion
and the horizontal distance between thelion and cervicale.

11. Top-of-Head to Suprasternale Length: Cadaver supine with its head oriented in the Frank-
fort plane (relative) and firmly touching the headboard of the measuring table. Using an an-
thropoineter, measure the horizontal distance between the headboard and suprasternale.

12. Top-of-Head to Substernale Length: Cadaver supine with its head oriented in the Frankfort
plane (relative) and firmly touching the headboard of the measuring table. Using an anthro-
pometer, measure the horizontal distance between the headboard and substernale.

13. Top-of-Hlead to Thelion Length: Cadaver supine with its head oriented in the Frankfort
plane (relative) and firmly touching the headboard of the measuring table, Using an an-
thropometer, measure the horizontal distance between the headboard and thelion.

*Sozlatotypo Components: An anthroposcopic method of classifying the configuiratlon of the human form ac-
cording to an established typology. The somatotype of an ;ndlvidual ib the numerical expression of the strength of
three body components bas6d on a seven point scale; I is the least expression, 7 the maximum expression of the
component. The first number of a somatotype rating is the strength of the endomorphic component, the second Is
the strength of the mesomorphic component, and the third is the strength of the ectomorphic component.
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14. Top-of-Itead to loth Rib Length: Cadaver supine with its head oriented in the Frankfort
plane (relative) and firmly touching the headboard of the measuring table. Using an anthro-
pometer, measure the horizontal distance between the headboard and the most inferior point
on the margin of the 10th rib.

15. Top-of-Head to Omphalion Length: Cadaver supine with its head oriented in the Frankfort
plane (relative) and firmly touching the headboard of the measuring table. Using an anthro-
pometer, measure the horizontal distance between the headboard and omphalion.

16. Top-of-Head to Penale Length: Cadaver supine with its head oriented in the Frankfort
plane (relative) and firmly touching the headboard of the measuring table. Using an anthro-
pometer, measure the horizontal distance between the headboard and penale.

17. Top-of-Head to Symphysion Length: Cadaver supine with its head oriented in the Frankfort
plane 'relative) and firmly touching the headboard of the measuring table. Using an anthro-
pometer, measure the horizontal distance between the headboard and symphysion.

18. Top-of-Head to Anterior-Superior Iliac Spine Length: Cadaver supine with its head oriented
in the Frankfort plane (relative) and firmly touching the headboard of the measuring table.
Using an anthropometer, measure the horizontal distance between the headboard and the
anterior-superior iliac spine.

19. Top-of-Head to Iliac Crest Length: Cadaver supine with its head oriented in the Frankfoxt
plane (relative) and firmly touching the headboard of the measuring table. Using an anthro-
pometer, measure the horizontal distance between the headboard and the iliac crest.

20. Top-of-Head to Trochanterion Length: Cadaver supine with its head oriented in the Frank-
fort plane (relative) and firmly touching the headboard of the measuring table, Using an an-
thropometer, measure the horizontal distance between the headboard and trochanterion.

21. Top-of-Head to Tibiale Length: Cadaver supine with its head oriented in the Frankfort
plane (relative) and firmly touching the headboard of the measuring table. Using an anthro-
pometer, measure the horizontal distance between the headboard and tibiale.

"22. Top-of-Head to Lateral Maileolus Length: Cadaver supine with its head oriented in the
Frankfort plane (relative) and firmly touching the headboard of the measuring table. Using
an anthropometer, measure the hirizontal listance between the headboard and lateral mal-
leolus.

23. Trp-of-Head to Sphyrion Length: Cadaver supine with its head oriented in the Frankfort
plane (relative) and firmly touching the headboard of the mneasuring table. Using an anthro-
pometer, measure the horizontal distance between the headboard and sphyrion.

24. Head Breadth: Using spreading calipers, measure the maxinum horizontal breadth of the
head,

25. Head Length: Using spreading calipers, measure the maximum length of the head between
the glabella and the occiput.

26. Neck Breadth: Using the beam caliper, measure the maximum horizontal breadth of the
neck.

27. Neck Depth: Using a beam caliper, measure the maximum depth of the neck perpendicular
to the long axis of the neck.
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28. Chest Breadth: Using a beam caliper, measure the horizontal breadth of the chest at the level
of thelion.

29. Chest Breadth (Bone): Using a body caliper, measure the horizontal breadth of the chest at
the level of thelion exerting sufficient pressure to compress the tissue overlying the rib cage.

30. Chest Depth: Using an anthropometer, measure the vertical distance from the measuring table
to the anterior surface of the body at the level of thelion.

31. Waist Breadth: Using a beam caliper, measure the horizontal breadth of the body at the level
of the omphalion.

32. Waist Depth: Using an anthropometer, measure the vertical distance between the measuring
table and the anterior surface of the body at the level of the omphalion.

33. Bicristal Breadth (Bone): Using a body caliper, measure the horizontal distance between the
right and left ilia exerting sufficient pressure to compress the tissue overlying the bone.

34. Bisptnous Breadth: Using a beam caliper, measure the horizontal distance between the right
and left anterior-superior iliac spines.

35. Hip Breadth: Using a beam caliper, measure the horizontal distance across the greatest lat-
eral Protrusion of the hips.

36. Bitrochanteric Breadth (Bone): Using a body caliper, measure the horizontal distance be-
tween the maximum protrusion of the right and left greater trochantor exerting sufficient
pressure to compress the tissue overlying the femurs.

37. Knee Breadth (Bone): Using a beam caliper, measure the maximum distance between the right
femoral epicondyles exerting sufficient pressure to compress the tissue overlying the femur.

38. Elbow Breadth (Bone): With a spreading caliper, measure the maximum distance between the
humeral epicondyles exerting sufficient pressure to compress the tissue overlying the humerus.

39. Wrist Breadth (Bone): With a spreading caliper, measure the maximum distance between
the radical and ulnar styloid processes exerting sufficient pressure to compress the tissue over-
lying the radius and ulna.

40. Hand Breadth: With a sliding caliper, measure the maximum breadth across the distal ends
of metacarpal II and V.

41. Head Circumference: With the tape passing above the brow ridges and parallel to the Frank-
fort plane (relative), measure the maximum circumference of the head.

42. Neck Circumference: With a tape in a plane perpendicular to the axis of the neck and pass-
ing over the laryngeal prominance (Adam's Apple), measure the circumference of the neck.

43. Chest Circumference: With a tape passing over the nipples and perpendicular to the long
axis of the trunk, measure the circumference of the chest.

44. Waist Circumfemree: With a tape passing over the umbilicus and perpendicular to the long
axis of the trunk, measure the circumference of the waist.

45. Buttock Circumference: With a tape passing over the greatest lateral protrusion of the hips,
and in a plane perpendicular to the long axis of the trunk, measure the circumference of the
hips,
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46. Upper Thigh Circumference: With a tape perdendicular to the long axis of the leg and pass-
ing just below the lowest point of the gluteal furrow, measure the circumference of the thigh.

47. Lower Thigh Circumference: With a tape passing just superior to the patella and perpendic-
ular to the long axis of the leg, measure the circumference of the lower thigh.

48. Calf Circumference: With a tape perpendicular to the long axis of the lower leg, measure the
maximum circumference of the calf.

49. Ankle Circumference: With a tape perpendicular to the long axis of the lower leg, measure
the minimum circumference of the ankle.

50. Arch Circumference: With a tape perpendicular to the long axis of the foot and passing over
the highest point in the arch, measure the circumference of the arch.

51. Ar-m Circumference, Axillary: With a tape perpendicular to the long axis of the upper arm
and passing just below the lowest point of the axilla, measure the circumference of the upper
arm.

52. Biceps Circumference: With a tape perpendicular to the long axis of the upper arm, mea-
sure the circumference of the upper arm at the level of the maximum anterior prominence
of the biceps brachii.

53. Elbow Circumference: The elbows of the cadaver were flexed to about 125' (X= 125%; S.D.
- 16'). With a tape passing over the olecranon process of the ulna and into the crease of the

elbow, measure the circumference of the elbow.

54. Forearm Circumference: With a tape perpendicular to the long axis of the forearm, measure
the maximum circumference of the forearm.

55. Wrist Circumference: With a tape perpendicular to the long axis of the forearm, measure the
mninitnun circumference of the wrist proximal to the radial and ulnar styloid processes.

56. Mntt Circunmerence: With a tape passing around the metacarpal-phalangoal joints, measure
the circumference of the hand.

57. Read-Trunk Length: A derived dimension calculated by subtracting Trochanteric Height
from Stature.

58. Height of Head. A derived dimension calculated by subtracting Chin/Nock Intersect Height
from Stature.

59. Trunk Length: A derived dimension calculated by subtracting Trochanteric Height from
Chin/Neck Intersect Height.

60. Thigh Length: A derived dimension calculated by subtracting Tibiale rkght from Trochan.
tortc Height.

61. Calf Length: A derived dimension calculated by subtracting Sphyrion Height from Tibialo
Height.

62. Foot Length: Using a beam caliper, measure the distance from the dorsal surface of the heel
to the tip of the longest toe.

03. Arm length, Estimatmd: A derived dimension calculated by the following: Ann Length
(Est.) =.126 Acrom-Radlale Length+ 1.057 Radiale-Stylion Length+ 12.52 (±1.58) (in
centimeters).
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64. Acromion-Radiale Length: Using a beam caliper, measure the distance along the long axis of

the upper arm between acromion and radiale.

65. Ball of Hunerous-Radiale Length: Using a beam caliper, measure the distance along the axis

of the upper arm between the superior portion of the intertubercular sulcus of the humerous

and radiale.

66, Radiale-Stylion Length: Using a beam caliper, measure the distance along the long axis of

the forearm from radiale to stylion.

67. Stylion-Meta 1II Length. With a sliding caliper parallel to the forearm-hand axis, measure the

distance between stylion and metacarpale III.

68. Mettu:arpale llI-Dactyaion Length: Holding ,ligit 1II as straight as possible and using a slid-

ing caliper, measure the distance between metacarpale III and dactylion.

69. Juxta Nipple (Fat): The thickness of the panniculus adiposus dissected from a site approxi

mately one centimeter lateral to the right areola.

70. MAL X (Fat)*: The thickness of the panniculus adiposus dissected from a site on the mid-

axillary line at the level of the distal end of the xiphoid process.

71. Triceps (Fat)*: The thickness of the panniculus adiposus dissected from a site on the poster-

ior aspect of the upper arm midway betwveen acromion and olecranon,

72. Iliac Crest (Fat)O: The thickness of the panniculus adiposus dissected from a site in the mid-

axillary line, just superior to the crest of the right ilium.

73, Mean Fat Thick'twss: A derived dimension calculated as the arithmetic mean of t6e values

obtained in variables 09-72.

0Thes t.un4Axisko (in ntllintewr) can ty,) aSpprxktatti on the living hwua skinloWl iwasurtovents throngh
the uwO of the swepm oquatilon develOped 1y | ee anti N (1") where:

MAL X (Fat) wO0.05 Skinfold MAL X-0.94 (± I.M)
Trkieni (Fat) - 0.89 Skihdold Tricep-0.44 I j1.78)
lila, Cnt (Fat) -,78 Skafold 1ih Crea-0.27 (±2.01)
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Appendix E
STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES

The statistical techniques used in this study are those most commonly used for a random sam-
ple. In selecting the sample there was no attempt made to select a stratified or fractional sample.

Prior to preparation of descriptive and analytical statistical analyses, the data were treated to
an extensive set of editing routines. Any large body of data is likely to contain errors of observa-
tion and transcription. While the number of subjects in this sample was small (n = 13), the num-
cer of observations per sampling unit was large (approximately 510). A number of these observa-
tions, however, were redundant in that they were duplicate estimations of the same variable. The
volume of segments, for example, was measured by both under-water weighing and by water dis-
placement.

Despite the rigorous checking of observations, which normally consisted of independent checks
by two observers, the probability is high that errors exist in the more than sixty-six hundred ob-
servations made, recorded, and transcribed to punch cards. In order to determine if and where
errors in these data might occur, a series of test or editorial routines were used. These routines
have been developed by Professor Edmund Churchill, and while rather widely used, have never
been adequately described in the literature. The simplest and least expensive routine is that which
he terms the "X-VAL' routine, This is a computer program that orders each variable from its
smallest to the largest value and then prints out the ten lowest and ten largest values with the •, SD
and CV of the total sample. In addition, this routine deletes the top and bottom values and re-
computes the x and SD. This allows a close look at the two tails of the distribution of values and
often permits the pinpointing of values obviously out of range as a result of transposition or drop-
ping of digits.

A stevond editing routine that we used extensively (termed EDIT) is more expensive and time
consuming but is correspondingly more s.nsitive in error detection, This routine requires that all
values of a variable be tested against values predicted front one or more multiple rtgression equa-
tions. The multiple regression equation contains Inde(ledent variables tlat iave a high vorrela-
tion with the variable being tested. If the prelicted values are greater than a specified number of
Se.., units away fromn the actual recorded value, the informition is printed.' While the X-VAI.
routine treats only the ends of the distribution, the ED)IT routine examines each value against the
values of two or more closely related variables. The use of a suf•ilcient number of combinations of
the variables in various regressions permits the pinpointing of plossible er•ors. It is tullrtant to
strs•s thrt the editing routines tannot offer a "cc:rret value for an "lneorrect" observed value
but can ottly f-urnish a value in line with those observed in the rest of the sample. It rests with the
investigator to determim In the final stage where possible errors exist and hmw the data should
be treated when such questions arise.

In this study many observations were made using two independent technique's so that suspected
values coukl de checked against their companion values as well as the values suggestedi by the edit-
Ing routine. Values for any variable were not changed except in those instancts where the burden
of proof was overwhelmning and casistWent that a ctange was neuessary to corM't sowe form of

1A sbaipld voulau ut thi type of editing rwim is outliA.d by Yates (1W0, pp. 392-39Q.



The general formulas for statistics used in this study are as follow.-;

Ix
x n

NIX - YX2

N2

CV _SD X 100

Se SD

=t SD

NXXY-Y.XY
r V RIN X) - (%X) 2 1N(Y 2 ) R-IP

The stepwise regression program used in this study is a modified form of the computer pro-
gram prepared at the School of Medicine, University of California. The program was extensively
modified to expand the number of variables to be considered in the analysis but otherwise remains
similar to the form describedt by Dixon (1964). The program computes a sequence of multiple
linear regression equations with an independent variable being added at each step. The fir.t in-
dependent variable to be added has the highest correla-tion coveftcient with the dependent variable.
"The remaining independent variables are them selected from tlh highest partial correlation co-
efficients, partialed on the variables already in the equation.

The program pminfts the weighting of the independent variahbls so that they can be forcvd into
the equation at any step in the sequence. TIh general bakegrouud for this type of cuuputer pro-
grant Ims befti well dhmurdbod by Efroynmwu (1900).
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Appendix F

CORRELATION MATRIX OF SEGMENTAL VARIABLES

LIST OF ANTHROPOMETRIC VARIABLES

1. Age 41. Head Circumference
2. Endomorphy 42. Neck Circumference
3. Mesomorphy 43. Chest Circumference
4. Ectomorphy 44. Waist Circumference
5. Weight 45. Buttock Circumference
6. Estimated Stature 46. Upper Thigh Circumference
7. Tragion Height 47. Lower Thigh Circumference
8. Mastoid Height 48. Calf Circumference
9. Neck/Chin Intersect Height 49. Ankle Circumference

10. Cervicale Height 50. Arch Circumference
11. Suprasternale Height 51, Arm Circumference (Axilla)
12. Substernale Height 52. Biceps Circumference
13. Thelion Height 531 Elbow Circumference
14. Tenth Rib Height 54. Forearm Circumference
15. Omphalion Height 55. Wrist Circumference
16. Penale Height 56. Hand CircumfeTence
17. Symphysion Height 57. Ilead and Trunk Length
18, Anterior Superior Spine Height 58. Height of Head
19. Iliac Crost Height 59. Trunk Length
20. Trocianteric Height 60. Thigh Length
M1. Tibiale Height 61. Calf L, ngth
L0. Lateral Malloolus Height 62, Foot Length
T3, Splyrioi Height 03. Armn Length (Estimated)
21. [lead Breadth S4. Acrulniotolhdiale LUngth
2. 1 lead Length ( D.all thuiii us-i1adial Le ngth
26. Noeck Breadth 6, lRadialh-Stylton Length
"27. Neck Depth 67. Stylion-Meta 3 Ligth
V3. Chest Breadth &i. Mota 3-Dactylton Length
29. Chest Breadth/tknum W9. Juxta Nipple (Fat)
30. Chest Depth 710. Mal Xtphoid (Fat)
31. Waist Breadrh/Onmphalion 71. Triceps (Fat)
32. Waist Dpth/i(hnplhdtoa 72. lilac Crft (Fat)
33. Bicristal Breadth 73. Mean Fat Thickness
34. Dispinous Breadth M. AP at COn (Leg)
35. Hip Breadth 98. All at %An (lligh)
36. litroch Breadth/Bone 103. AP atCn O (Calf and Foot)
37. Knee Breadth/Bone 108. APt at Cm" (Calf)
38. Elbow Breadth/Bone 117. AP at CIn* (Upper Ann)
39. Wrist Breadth/Bowc 122. AlP at COn (Forearm and Hand)
40. Hand Breadth 127. AP at Can" (Forearl)

"Awmapoae m deth at the lo, 4'o the mcaer of m=a.
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CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OF SEGMENTAL
VARIABLES WITH ANTHROPOMETRY

74 WEIGHT Of TOTAL BODY

1) *074 *838 .099 .105 .999 6) .599 *561 .538 .493 *408
11) .540 9654 .526 .501 *323 16) .039 .246 .198 .251 .325
21) .288 *207 .038 .539 .558 26) .598 .746 .859 .907 .085
31) .807 .436 .772 *297 .906 36) .902 .821 .560 *262 .596
41) .605 .676 s875 .813 .953 46) .785 .814 s716 .641 .518
51) .705 .843 .756 .737 .733 56) *306 .741 .770 .534 .364
61) .315 .469 *568 .551 *385 66) .474 .381 .515 .269 .600
71) #481 .257 .408

75 VOLUME OF TOTAL BODY

11 .100 .838 .108 .121 .992 6) .642 .600 .582 .543 .466
11) .590 .719 .58* .580 .403 16) o114 .313 .266 .313 .397
211 .360 .261 .076 #489 .541 26) *599 .729 .877 s904 .130
31) .838 .444 .784 .332 .923 36) .926 .840 .586 .254 .547
41) .570 .663 .914 .837 .968 46) .754 .823 .662 .602 .522
51) .709 .826 .774 .731 .714 56) .281 .728 .750 .527 .433
41) *382 .529 .541 .529 .360 "6) .446 .407 .481 .321 .646
71) .537 .3Z1 .469

76 CM-TOP OF HEAD (TOTAL BODY)

1) .169 e671 .026 .220 .720 6) .665 .615 .599 .593 .517
11) o573 .489 0582 .467 .406 16) .119 .267 .272 .361 .398
21) .376 .373 .545 e491 .544 26) .135 .442 s359 .604 -044
31) 6735 .285 .894 .594 .791 36) .802 .691 .015 .465 .431
41) .592 .148 .463 .624 .745 46) e635 .713 .635 .5411 .569
51) e293 .370 #320 .191 .414 56) .4)4 .773 s620 s631 .406
61) .216 .202 .667 .782 .771 66) .360 *306 .494 *206 #S69
71) .241 -076 .177

77 WEIGHT Of HEAD AND T4U~i

1) .190 .778 .035 .187 .968 6) .473 .635 .622 .397 .522
111 .631 *713 6619 .573 *419 16) *102 .311 .160 .322 .391
21) .069 .310 .141 .559 .614 26) .5)8 .64) .190 .694 *114
111) 860 .444 *823 .395 .921 36) 0V12 .00 .051 .350 .574
41) .61S *610 a678 .855 o917 461 .679 .759 .582 9S)6 .401
51) .645 .743 .686 .642 0756 561 .228 .796 .441 .449 .409
61) .067 .540 .571 .539 .089 661 .501 .432 .519 .310 .586
71) .476 #215 .405

78 VOLUME Of RlEAD AND TRU14K

1) .218 .742 6024 *232 e951 6) .722 .610 .471 .650 .586
111 .690 .765 .682 965? .517 161 .199 .400 .368 9405 s4.46
21) 9459 .384 .183 .491 .587 26) 6524 .630 .887 .879 .196
91) .872 *432 .822 .410 0923 36) .929 .766 .565 s3SO .515
411 .545 .594 .925 6061 .92'9 46) .631 .752 o529 .493 .424
$11 .631 .721 .899 .636 .723 58) .197 .747 .436 .4186.499
61) .453 .621 *$S0 .S22 .360 66) .479 .476 .481 .349 .614
71) .521 .273 .452



CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OF SEGMENTAL
VARIABLES WITH ANTHROPOMETRY

79 CM-TOP OF HEAD (HEAD AND TRUNK)

1) #482 .683 9130 *079 s712 6) .591 .552 .552 s555 *477
11) .503 *426 .544 s397 .290 16) -085 .117 *103 &173 0204
21) .236 .459 .519 *565 .557 26) .216 .308 .702 .462 -215
31) .856 .336 .897 .734 .780 36) .756 .711 .331 s674 o481
41) .473 .150 .431 .795 .714 46) .489 .680 .520 .614 .411
51) .359 *363 .283 .200 .628 561 .337 .889 *406 s849 .161
61) .063 .206 .542 .546 .548 66) .417 .362 o454 .181 .385
711 .214 -080 o163

80 WEIGHT OF LE3

11 -087 .839 .180 -055 .919 6) .420 .380 .344 .296 .204
11) .346 .497 e340 .378 .182 16) -034 .131 *072 .133 .213
21) .150 -011 -098 .415 .417 26) .594 .774 .007 .812 *033
31) .654 .365 .642 *159 .796 36) .793 e786 .524 046 .523
41) .523 .695 .772 .659 .909 46) 4 8 7 9 .842 .836 .701 .668
S1) .673 .856 .746 .754 .532 56) .334 .540 .852 .212 .291
61) .212 .300 .451 .487 .319 66) e289 .234 *398 .189 .572
71) .472 .300 .388

81 VOLUME OF LEG

1) -066 .857 .214 -082 ,V24 61 e438 e393 .366 .311 .234
111 .366 .535 .371 .427 .215 161 -013 .150 .089 .146 .035
21) .176 .031 -082 .401 .413 26) -618 .777 .747 .829 .025
111 .700 .378 *661 .*04 .822 36) .818 .81e 0535 .053 .496
411 .509 .690 .794 .701 .925 46) .875 .863 .793 .682 .650
5I1 .705 .861 .768 .756 .¼38 56) .321 ,545 .821 .290 .307
611 .235 .*17 *417 .455 .257 66) .261 .234 .370 .248 .637
71T .ss ,365 .455

e2 CV-TROCHANTER|ON (LEGI

11 .649 .06S -147 .567 .101 6) .665 ,649 .647 .703 .701
111 .651 *367 .638 .497 *643 16 92 .570 *592 *636 *610
21) .636 .620 .813 .058 .220 26 -264 -117 o050 *031 *1$9
31) ,336 .014 .574 .612 .295 36 -321 #1T7 s262 *544 -070
41) .138 -320 a028 *203 .174 46 -125 *056 s010 -019 .245

)11 -362 -353 -t71 -300 -006 56 *109 9466 s048 *534 .540
61) .410 .159 *646 .711 0773 66 .345 .301 .286 -120 -142
711 -19S -S40• -9*2

84 CK-kkT ASPECT (LEG;

1) -11S ,219 0359 -369 .106 6) -157 -213 -218 -226 -220
11) -2S -190 -164 -127 -231 16) -342 -360 -146 -274 -218
211 -253 -130 .049 -079 -120 261 -147 -002 .033 .025 -303
111 .126 .130 .230 .101 .165 361 .181 .090 -122 -188 -014

411 o033 -125 -076 .018 .17 461 .4)7 .448 .393 .419 .504
51i -015 .004 -227 -203 -189 56) .104 -015 .301 -136 -159
61) -305 -279 -210 -026 -010 66) -476 .073 -148 .115 .219
71) .113 -014 .107 83) *695



CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OF SEGMENTAL

VARIABLES WITH ANTHROPOMETRY

85 WEIGHT OF ARM

1) -099 .704 *145 *112 .883 6) .458 .451 .420 .340 .234
11) .384 .477 ,342 *239 *088 16) -070 *158 *069 .123 .160
21) .145 .124 -079 e525 .400 26) .586 .710 .697 .755 .037
31) .570 .377 ,499 *063 o697 36) .709 .714 .512 *352 *628
41) s489 *586 ,692 *631 *762 46) .633 .579 .662 .657 .390
51) *728 .861 .750 .779 *843 56) .500 ,686 *783 ,466 *179
61) .193 *367 o633 *541 ,434 66) *653 .343 .597 .151 *411
71) .265 ,181 *255

86 VOLUME OF ARM

1) -086 *745 .178 *089 *907 6) .501 *490 *467 *390 .288
11) .431 *546 *402 *326 .152 16) -018 .185 .115 *165 .211
21) .197 &172 -064 .500 f400 26) .640 .742 *765 9802 *023
31) *636 a371 .540 .123 .752 36) .7C: .763 s550 .339 .593
41) .490 ,611 e741 .645 s804 46) .651 .637 .624 .6:4 4375
51) .780 .882 .80G .796 ,t45 56) *478 .702 .761 .493 c226
61) t248 *&06 *602 a517 .406 66) .619 *340 *583 *226 .504
7!) .360 .278 .352

87 CM-ACROMIOX (ARM)

1) .190 #096 -314 .709 .406 6) .624 .645 *593 .580 .510
111 .625 .411 .488 *360 *450 15) *440 .569 4567 *623 .571
21) &520 ,23 o220 .128 .186 26) *011 .300 .146 9222 .541
31) .162 *238 .306 -083 .357 ý6) ,399 .211 .524 .427 ,394
41) 4178 .207 .407 .155 *287 46) ,013 .001 .228 *077 9156
51) -135 *116 .201 .287 .403 56) ,287 o458 .456 .338 .605
61) .508 .527 .848 .814 .684 661 .709 .371 .522 -291 -304
71) -298 -429 -S65

88 WEIGHT OF HEAD

1) .058 .573 -435 0308 .740 6) .528 .501 .484 .476 t452
I1 .519 ,572 s492 ,377 .364 16) *104 .289 .251 .257 .333
21) .354 .345 .217 ,668 .711 26) 6425 .524 0568 .680 .030
311 *.87 .257 .734 .414 *625 361 .611 *416 s313 .143 &241
411 .814 .435 .575 .583 .694 46) .649 .402 *628 s416 ,479
511 .477 .o50 .469 .423 .402 560 *035 .609 .518 .489 .295
61) .321 .267 .687 .660 .580 66) .576 .331 .481 .156 .470
71) .268 ,171 .270

89 VOLU14C OF HEAD

11 -017 *578 -47! .369 .716 6) .624 .585 .571 .564 .555
11) .627 o719 *620 .540 .564 161 a309 .449 *.42 s419 .500
211 .498 .315 *235 s52? *729 26) .410 .520 .604 .730 s069
311 .571 *042 .7S5 .411 e665 361 .676 .470 *$59 -113 .136
41) *8S• .506 .708 .496 0758 461 6672 *571 *350 *263 .438
511 .536 .s63 .532 .354 *256 56) -097 *553 .139 *415 .478
611 .400 *509 .511 .519 .466 66$ .381 .39 9.519 .344 ,584
711 .565 .352 .405

gg



CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OF SEGMENTAL

VARIABLES WITH ANTHROPOMETRY

90 CM-TOP OF HEAD (HEAD)

1) -129 *687 -022 .027 .851 6) .434 .396 0399 *365 *328
11) .424 0679 .431 .488 o306 16) *095 0226 0193 *184 *283
21) .250 *120 -194 .491 #570 26) *688 .753 #833 .874 *067
31) .660 .276 *578 .167 .762 36) *741 .606 .466 -125 .371
41) .704 .757 .877 .671 *804 46) .757 *692 .450 *304 .215
511 .822 .846 .792 .698 a539 56) .003 .474 *522 .329 s317
61) .365 .489 s261 .232 *066 66) *256 .248 *374 .507 .785
71) .726 .561 .679

91 CM-BACK OF HEAD 1HEAD)

1) -426 -087 -353 .457 .102 6) .155 .187 .164 .117 .120
11) .194 .275 .167 -005 .171 16) .186 .171 *222 .172 #158
21) 4159 -069 -111 *103 .242 26) -001 s021 *127 .229 .076
31) -177 -3*7 -039 -296 to06 36) .100 -186 -041 -933 ,017
41) •468 .249 .341 -225 .115 46) *065 -047 -006 -146 -194
511 .329 *261 *149 -032 4121 56) -169 *092 e255 *002 .143
61) .222 .609 -091 -181 -095 66) .08 .4465 *467 *584 .080
711 .365 .1835 291

92 WEIGHT OF TRUNK

1) .205 .781 s065 .174 .966 6) .669 .632 .620 .594 *517
11 o627 .710 .616 .577 .415 16W .099 4306 o2'6 .319 m308
21) 0362 0322 .134 .543 .600 26) .517 9661 .897 .899 .116
31) .065 .446 6817 #390 *926 W6' .917 .766 *557 *S56 .546
41) .594 .611 .883 .859 .913 46) .672 e767 *570 .535 .389
511 .647 .743 ,t89 .644 .762 561 .236 .795 .437 .649 .408
611 .362 *546 .552 .521 .363 66) .414 .429 .512 .3117 586
711 ,464 .216 a409

93 VOLUME OF TRUNK

1) .229 .763 .061 .209 .949 6t .709 .668 .963 ,637 .570
11) .674 o771 .668 .648 *498 16) *181 0462 .349 ,369 ,467
21) .441 0T77 .171 .482 .567 26) .52% .626 ,190 .872 .199
?1 ,#77 .473 @609 .402 ,922 36) *927 .797 *166 .352 .534
41) .533 .719 0922 0871 o924 46) .620 .75S 421 .503 3416$11 #6SO 02•3 *700 ,645 sT41 561 ,21S ,165 ,631 *617 *485
" 611 ,406 #613 o536 *506 9340 66) *4?2 *472 #465 63#A *608
7 11 ,511 #246 o445

S94 CM-SUP•ASERNALE ITRUNK)

"I 9 S•6 s471 -050 -073 *166 61 *321 ,247 *310 *361 *346

111 .260 .190 &369 .191 *l10 16) -233 -067 -069 -049 -015
S211 ,071 *411 @542 *483 o554 26) *06? -055 ,455 *310 -3TO

31) .676 .213 *728 .846 *454 S61 *398 .360 -082 .599 .198
411 .366 -105 .081 .644 .403 46) .239 #416 .269 .408 .246
51) .125 .050 -030 -060 o328 56) -014 ,673 -033 .719 -116
61) -136 -002 .271 .249 .331 661 .248 *.151 227 085 .2648

j 711 *009 -120 .062

87
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CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OF SEGMENTAL

VARIABLES WITH ANTHROPOMETRY

95 WEIGHT OF THIGH

1) -165 ,821 ,211 -117 .893 6) .381 .3$8 .115 .257 .188
11) *322 s521 0320 ,406 *175 16) -000 .142 .082 .130 .221
21) *152 -024 -211 .331 .354 26) *673 *822 .717 .798 *057
31) .624 .371 .562 .090 .777 36) .767 *750 .541 -044 .464
411 .462 .737 .792 .645 .875 46) *868 *820 .737 .599 .577
51 .716 .879 .799 .811 .499 56) .273 .452 *790 .197 .306
611 .260 9307 .374 *409 .219 66) .232 .160 *340 .247 .644
71) .539 .422 ,477

96 VOLUME OF THIGH

1) -153 *830 o244 -138 .888 6) *396 *350 .335 *278 .214
111 .339 .555 .347 .448 .205 16) .025 .161 .101 .145 .242
21) .177 *012 -194 0313 .345 26) .690 .819 .748 .808 .046
31) .656 .368 .569 .126 .793 36) .784 .770 .551 -042 .436
41) *468 o725 .807 .672 .881 46) .856 .836 .687 *072 4548
51) .748 .850 .819 .804 .S02 56) .266 .453 .758 4211 *321
61) .282 .330 .335 .370 .187 66) .202 .162 .319 .310 .701
71) .597 .486 *544

97 CM-TROCHANTERION (THIGH)

1) .465 .390 .015 .473 e466 6) .887 .856 *569 .888 .645
111 *660 .758 *853 .861 .837 16) o691 .783 *765 .821 .841
21) .820 .652 *680 .104 .255 26) .102 .350 *492 o421 .255
311 9665 *161 *715 .592 .701 36) .743 o611 .726 .479 lll
411 .257 o015 .506 .503 .545 461 .186 .444 .042 .028 .217
51) .168 .114 .355 .090 .295 56) .364 o611 *318 s568 .823
61) .673 .611 .631 *717 ,700 661 .344 .382 .357 .357 .373
711 ,344 .158 ,328

99 CM-ANT ASPECT (THIGH)

1) -143 .412 .072 -164 e557 61 -112 -170 -214 -252 -284
111 -162 .074 -174 -154 -216 161 -387 -a94 -331 -296 -164
21) -263 -346 -222 a534 .434 26) .068 .337 .240 .369 .16
311 .237 .474 *252 -191 .313 361 .353 .310 *043 -286 .449
41) .510 *366 *468 *30S .512 461 ,745 oSIS *792 .610 *639
51) .414 .616 #29? .389 ,197 56) .158 *024 .609 -24S -071
61) -213 ,040 .039 .101 -047 661 -076 .268 -026 .229 .362
711 .2?8 .000 .243 98) *83G

100 WEIGHT Of CALF AND FOOT

1) .126 .725 .059 .125 .814 6) .44S .423 .362 .316 .214
11I *.S3 .344 *332 .23? .170 16) -112 .084 .036 .117 .153
21) .122 *033 .215 .751 .498 26) .264 .504 .553 .699 -044
31) .609 .279 *733 .311 .696 361 .711 0730 .380 .272 .570
411 .534 .459 .573 .570 .829 46) .739 .740 .934 .630 .779
51) .440 .637 .466 .463 *523 56) .425 *673 .194 *423 .196
61) .054 .225 t574 .604 .524 66) ,395 .391 .479 .000 .281
71) .209 -069 .086

i.-8
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CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OF SEGMENTAL
VARIABLES WITH ANTHROPOMETRY

101 VOLUME OF CALF AND FOOT

1) .165 .749 .119 *092 s817 6) .467 0439 *382 .339 .236
11) .367 .370 .359 *289 *204 16) -089 .105 *052 .135 .179
211 .145 *060 *249 .559 s479 26) s294 *507 .587 .715 -058
31) o659 o231 *761 .366 .727 36) ,744 .780 *406 .289 .553
41) .501 .449 2590 o608 s851 46) .740 o782 o911 .841 .789
51) s460 .634 *484 .457 .522 56) s442 a679 .639 .436 s216
61) a067 .231 &543 *583 .504 66) .353 *389 *442 .043 ,333
71) .260 -020 .138

102 CM-TISIALE (CALF AND FOOT)

1) s109 -339 -365 *776 -047 6) *580 .612 .610 .633 ,665
11) *635 .552 *571 .564 0715 161 .801 s820 .608 .786 .767
21) .789 *597 ,336 -250 -180 26) -059 -070 .023 -078 .575
31) .009 .032 .017 -001 .043 36) .122 -080 *308 o212 -290
41) -189 -092 .273 -020 -065 46) -508 -362 -484 -432 -183
51) -180 -240 a023 -055 .130 56) -052 o106 -062 .145 .695
61) .772 *642 .420 *349 .290 661 ,454 *479 *138 .025 -100
71) -081 .*057 -012

104 CM-ANT ASPECT (CALF AND FOOT)

1) -104 .431 -137 -083 .393 6) .090 .105 .049 .023 -020
111 .046 ,016 .035 ,055 -027 161 -160 -059 -107 -088 -087
21) -072 -141 -134 .197 s126 26) .468 s379 .274 .442 -364
31) .219 -131 ,374 .203 .272 361 .202 .340 o050 -082 .072
411 .219 .540 .175 s210 .432 46) .478 6400 .706 .54i .561
51) .201 ,341 *256 .360 .10 56) -041 .295 .385 s1i1 -096
61) -026 -223 .283 *262 9201 66) .217 -044 s246 -423 .085
711 .015 .022 -114 103) .782

105 WEIGHT OF CALF

11 .102 .732 .026 .109 .193 6) .446 .412 *.33 .320 s225
11) 030 .334 o339 s218 .171 161 -111 .002 .037 *115 s149
21) .125 .053 .211 a519 .482 261 .316 .495 .544 .692 -094
311 .598 .213 .736 *342 .680 56) .688 .709 .340 .264 .516
41) .521 ,461 .540 .560 .817 461 .726 0729 6933 o627 .712
1)1 .421 .613 .452 v456 .489 56) ,376 .6?4 .820 o440 .178

61) .009 .18?7 .76 .602 .532 66) .402 *350 .491 -041 o273
71) .193 -057 .070

106 VOLUME OF CALF

1) .136 .766 .079 .084 .808 6) .479 .491 .$99 .397 .262
111 .380 *$75 .080 .299 .213 161 -081 .112 s063 .141 .182
21) 0160 .094 02*6 0503 .471 26) 03S9 ,o08 .590 .718 -108
311 4656 9240 ,771 .401 .723 36) .730 .063 .581 s287 o504
41) *501 .496 .565 .608 .846 461 .733 .774 *908 .828 s785
511 *454 9621 *482 .461 .502 561 *394 s697 .610 *460 .206
61) .06S *207 0958 .591 .523 661 o377 .353 o473 *009 *355
71) .291 .001 .132

.4.



CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OF SEGMENTAL
VARIABLES WITH ANTHROPOMETRY

107 CM-TIBIALE (CALF)

1) .050 -336 -436 e822 -041 6) .598 .627 o623 .645 .685
11) *672 .554 .591 *539 *719 16) .793 *816 .516 o795 .777
21) .800 .613 .351 -267 -150 26) -091 -104 -004 -092 .589
311) -017 o026 s032 -013 s035 36) .122 -127 *.62 *200 -292
41) -153 -109 a270 -040 -059 46) -503 -3?4 -444 -419 -144
51) -218 -253 -017 -075 o113 56) -092 .128 -026 .156 .701
61) ,778 e666 .453 .378 .331 66) .483 .516 .195 -004 -142
71) -115 *008 -055

109 CM-ANT ASPECT (CALF)

1) .191 0506 -037 -090 .513 6) *278 .266 .226 .241 .211
11) 9239 .207 .235 .334 .180 16) -050 .101 .031 .069 .115
21) .128 s174 .077 .230 *155 26) *465 *382.*415 o472 -126
31) 5118 *300 ,573 .455 .465 36) e384 .526 *190 .258 .109
41) .074 .431 *299 *560 .529 46) *417 *475 *602 *561 *648
51) .110 s263 ,265 .424 o226 56) .004 .392 .295 a324 s100
61) o122 -189 .440 .463 .280 66) .300 -009 .041 -396 .215
71) -028 .012 -092 108) .645

110 WEIGHT OF FOOT

11 .212 .638 .189 .172 .610 61 .423 .395 .329 .279 &154
11) .325 .346 .282 .207 .152 16) -100 .083 .036 .130 .166
21) .098 -057 .232 .649 .527 261 .111 .493 .129 .657 .134
31) .508 .375 .663 .171 .698 36) .749 .741 .483 .279 .729
411 ,556 *391 0640 .533 .796 46) .?24 s7a6 .853 .746 .677
51) ,466 *660 .469 .415 .567 56) .590 .607 *906 s327 ,252
611 .019 e355 .512 *562 .471 46) .312 .494 .415 *186 .276
711 026? -121 ,145

111 VOLUME OF FOOT

1) .292 .646 .249 .133 ,810 61 .448 1414 .354 .313 .190
11) 3o50 .379 9319 .260 .207 16) -065 .113 .063 .151 .203
21) .131 -027 .268 .440 .529 26) .108 6491 .564 ,671 .131
311 o697 .368 .707 .254 ,36 36) .766 .102 .510 .302 .715
411 .528 .373 s657 o584 .522 461 .725 073• .6*0 .774 A683
51) .474 .644 .465 ,397 .569 36) ,600 ,609 .671 .34S .285
61) .035 .g62 s471 .540 .44? 661 .250 .480 3546 .242 ,388
711 .327 -072 .206

112 CM-HffL (FOOT)

11 .134 .506 -370 .330 *629 61 0.77? .742 .730 0712 .703
111 ,746 0764 .768 .615 .703 161 9407 .600 .553 .541 .639
21) o606 .624 .602 .o40 6562 261 .256 .300 .546 .594 6099
311 .629 .093 e775 .596 c6l7 3)61 .68 .571 o$46 @220*.007
41) ASS0 .166 *614 .*42 .720 46) .419 ,474 .451 0377 .501
511 o465 ,426 .44? .212 .365 56) o154 .639 ,560 0522 .546
61) .547 *566 s642 .420 o655 66) *542 ,644 .497 .380-.540
71) s450 ,352 s459

go
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CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OF SEGMEN'IAL

VARIABLES WITH ANTHROPOMETRY

113 CM-SOLE (FOOT)

11 -040 -104 -321 *320 .190 6) -018 -019 -100 -105 -110
11) -037 -001 -106 -133 .014 16) -112 -014 -082 -065 -010
21) -003 -058 .151 #450 .158 26) -198 -077 -065 .075 #188
31) -001 *215 *176 -057 -029 36) .039 .035 -162 -146 -014
41) .225 .076 .166 *015 *176 461 *208 .040 o530 .487 o672
51) -013 .096 -145 -061 .038 56) *042 -Oal 0451 -205 -021
61) -061 -030 o222 *232 .140 66) .156 .557 -110 -169 -031
71) -147 -175 -153

114 WEIGHT OF UPPER ARM

11 -127 .789 .172 .009 .879 6) .461 .440 .425 .348 ,253
11 .301 .523 o374 *S06 .129 161 -036 .147 *075 .121 *IT$
211 o266 .149 -030 ,534 .446 26) .645 .766 .741 .801 -095
31) o631 .283 .567 .194 .743 361 .746 e773 *538 .245 .516
411 .591 .569 .674 .651 .609 46) *O750 689 .662 .625 .408
51) .837 o893 .608 .739 .730 56) *485 *666 *755 .455 .189
61) *203 *320 .558 .507 .442 66) .526 .262 .568 .319 ,604
711 s456 .376 *457

115 VOLUME Of UPPER ARM

1) -115 *822 4160 -017 ,886 6) .495 .468 .464 .393 .308
111 .422 s586 .432 *3S5 .192 16) *010 .185 .116 .154 .222
21) *210 9206 -012 *.02 *455 26) .691 .775 o796 .134 -114
31) ,688 s268 .606 .265 .782 36) 0780 .798 .546 *222 .440
411 .596 .579 .708 .698 .839 461 .051 .730 .613 .563 *30O
51) .674 .896 .839 .739 .711 56) .429 .6?4 .709 ,482 .225
61) .252 .350 ,513 o467 .405 46) .484 .249 .549 .391 .694
711 .547 ,472 ,S51

116 CM-ACRO~tON tUPPER ARM)

1) .390 .273 -153 .543 0480 6) .702 ,691 s653 4667 .596
111 .701 .549 .068 .646 .646 161 *60* .692 .677 .741 .721
21) *625 *203 .340 *203 .309 26) .058 *511 .*21 .370 .S09
31) ,098 .209 .024 .164 #576 361 .591 .471 .505 .2i3 .370
411 .321 .272 .516 *276 .457 46W .278 .319 0246 -001 .214
51) -020 ,166 .06S .265 .204 361 .351 .405 *409 .26S .809
611 .566 .518 .742 .64S *689 66) .369 ,191 o129 -003 o024
71) .077 -103 -034

118 CM-ANT ASPECT (Ui.. O '

t1 -228 .458 .103 -199 9630 o -.049 -062 -108 -159 -223
11 059 .1T5 -137 4040 -1M 141 -1$9 -051 -1717 -16 -095
211 -174 -390 -S33 .475 *263 261 .972 .720 *A98 .547 .171
311 .297 .379 .133 -261 o369 361 0111 .470 .565 -239 .459
411 .370 .762 .571 .352 .511 461 .466 v444 *617 .430 .351
511 *S60 .708 .681 0.06 0359 561 .109 0012 9556 -117 .017
61) .015 .014 .197 .185 -075 66) .169 -061 .019 .024 .390
?71) .29 *281 .246 117) .874
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CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OF SEGMENTAL
VARIABLES WITH ANTHROPOMETRY

119 WEIGHT OF FOREARM AND HAND

1) -049 *477 0683 *239 *755 6) .383 *397 .347 *271 s170
11) *327 .338 o244 .106 .013 16) -108 0102 *049 0106 #107
21) e087 .049 -140 .433 .275 26) .419 *.25 .529 o574 ,214
31) .396 *451 .325 -134 .526 36) .545 .520 .195 .447 s689
41) o272 .525 .611 .507 .578 46) .373 .332 .565 .604 o304
51) .466 .668 .555 ,720 .874 56) .444 o609 *702 .410 .135
61) .150 .373 .644 .508 .356 66) *735 ,405 *549 -112 .075
71) -046 -120 -070

120 VOLUME Of FOREARM AND HAND

1) -034 .517 *099 *240 .767 61 *458 .449 *405 *335 .233
111 .346 .412 .310 .186 *080 161 -050 *161 *105 .140 .170
211 .150 .125 -119 .414 .282 261 o464 .559 .584 .614 s230
311 *454 .465 o362 -090 e579 36) J599 s567 *442 *456 e672
411 .277 .542 o664 .559 .621 461 o385 *371 €537 ,583 .299
51) .508 .713 s608 .751 .890 56) .439 *633 .700 .439 .195
61) ,215 .425 *650 o517 .359 661 .737 s412 .553 -055 .144
71) .022 -046 .004

121 CN-RADIALE 4FOREARM AND HAND)

1) .349 -025 -127 .679 .211 6) .420 .644 6623 .612 .557
11) ,576 o346 .526 9270 o424 16) .320 .467 .440 o491 .44$
21) .515 %638 .664 .237 .100 261 -212 -130 s174 9095 e194
31) .261 .157 .354 .313 .240 36) .332 .241 *255 .764 .154
41) .037 -290 .156 .240 *165 461 -272 -067 -002 .219 .130
51) -025 -074 -040 -127 .554 56) .456 .415 .265 .595 .336
61) .314 .449 9663 *.54 .673 661 .709 s697 .447 -003 -159
71) -251 -299 -158

123 CM-ANT ASPECT IFOREARM AND NANO)

1) -053 .356 -049 -027 .485 61 .044 .057 .064 .025 0001
11) .063 *201 .070 -129 -168 16) -364 -200 -220 -247 -195
21) -141 .136 -203 .446 o423 261 .352 .105 .427 .376 .097
311 .512 o440 .115 -023 .219 361 ,225 .229 -158 .330 .454
411 .237 .315 .422 .514 .340 461 .137 *110 .246 .420 .067
511 .491 o575 0469 .565 0725 561 -014 4119 o234 .349 -246
61) -091 *221 *163 -071 -IS0 66) .536 .267 .286 .075 .160
71) .053 .0085 101 122) .913

124 WEIGHT Of FOREARN

1) -162 .461 .017 .196 .761 6) .316 o312 *261 .205 .114
11 .275 .336 ,191 .060 -024 16W -110 .072 .014 .055 .067
111 0046 .007 -277 .421 .273 26) .325 .576 ,035 *607 .191
S1i .o46 *415 .274 -202 .491 361 .500 .474 .346 .292 .624
411 .310 .*64 .639 .479 .560 461 .424 .425 .569 9511 #S05
511 .521 .752 .606 .792 .827 561 *329 .53 MS93 .327 .094
611 *161 343S *564 .437 o262 661 *709 *555 .527 -120 .151
711 000 -017 -016
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CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OF SEGMENTAL
VARIABLES WITH ANTHROPOMETRY

125 4OLUNE OF FOREARM

1) -180 0542 *060 *169 .807 6) .362 *373 *329 *252 .162
11) 0322 .411 s249 o167 .035 16) -082 *118 *057 *094 .119
21) *097 .038 -277 .404 *280 26) .590 *6)4 .612 .669 .188
31) *418 .419 *318 -158 *561 36) *567 .541 0403 .275 *614
41) .322 .680 .708 .539 .643 46) .467 s397 *576 .574 .307
511 *596 .803 .682 o838 .842 56) .327 .553 .706 o346 .149
61) .217 .391 .564 .425 *241 66) .6#0 .351 o523 -042 .231
71) o112 .084 .087

126 CM-RADIALE IFOREARM)

1) *232 *008 -160 .663 *280 6) *612 .653 .635 .612 *558
11) .625 .524 o538 e393 .496 16) o473 *610 o559 o566 .534
21) .578 *529 .372 .200 .110 261 s092 .092 *271 *206 .408
31) .254 *171 .178 .106 *241 36) .315 *301 o388 .609 .193
411 9008 .034 .389 .268 .202 461 -292 -145 -123 .037 -061
51) .180 .164 0315 .245 .636 56) .357 .483 4222 .461 .450
61) .509 .615 .631 .463 .451 66) .768 o544 .412 .O40 -056
71) -082 -030 -026

128 CM-ANT ASPECT (FOREARM)

1) .039 9314 .134 -397 .291 61 -276 -302 -302 -324 -333
11) -299 -189 -286 -354 -469 16) -601 -469 -510 -503 -445
21) -429 -118 -354 o219 .142 26) .264 .026 s085 .050 .129
31) .140 .653 -088 -135 -001 36) -017 .152 -283 o332 s415
41) -160 *102 .093 .408 .155 46) .115 .048 0.69 .529 *116
51) .119 .371 .186 *509 .412 56) .019 .058 .150 *005 -431
61) -359 -298 *088 -056 -199 66) .31S -123 -120 -343 -067
711 -320 -144 -257 127) .843

129 WEIGHT OF HAND

1) 0267 *410 .223 .302 .634 61 o498 .511 .470 .419 .294
11 o415 *292 .340 .166 .106 161 -043 .162 .124 .214 .163
21) .171 .228 .223 .405 .234 26) .139 .3l7 .466 .450 .165
31) o475 .430 .432 .096 .547 361 .561 .545 o454 .737 .717
411 *1$8 *200 .440 .506 .497 461 .206 .318 .426 0574 o247
511 .266 .427 0347 .423 .861 56) .640 .735 .597 o596 .194
611 .102 .369 .696 .608 *542 46) .696 .460 .546 -063 -050
71) -155 -S34 -180

130 VOLUME OF HAND

1) *304 *441 *268 .280 .673 61 .534 *542 .506 .459 s333
111 ,453 s349 .391 *240 .154 16) -012 .194 .154 .246 .221
211 s205 .256 *232 .414 .249 26) .176 .379 .534 .500 173
311 5468 .459 .478 @141 .610 361 .640 .23 *.50? o763 .124
411 .164 a230 .497 .072 .343 46) .235 .474 .40? .561 .236
511 .311 .454 .393 .447 .185 561 .642 0754 o599 .621 .236
611 .139 .403 ,679 .600 o516 661 o"?7 .462 0523 -018 .029
711 -079 -273 -105



CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OF SEGMENTAL
VARIABLES WITH ANTHROPOMETRY

131 CM-META 3 IHAND)

1) .317 s372 -422 @093 *294 6) .236 .195 .189 0224 s260
11) *229 .233 s289 o147 #253 16) -092 s057 .024 .004 .092
21) .178 .402 .458 .391 0o07 26) *064 -117 s175 s216 -023
31) .430 .244 ,527 s639 .183 36) #1$6 s281 -291 .272 -077
41) .259 -009 .161 o477 .403 46) .174 .228 ,499 .503 .709
51) .052 .115 .035 .095 .077 56) -218 s345 .160 s326 -019
61) .019 -061 0302 .242 .257 66) .359 @263 *034 -151 #172
71) -009 .019 -014

132 CM-MED ASPECT (HAND)

1) .481 -010 .197 .149 .109 6) .112 @129 .091 *096 *013
11) .043 -238 -007 -197 -173 16) -290 -171 -152 -060 -143
21) -146 .060 .281 *184 .022 26) -355 -aO0 -020 -064 ,066
31) *134 *342 .170 .069 *101 36) .102 *101 .016 *769 *553
41) -201 -229 -126 .165 -006 46) -146 -039 .162 .373 .081
511 -372 -190 -309 -107 *436 56) .396 .413 .122 .421 -128
61) -263 -064 o376 .341 .326 66) .349 *212 .188 -444 -548
71) -620 -828 -670
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Appendix G
DENSITIES OF HUMAN TISSUES

A number of studies reporting the density characteristics of freshly isolated (nonpreserved)
human tissue are found throughout the literature. The more recent studies are concerned with
the density of tissues from which the fat has been removed by chemical extraction and the water
removed by hydration or prolonged drying. Few studies report densities (or specific gravities) of
flesh "whole" tissues- and with the exception of bone, the densities of tissuxes from embalmed
cadavers are apparently undocumented. The lack of comparative information presents a serious
difficulty in properly assessing the relationship of freshly isolated and preserved tissue. Our study
afforded an opportunity to measure the densities of samples of skin, fat, muscle, and bone tissues
dissected from cadavers randomly selected from the study population.

In all, the density of 135 tissue samples was determined. Skin, fat, and muscle samples were
taken from sites at which the thicknesses of the skin and panniculus adiposus were measured. Soft
tissue samples weighed about one gram, and bone samples were halved disks cut from the shaft
of the humerus. As much dissimilar tissue as possible was dissected from each sample, but no dry-
ing or fat extraction was attempted since the primary purpose of the study was to compare only
the densities of whole fresh and whole preserved tissues.

The volume of each tissue sample was deterinetwd by placing it in a 25 ml pycnometer filled
with triple-distilled water, measuring the weight of the water displaced by the sample and cor-
recting for the temperature of the water. All weghing was done on a balance which meastrted
grams to four dechnal places. The water and tissue samiples were at room temperature (23.6 to
25 C). Cure was taken to remove any air that was trapped in the samples.

Table 3M listb the results of this study and e-ruilts ,inparing the data of this study with what
is helieved may be dte most comiarable data on iunproserved whole human tissue. Since very
fe-w modern investigators have m mared the density of fresh, untreated human tissue, the works of
Davy (1840) and Krause and Kap|) (as given in Vivrordt, 1906) am reportod here even though
their nt1,0hods of derivation are not known, 11Ti data of Lvider and Builnke ( M-4.) on skin and
Blanton and Biggs (1968) on bone are cmnsiderod diremtly coimparable. The standard deviAtions
of tllh densities deraýse with each cadaver stuldied in this presnt effort. This undoubtdly rmlects
an itmproivmit in measuring techniques as the study progressed,

We do not believe that this study has demions•trated adequately the similarity or diffe .Mce
bewtvn pr#se•rvd and unpresrv d tissue, since V) little fresh tissue has been tested in a manner
Similar to the treatmeut of the pnreerd tissue, With tl'e exception (f Inmusele tissue, however, it
is encouraging that thee are no apparent gross differenus bet•w•ee the densities of tie two types
of tissues, Our data on tie density of muscle tissue apear to he high. We can offer no explanation
fin this other than to suggest that tie technique of meAuring the density of nmuscle tissue was at
fault.
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